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„Justice does not stop at the prison gates“ 
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Introduction 
 
 
 
 

During realization of the project “Towards full application of European 
standards in prison practice” supported by European Delegation in the Republic of 
Serbia, a number of reports were created. The reports were prepared by Center for 
Human Rights-Niš and Coalition for the Reform of Prison System teams. These 
are: 
 

A- Monitoring of the work of medical services in prisons. 
 
B- Research on prisoners’ attitudes on corruption and anti-corruption 
within the system for the enforcement of criminal sanctions (second round-
2013) 

C- Research: Individual treatment programs in practice (2013) 

D- Research: Europeam Court Practice in relation to imprisonment aspects 
 
E- Research on self- injuring in prisons  

 
 

We hope that these reports will serve as information on current state based 
on which it is possible to plan the activities by which that state may be improved, 
directed at adoption and application of European Standards.  
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I Analysis of work (diagnostic and therapy procedures) of health services in 
prisons, identified shortcomings and recommendations to eliminate observed 
 
 
Target group of this project activity, were prisoners who, according to their own 
opinion, were not provided adequate medical treatment by a doctor from health 
services in prisons. Idea on which the activity was based is that the conducted 
medical treatment is evaluated based on the insight of an expert into the copy of the 
prioners' medical file (with, of course, previous consent of the patient), taking into 
account the statement on health condition and contents of the complaint to the 
medical treatment by the patient-prisoner. Simultaneously, since we do not know 
that there are studies that have dealt with mapping the frequency and, in general, 
with overview of the types of disease in prison conditions in the countries in 
transition, here we give an overview of the diseases of all convicts who addressed 
us. 
 
During the project realization, nineteen cases of complaints of the prisoners were 
processed, and eleven were not. Those that were not processed and about which we 
have the basic information, most frequently gave up alone from further 
representation, or in some other way did not meet the required project criteria.  
 
In the mentioned nineteen cases, it was about the following diseases:  
In ninteen processed casess of prisoners' complaints, it was about the following 
diseases: three cases of tuberculosis, two cases of acute coronary syndrome, two 
cases of frequent allergic reactions, one case of dog tapeworms, one case of insulin 
dependent diabetes, one case of thyroid gland hyper function, one case of skin 
cancer, a case of varicose veins in the legs, one case of hernia, one case of double-
sided hearing damage, one case of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), a serious 
psychiatric illness that was not recognized and had resulted in multiple suicide 
attempts, one convict had problems caused by inadequate dentures, large infected 
wound on the leg, which was occurred as a result of inadequate initial treatment of 
harmless injury, one adequate and one completely inadequate response of health 
services to the needs and problems in case of disability. 
 
In case of twenty diseases, first symptoms were reported in ten prisoners before 
coming to prison for sentence serving, and in ten it was during the sentence 
serving. 
 
If at the admission to prison a detailed anamnesis was taken by the health service 
and a careful examination was made, that would ensure early diagnosis of yet 
unrecognized disease at the time of admission. Early diagnosis is a prerequisite for: 
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1. Later adequate treatment, 
2. Prevention of complications consequences and non-preferred natural course of 
the disease; 
3. Facilitating the patient to realize the right to adequate medical treatment; 
4. Control of transmissible diseases in prison conditions. 
5. * Everything that is of importance for a particular disease should be carefully 
input into the medical files of prisoners. 
 
From the previous experience and contacts with prisoners comes that penitentiary 
medical service, primarily reacts to the requests of prisoners and symptoms they 
complain to. Regular, periodical and detailed examinations would enable early 
detection of the disease. Such behavior of health care service would create 
conditions and offer a chance for prisoners to be medically treated in different way.  
 
In eleven cases where the disease occurred while serving the sentence, it was 
observed that penitentiary medical service did not apply diagnostic procedures 
necessary for the diagnosis of a specific disease. It is logical that in all these cases 
appropriate therapy was missing, as well. Out of these eleven cases, in ten a 
specialist examination at the doctor's with other specialization was not enabled, and 
in one case, the penitentiary medical service had at its disposal everything needed 
to make the diagnosis, but this option was not used. In eight cases necessary 
diagnostic procedures were applied, the diagnosis were made, but in five out of 
these eight cases, appropriate treatment failed to be applied. 
 
In five cases where the therapy was missing, in two cases the reason was that the 
penitentiary medical service did not have needed medicines at disposal. Despite 
that fact, prisoners' families were not introduced with possibility to provide the 
missing medicine on their own. In two cases, where the need for prosthetic aid was 
observed, in one case the prosthetic aid was inadequate and in the other case it was 
completely missing, It should be avoided, in any manner, a situation where the 
same doctor evaluates the justifiability of prisoner's complaint to constructed aid 
and participates in the construction of the aid. In one case, due to the repeated lack 
of expected response to medical treatment, specialist doctor expressed doubt that 
the patient had been taking appropriate therapy in appropriate dose. Only in three 
cases, the diagnosis was made in time and needed therapy was applied. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
1. In everyday work, to strictly follow the procedures for the diagnosis making 

and then the application of therapy. Regardless of the fact that in the Republic 
of Serbia, opposite to the developed countries of the world, there are no 
protocols for all the diseases, the doctors are expected to use all their 
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knowledge and experience to promptly make the diagnosis and apply the 
appropriate treatment; 
 

2.  If, for making a specific diagnosis, participation of doctors from other 
specialties is needed, as well as additional diagnostic methods, penitentiary 
medical service is expected to take advantage of these opportunities in time, so 
that the correct diagnosis could be made as early as possible. During the 
treatment, the obligation of medical service is to apply the prescribed medical 
therapy prescribed by a doctor outside the prison, as well as to provide regular 
control check-ups at a specialist, so that the assessment of treatment could be 
done in the right way and allow the definitive cure; 

 
3. At the admission of prisoners to sentence serving, to take a careful anamnesis 

and do a detailed examination by use of additional diagnostic procedures. 
During sentence serving to carry out serious, detailed quarterly examinations 
aimed at assessment of the current health status of prisoners and discovery of 
new symptoms and diseases that were not present until that moment. To 
register in detail the results of such medical examinations in a special form so 
that they are separated and different from the reviews that were initiated by the 
patient's complaints; 

 
4. To involve a psychiatrist in regular quarterly medical examinations of 

prisoners; 
 

5. As it is an obligation of hospital institutions to provide needed therapy for 
medical treatment of its patients, it is also an obligation of penitentiary medical 
service to do the same since the prisoners have no possibility to, at their own 
initiative, provide necessary medicines. In exceptional cases, if there is no 
other way, prisoner's family should be informed and enabled to procure that 
medicine;  

 

6.  To ensure the respect of the Law on the enforcement of criminal sanctions in a 
part where the right of prisoner or his authorized representative to get a copy of 
his full medical documentation is prescribed; 

 

7. As any other patient in the Republic of Serbia, prisoners, as well, have a right 
to get appropriate medical treatment; to ensure the function of the protector of 
patients rights in prison conditions.  
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II Analysis of health problems of prisoners, chronology of events and reaction 
of medical service to the existing problem 
 
 
1. Patient: G.J. ID number 8525 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
 
Disease: Heart attack 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: First problems occurred during 
sentence serving (2010) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: Number of medical 
examinations during June 2010, because tightness above chest bone, choking, and 
heart palpitations. During the examination the anamnesis was taken, blood pressure 
was measured as well as auscultation of the heart and lungs. 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: During the period in which he turned in for 
examinations due to the  duration of symptoms, ECG was not done for a single 
time and the opportunity to make a precise diagnosis was missed, thus he was not 
treated appropriately. 
 
Further course of events: In February 2011 he was sent to Clinical center where he 
was diagnosed with suffered myocardium infarct. Coronography was done and 
stent was placed in September 2011. From that moment the patient is, mostly, 
being treated with appropriate medicines and in a manner prescribed by good 
clinical practice. 
 
Comment: Doctors from the Medical Service did not use the available diagnostic 
options (ECG), which is considered the golden standard in the diagnosis of this 
disease. In addition, valuable time in treating heart attacks was missed, where 
speed of reaction is of crucial importance. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: To strictly 
respect the protocol in diagnostic and therapy procedure 
 
 
2. Patient: D.K. ID number 7146 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
 
Disease: Hyper function of thyroid gland and goiter 
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When did the symptoms occur for the first time: He arrived healthy to prison, for 
sentence serving in 2007. 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: He was repeatedly provided 
with specialists examination at endocrinologist's in Clinical center Niš and 
diagnosis of thyroid gland hyper function was confirmed (both by ultra sound and 
by hormone analysis). He was determined therapy by endocrinologists but taking 
medicines is irregular.  
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: Therapy determined by specialist - endocrinologist 
is not applied by medical doctors in Penitentiary. 
 
Further course of events: Diseases continue despite frequent examinations and 
recommended medical treatment. 
 
Comment: Even specialist endocrinologist in his report doubts that the patient 
receives therapy regularly, in full dose. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: To strictly 
respect recommended therapy prescribed by specialist doctor. 
 
 
3. Patient: M.J. ID number 8898 (I) 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
 
Disease: Lungs tuberculosis 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: During sentence serving in July 
2011 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: After having doubted 
tuberculosis, he was for several times examined by pneumo-phtisiologist and 
complete diagnostics was done (Lungs RTG, sputum seeding, full blood analysis)  
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: - 
 
Further course of events: During 2011. and 2012. for several times he was treated 
in appropriate manner, with contemporary medicines and in may 2012, heal of 
tuberculosis was stated and that there was no need for further medicine taking. 
 
Comment: A problem was observed in the fact that to our requests we received 
exclusively documentation from other institutions (Clinical Center Niš, Knez selo, 
Special prison hospital) and we never received documentation that testifies about 
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the work of medical service in Penitentiary Niš. Bearing in mind that it is chronic 
insidious disease and conditions that exist in prison, we consider that it is necessary 
to pay attention to possible recidives of this disease).  
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: To official, 
legally grounded request to provide the prisoner or his representative a complete 
medical documentation related to Patient.  
 
 
4. Patient: M.J. ID number 8898 (II) 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
 
Disease: Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: During nineties, after coming back 
from the theater of war operations (before sentence serving) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: Patient was irregularly 
examined by medical service, specialist examination at neuro psychiatrist was not 
provided for him for more than six months, and therapy (Xalol, Formidal) was 
denied by prison doctors and he has not been receiving it for 5 months now.  
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: He is not provided with specialist's examinations 
(neuropsychiatric) necessary for the control of this disease. Doctors from the 
medical service of the penitentiary, at their own initiative, stopped the treatment 
prescribed by the specialist at previous examination. 
 
Further course of events: Patient still stresses out his complaints: tension, 
insomnia, often at night walking in-between dormitories, with which the 
commanders of penitentiary Niš are introduced. 
 
Comment: Bearing in mind physical condition of the patient (consequence of 
participation in the war) and surroundings in which he is (prison conditions) it is 
necessary to have careful approach to patients with PTSD (in literature they are 
described as ticking time bomb) so as to prevent non-preferred consequences. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: To enable 
specialist examinations at other doctors', always when there is need for that and to 
respect recommended therapy.  
 
 
5. Patient: I.S. ID number 8314 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
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Disease: Frequent allergic reactions 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: During sentence serving, after 
2011.  
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: Patient, during sentence 
serving, addressed doctors from Penitentiary for several times for frequent 
allergies. He was not provided with specialists examination at allergists' but the 
price for allergy testing in the amount of 10.000 dinars was presented to him.  
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: For the solution of such problem it is medically 
justifiable to determine what is the patient allergic to, so as to remove the causer of 
allergy could be removed from his environment, which in this case failed. 
 
Further course of events: Medical service, in their regular treatment included anti-
histamines, which caused that the medical condition of the patient improved to that 
extent that he had no complaints any more.  
 
Comment: Appropriate medical care was provided only after the complaint of the 
representative, before that the prisoner complained for several times personally but 
without effect. In living conditions out of prison, if the disease significantly 
reduces the quality of patient's life and he has an order from a doctor, allergy 
testing is not charged.  
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: When a 
problem is identified (in this case allergy reaction), it is necessary to react on time: 
to determine what is the patient allergic to, to moderate allergy symptoms, if it is 
impossible to remove the allergen completely. 
 
 
6. Patient: R.G. ID number 9410 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
 
Disease: Hernia 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: One year after he started sentence 
serving. (19.12.2011) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: The prisoner addressed 
doctors in penitentiary for several times for pains and only once he was enabled to 
have examination at surgeon in Clinical Center Niš. After the examination the 
surgeon recommended the operation of hernia, but so far the operation has not been 
scheduled. 
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Shortcoming in the treatment: Doctors from Medical service of Penitentiary did not 
provide specialist examination to a prisoner and after that they did not act upon the 
advice of the surgeon, although the prisoner himself insisted for several times. 
 
Further course of events: Patient more frequently has pains in the area where the 
hernia is, for which he says that they are high intense. The only therapy he gets is 
pain killers. 
 
Comment: The only medically justifiable procedure when the hernia exists is 
surgery intervention and it cannot be replaced by anything. Lack of surgery 
intervention not only exposes the patient to pains but the complication of hernia 
may endanger his life.  
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: To enable 
specialist examinations at other doctors, always when there is need for that and to 
respect recommended therapy.  
 
 
7. Patient: R.R. ID number 34/12 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
 
Disease: Multiple suicidal attempts 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: Before sentence serving (before 
24.10.2011), he attempted suicide for three times and the most serious one was the 
jump from the 5th floor on 06.10.2011. Within the verdict of the Basic Court in 
Vranje from December 2011, the Court expert recommends mandatory medical 
treatment measure in psychiatric institution.  
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: During sentence serving the 
prisoner complained for several times to pain that is a consequence of the jump 
from the 5th floor. He was provided with medical examination at orthopedists' and 
at that occasion removal of the fixation was proposed. Opposite to numerous 
requests of prisoners this has not been done yet. For all the time of sentence serving 
the prisoner was at psychiatric examination for three times only and he only gets 
tranquillizers as the therapy. 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: Removal of fixation was not enabled which would 
reduce the pains that the patient has and regular psychiatric treatment was not 
organized.  
 
Further course of events: CHR-Nis does not have information 
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Comment: Regular psychiatric treatment and control for suicidal persons are 
considered to be an obligatory measure so as to prevent non-preferred 
consequences. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: Psychiatric 
diseases should not be neglected easily. Pains that a patient has should be reduced 
whenever possible, with all available means. 
 
 
8. Patient: M.I. 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš, Special Prison Hospital Belgrade 
 
Disease: Frequent allergic reactions. Lungs tuberculosis  
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: First allergy attack on 29.12.2009, 
before being sent to sentence serving. Tuberculosis occurred during sentence 
serving. 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: In 2010 he was sent to Special 
Prison Hospital Belgrade - internal medicine ward. He spent one month on 
examinations, allergy testing was done, diagnosis Dg Urticaria chr made 
(manifestations of frequent allergy reactions) and appropriate therapy was 
determined. With the use of prescribed therapy the prisoner practically did not have 
problems. After having returned to Penitentiary Niš, recommended therapy was 
changed due to the lack of certain medicines (tbl. Aerius). As a result there were 
frequent allergic attacks, almost on daily basis (from May till October). The 
prisoner was frequently given injections of Synopen and Urbason and he had 
anaphylactic shock in 2011, when his life was endangered. 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: Non application of determined therapy by allergist. 
Needed medicines were not provided by the medical service nor were the family 
enabled to provide it. Long term giving of therapy with pronounced side effects 
that may endanger the life of the patient. 
 
Further course of events: During sentence serving, allergic manifestations continue 
to occur as a result years long corticosteroids therapy, there are swellings in the 
arms, legs and stomach. In March 2013, the convict gets a high fever, cough, and at 
the Special Prison Hospital Belgrade- internal medicine ward, the diagnosis of 
lungs tuberculosis was made. He then returned to sentence serving in Nis 
Penitentiary. 
 
Comment: To solve specific problems (frequent allergies) it is possible to give 
injections of Synopen and Urbason, but only as a short-term therapy. Long-term 
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therapy with these drugs is impossible because of expressed side effects (immune 
suppression, Cushing's syndrome...). Taking into account that this is an intravenous 
drug addict, a person who since 2006. has been suffering from hepatitis C virus 
(HCV+), caution when deciding to give corticosteroids had to be even more 
pronounced. The occurrence of tuberculosis after all, is almost not a surprise at all. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: When 
doctors from the penitentiary medical service have a precise diagnosis made and 
adequate therapy suggested by doctors of other specialty, it should be implemented 
in practice. When they decide for independent treatment of the patient they must 
take into account the side effects of treatment and the potential threats to patient's 
health. 
 
 
9. Patient: I.L. ID number 6028 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
 
Disease: Varicose legs veins 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: The problems occurred for the first 
time in 2007, before sentence serving. It worsened during the sentence serving 
(November 2012.) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: Because of hard pain of 
varicose veins in both legs, swellings and redness on the shins, the convicted 
appealed to doctors in Penitentiary on several occasions. He was never provided 
with examination by a vascular surgeon, aids were not provided (elastic stockings, 
bandages, etc.) nor the family was instructed to provide them for him. The only 
treatment he received tablets Diclofen. 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: Prisoner was never enabled specialist examination 
by vascular surgeon, and in respect of therapy the application of simple procedures 
(elastic stockings, bandages) was completely missing, which is now days 
considered to be a standard in medical treatment. 
 
Further course of events: Difficulties related to varicose veins continue and 
become even more expressed during the time, but it does not cause any worry 
among doctors in penitentiary. 
 
Comment: This is an example of a disease where preventive is of special 
importance. By simple methods that are available to anyone and cheap, difficulties 
that a patient has are reduced and complications in further course are reduced. 
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Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: If doctors 
from the Penitentiary are not capable of solving the problem of the patient 
definitely, they should, for sure, turn to their colleagues- doctors specialists, for 
assistance. 
 
 
10. Patient: M.V. ID number 209/12 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
 
Disease: Skin tumor 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: Symptoms have been lasting from 
the half of December 2010 (during sentence serving) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: The change occurred on the 
back, so that he at first did not notice, but other prisoners turned his attention 
during the changing. The change on the skin was bleeding to touch and 
spontaneously, and the prisoner was changing towels and cloths because he was 
ashamed that other prisoners would think he was infected. The prisoner was sent to 
a plastic surgeon and was operated  at the Clinic for Plastic Surgery in Nis, in 
January 2013. 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: From the beginning of first symptoms until the 
surgery passed more than two years which is unacceptably long period. 
 
Further course of events: The prisoner did not get any medical documentation 
related to operation. He was not given insight into patohystology examination 
report which is obligatory done after such operations. He has pains in the neck and 
arm on the left side. The control examination was scheduled for March 2013 but 
those control examinations were not provided for him by the medical service. 
 
Comment: The prisoner had a change of skin that was persistently bleeding for 
more than two years. His father suffered and died from malignant disease. The 
prisoners can not be expected to assess severity of certain symptoms, while it is an 
obligation of the doctors from the Medical Service. Exactly that was missing here. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: The 
everyday work of doctors in Penitentiary involves a careful, detailed summary of 
the prisoners and the proper assessment of symptoms and changes that patients 
might sometimes ignore or hide.   
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11. Patient: M.S. ID number 7677 
Institution: Penitentiary Niš 
 
Disease: Problems with inadequate denture 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: During sentence serving (after 
2007) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: During sentence serving, the 
prisoner complained to doctors of medical service to problems due to the lack of 
upper teeth. He was examined by the dentist in the dental infirmary of Penitentiary 
Niš. The construction of the upper denture in private prosthodontic office was 
indicated and the prisoner paid alone for it.  
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: - 
 
Further course of events: During sentence serving, the prisoner repeatedly 
complained to the dentist in the Penitentiary about dental problems caused by 
newly made denture (pain, bleeding gums, non-functional). He was never provided 
a specialist examination at another dentist, nor his remarks in terms of eliminating 
shortcomings of dentures were approved. 
 
Comment: When the patient is dissatisfied with prosthetic aid (complete dentures), 
it is necessary to remove these deficiencies as a prosthetic aid should facilitate 
everyday life and not to be a source of new problems. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: A situation 
in which the same doctor who participated in the construction of aid does the 
estimation of justifiability of patient's remark, should always be avoided.  
 
 
12. Patient: D.B. ID number 32571 
Institution: Penitentiary Zabela 
 
Disease: Infected wound on the leg 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: The injury happened in 2007 
(during sentence serving) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: A cut on the shin made with 
the spade, it came to bacterial infection, the wound spreads, moisturizes and smells 
bad. Established diagnosis of varies Cruris l. dex. and everyday bandaging and 
antibiotics according to the anti-biogram are prescribed. Responsibility for the non-
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preferred course of the disease, the health service attributes to the patient "The 
named person cures himself alone (leaves of various herbs, non-medicinal creams 
and animal origin oils), removes the bandages alone, wets the wound, does not 
adhere to the advice of doctors." 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: During the period in which he went for a medical 
treatment for many times (2007 to 2013), the patient was not sent to another doctor 
in another institution (vascular surgeon) and was therefore not treated 
appropriately. 
 
Further course of events: Only in 2013, after CHR-Nis addressed the Minister of 
Health and after the inspection, the Head of the prison health care of Penitentiary 
Zabela was ordered to organize consultative examination from the area of general 
surgery, vascular surgery and psychiatry. 
 
Comment: Six years is a very long period in which the adequate treatment was not 
performed. As a result, from the innocuous wound on the leg, the surgeon on 
23.01.2013, finds immense ulceration (wound) on the shin diameter 20x12cm and 
suggests appropriate treatment. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: To strictly 
respect the protocol in diagnostic and therapy procedure. 
 
 
13. Patient: I.N. ID number 3824 
Institution: Penitentiary Zabela 
 
Disease: Paralysis of the lower limbs as a result of injuries from firearms 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: Before sentence serving 
(03.11.2008) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: The patient was operated 
immediately after being wounded in the EC Belgrade. As a result of the injury, he 
is permanently confined to a wheelchair. He had repeated fracture of the right 
femur on 24.04.2009, by falling out of the wheelchair and was again operated at 
the Emergency Center in Belgrade. He was taken for rehabilitation to Sokobanjska 
for 45 days (June 2012). His medical condition improved significantly, as he says 
alone. 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: - 
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Further course of events: The control was scheduled for February 2013th. It was 
suggested that before the new rehabilitation in Sokobanjska, the fixation should be 
removed, and the patient accepted that. In early March 2013, the prisoner was 
transferred to a semi-open part, and bearing in mind that he hopes for the seize of 
the prison sentence, he suspended the proposed medical treatment. 
 
Comment: At the repeated request of prisoner's representatives, from Medical 
service of Penitentiary we received only documentation testifying about the work 
of other services while the medical file with data about the work of Penitentiary 
service has never been delivered to us. Bearing in mind the severity of the problem, 
the conclusion is that the patient was adequately taken care for. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: Upon the 
official, legally grounded request, to provide the prisoner or his representative a 
complete medical documentation related to the patient.  
 
 
14. Patient: N.M. ID number 2448 
Institution: Penitentiary Zabela 
 
Disease: Bilateral hearing impairment 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: Before coming to sentence serving 
where he is and before 2008. 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: After repeated complaints to 
doctors from medical services related to hearing problems, he was provided a 
specialist ENT specialist and audiometry was done (January 2009). He was 
determined bilateral hearing impairment of 64.5%. The prisoner did not receive 
amplifier for hearing amplifier, but he was prescribed poly-vitamins and vasoactive 
therapy. 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: After objectively determined hearing impairment it 
is necessary to enable provision of hearing amplifier aimed at improvement of life 
quality, which was not done.  
 
Further course of events: From 2009 there has been a subjective worsening of 
health (even more expressed hearing loss) which made the functioning of the 
prisoner in the prison even harder (he is accused that he does not respect the orders 
of security service, however, he does not even hear them). After CHR-Nis urging, 
the prisoner was examined at ENT specialist's (08.01.2013), audiometry was done, 
but the results were not submitted to us. 
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Comment: Bearing in mind that it is bilateral hearing impairment and chronic 
process, it is inacceptable that between 2 audiometry procedures four years passed. 
In case that the hearing impairment is more than 70% the Penitentiary is obliged to 
provide hearing amplifier to the prisoner. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: When, due 
to the nature of the disease, worsening of symptoms is expected, what is implied is 
in-time reaction of medical service aimed at prevention or alleviation of symptoms 
of natural course of the disease. 
 
 
15. Patient: G.U. ID number 5082-BK 
Institution: Penitentiary Zabela 
 
Disease: Shortening of right leg, difficult moving, constant pains as a consequence 
of femur fracture 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: He was injured for the first time in 
1990, was operated for three times (1990, 1992 and 1998), before sentence serving. 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: At the admission to sentence 
serving, doctor from medical service of the prison failed to state the obvious 
disability of the prisoner, he was not provided with a raise for left leg nor he was 
allowed to use his crutches for moving (he brought his own crutches to the prison 
with him). It indirectly led to additional injuring on 25.02.2012. when accidental 
fall down the stairs happened.  
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: The provision of necessary aid was missing.  
 
Further course of events: During sentence serving he was medically examined at 
the institute Banjica for two time - in February and July 2012. Consequences of 
previous injuries were stated, worsening and clinical progression of the disease. On 
both occasions he was recommended a raise under right leg and provision of 
crutches. Health Service Bureau ignored the request and the opinion of a specialist. 
 
Comment: Only when CHR-Nis attorney intervened and addressed the Ministry of 
health, the family of the patient was enabled to provide for him a raise under right 
leg and crutches. We remind that violation of the Law on ban of discrimination of 
disabled persons has a special aggravating impact in imprisonment conditions. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: Medical 
service is expected to take care or prisoners' health and alleviation of disability 
consequences and not to expect families to take over their job. 
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16. Patient: N.N. ID number 4724 
Institution: Penitentiary Zabela 
 
Disease: Insulin dependent diabetes. Increased number of platelets.  
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: First problems occurred before 
sentence serving (before 2009)  
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: During sentence serving the 
prisoner was provided with medical examination at specialist doctor - 
endocrinologist, for several times and acted based on the opinion and 
recommendations of specialist doctor.  
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: - 
 
Further course of events: Despite changing of therapy and different combination, 
satisfactory regulation of diabetes was not achieved. Besides that, a problem of 
increased number of platelets occurred which additionally increases the possibility 
for blockage of blood vessels. For all the above mentioned, the prisoner was 
recommended, by the medical service, a hospitalization in special prison hospital, 
which we consider to be fully medically justifiable. The prisoner rejected this for 
his personal reasons and confirmed that with his signature.  
 
Comment: Symptoms that the prisoner describes represent all the complications of 
many years long duration of diabetes and it is possible to reduce or avoid them 
only with good glyco-regulation. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: It is 
doctor's responsibility to, in appropriate manner, appropriately to patients 
capabilities and education, explain the need for a certain kind of medical treatment, 
so that the decision, that the patient brings, is in his best interest.  
 
 
17. Patient: M.T. ID number 11946 
Institution: Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica 
 
Disease: Angina pectoris 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: August 2011. (during sentence 
serving) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: After frequent chest pain, the 
prisoner was hospitalized in Special Prison Hospital in Belgrade, necessary 
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diagnosis were made, he was diagnosed with unstable angina pectoris and two 
stents were placed on 16-08-2011. Necessary therapy was prescribed with respect 
to the modern understanding of the treatment of this disease. Control examination 
at cardiologist's was scheduled in six months.  
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: - 
 
Further course of events: Based on the testimony of the prisoner, he is deprived of 
prescribed medication by Penitentiary medical service. For the last two years (from 
2011.) a control examination at cardiologist's was not provided for him. 
 
Comment: Failure to implement treatment prescribed by a cardiologist and denial 
of control examinations in this case means the most immediate threat to life and 
health of the prisoners about whom the doctors from Penitentiary medical service 
have to take care while serving a prison sentence. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: When 
doctors from Penitentiary medical service have a precise diagnosis and adequate 
therapy recommended by doctors of other specialty, they should implement it in 
practice. 
 
 
18. Patient: R.T. ID number 9163 
Institution: Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica 
 
Disease: Lungs tuberculosis 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: Before the beginning of sentence 
serving (before 2008) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: We obtain all the information 
from the testimony of prisoner, because, at the repeated requests of prisoner's 
representative, the patient was not provided with a requested copy of medical file. 
The prisoner got lungs tuberculosis before the sentence serving and was medically 
treated in Sremska Kamenica. He often has temperature, night sweat, coughs and 
coughs up dark red sputum. In last months he lost eight kilos in weight. He gets 
tired with a minimum physical effort. From the beginning of sentence serving he 
was not taken to pulmonologist, and he had X-rays shooting a year ago (January 
2012). He does not receive any medication for tuberculosis. 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: Reaction of penitentiary medical service aimed at 
determining repeated tuberculosis at prisoners was completely missing. 
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Further course of events: The prisoner complained for several times for his 
problems and inadequate accommodation (wet room, inadequate conditions). He 
asked to be moved for several times but his requests were rejected. Instead of that, 
he was moved to old quarantine where the hygiene was even worse and where he 
was accommodated in the room with smokers.  
 
Comment: Given the nature of tuberculosis (chronic, insidious stream), and the 
conditions that exist in prisons, Penitentiary medical service are expected to pay 
particular attention to the occurrence of this disease and identify prisoners who are 
at particular risk (medical history, HIV, drug abuse...). We remind that in this case 
not only the prisoner was jeopardized, but also all those who come in contact with 
him: other prisoners, staff, family members. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: When a 
doctor faces a patient who was suffering from tuberculosis and clear signs that 
indicate a possible exacerbation of the disease, it is necessary to use all available 
options (referring to pulmonologist, lung X-ray, blood, sputum seeding) to confirm 
or disprove the suspicion of recurrence this chronic disease. 
 
 
19. Patient: S.C. ID number 12161 
Institution: Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica 
 
Disease: Dog tapeworm 
 
When did the symptoms occur for the first time: 1996-1997 (before sentence 
serving) 
 
Response of medical service to the existing problem: Patient was medically treated 
for dog tapeworms at the hospital, was operated in 1997 at the Military Medical 
Academy (liver). In recent months, he has lost almost 35 kg of his body weight, 
complained to doctors in the Penitentiary for problems, but was not taken to 
gastroenterologist and laboratory analyzes for the presence of tapeworms were not 
done. Abdominal ultrasound and chest X-ray were done in March 2010. 
 
Shortcoming in the treatment: 1 – He was not referred to specialists' examination to 
another institution (gastroenterologist) and for necessary analysis for the diagnosis 
setting up. 2 – Dog tapeworm is a chronic disease in which re-occurrence is more a 
rule than an exemption, which should be born in mind by medical doctors. 
 
Further course of events: At the moment he is not taking any medicines 
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Comment: Situation is additionally aggravated by the fact that he is a disabled 
person, his both legs were amputated, based on his own statement, the prosthesis is 
old, cracked and it is necessary to replace them. 
 
Recommendations by which observed shortcomings are being removed: To strictly 
respect protocol in diagnostic and therapy procedure. 
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III Overview of separate cases in which the prisoners complained to 
inappropriate medical care and steps that followed 
 
 
1. G.J. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 8525 
 
Health problem: Heart attack/ 
Problems occurred during sentence serving, the patient went to the doctor in 
Penitentiary for several times in June 2010, due to disease over the sternum, a 
sense of suffocation and heart palpitations. He was examined then, they measured 
his blood pressure, but EKG was not done. Only in February 2011 was he referred 
to the internist in Clinical Center Nis where he was diagnosed myocardial 
infarction. Coronarography was done and stent placed in September 2011. From 
that moment the patient is, mostly, treated with appropriate medicines and in a way 
that provides good clinical practice at this time. Medical service completely 
misread his subjective symptoms and have not done what is considered to be 
standard. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
04.06.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical Service in Penitentiary Niš for copies of 

medical documentation (13.06.2012) 
- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Niš for not receiving medical 

documentation (03.07.2012) 
- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Niš for not receiving complete medical 

documentation (24.09.2012) - complaint rejected on 09.10.2012 
- Complaint to the Director of the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal 

Sanctions on the rejection of the complaint (20.10.2012) - positive reply, 
decision annulled by the decision from 13.12.2012 

- Complaint to the Commissioner for information of public importance for not 
receiving complete documentation (11.12.2012) 

- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Niš related to the doctor from 
Penitentiary Niš for not receiving full therapy (14.12.2012) - complaint 
rejected on 26.12.2012 

- Initiative to the Head of Penitentiary for the transfer from Penitentiary Niš to 
District Prison Leskovac (23.01.2013) 

- Request to the Head of Medical Service in Penitentiary Niš to enable medical 
treatment to the prisoner (17.04.2013) 

- Letter to Ethical board of Medical Chamber (15.04.2013) – reply received on 
15.05.2013 

- Letter to the Minister of health (15.04.2013) – reply received 15.05.2013 
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- Letter to the Work group for patients' rights in the Ministry of Health 
(15.04.2013) 

- Letter to the Commission for the control of the enforcement of criminal 
sanctions (15.04.2013) 

 
Right of the patient: 
- Articles 27, 28 and 36 of the Law on health care - a patient is entitled to insight 

in his medical documentation 
- Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, Article 68 (denied constitutional right 

to the protection of health, because, during the medical examination by 
Penitentiary medical service, ECG records were not made which is considered 
to be a golden standard in such situations and that method is at any time 
available to the doctor in Penitentiary) 

 
Delay: 
There was an obstruction, and in the end, the documentation was however 
delivered (7-8 months after the request) 
 
Other: - 
 
 
2. D.K. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 7146 
 
Health problem: Hyper-function of thyroid gland and goiter/ 
Problems with the thyroid gland have occurred upon arrival at the penitentiary, he 
was repeatedly examined by an endocrinologist in Clinical Center Niš and always 
diagnosed by ultrasound and hormonal - hyper-thyroid, hyperthyroidism E05. 
Therapy determined by endocrinologists, but what is interesting is that 
endocrinologist suspects that the therapy is applied. In doing so, he is guided by the 
patient's statement and poor response to treatment, and therefore requires reliable 
information about the treatment from the medical service. It is about poorly 
regulated hyperthyroidism (hormone analysis). 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
10.08.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical Service in Penitentiary Niš for copies of 

medical documentation (03.09.2012) 
- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Niš for not receiving medical 

documentation (24.09.2012) - complaint adopted, medical service ordered to 
provide documentation (03.10.2012) 
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- Urging the Head of Penitentiary for immediate action for not submitting the 
decison on the complaint (01.11.2012) - 02.11.2012. reply that it was acted 
upon the complaint 

- Complaint to the Director of the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal 
Sanctions to the acting of the Head of Penitentiary Niš on 18.11.2012 - reply 
from the Director of Directorate received on 24.01.2013 

- Urging for immediate acting (14.01.2013) - On 05.02.2013 Penitentiary Niš 
sent the notification about the whole case 

- Letter to Medical inspection (15.04.2013) 
- Letter to ethical board of Medical Chamber (15.04.2013) – reply received on 

15.05.2013 
- Letter to the Minister of health (15.04.2013) – reply received 15.05.2013 
- Letter to the Work group for patients' rights in the Ministry of Health 

(15.04.2013) 
- Letter to the Commission for the control of the enforcement of criminal 

sanctions (15.04.2013) 
 
Right of the patient: 
- Articles 27, 28 and 36 of the Law on health care - a patient is entitled to insight 

in his medical documentation 
- Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, Article 68 (not acting upon the report of 

specialist doctor is equal to violation of right to health) 
 
Delay: 
Impossibility to get a copy of medical file by prison medical service 
 
Other: - 
 
 
3. M.J. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 8898 
 
Health problem: Lungs tuberculosis; Post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)/ 
Based on the submitted documents and interviews with him, the prisoner was 
treated properly for several times, with contemporary medicines and in May 2012, 
remission of tuberculosis process was identified by pulmonologists and there was 
no need for further taking anti-tuberculosis drugs. Observed problem is that on our 
requests we receive only the documentation from other institutions (Clinical center 
Nis, Knez selo, Occupational health center, Spec. Prison Hospital Belgrade, but 
never documentation related to the work of health service in Penitentiary). This is 
marked because the doctors from Health Care of Penitentiary should be the first 
ones to suspect worsening or remission of tuberculosis, bear in mind that they are 
in everyday contact with the patient and are obliged to take care about this fact 
during the examination (it is to be expected that there is exacerbation of the disease 
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in such conditions). This also disables us to deal in other manner with the needed 
monitoring of the psychical condition deriving from PTSP; We cannot follow his 
condition or the reaction of medical service to his complaints. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
10.08.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical Service in Penitentiary Niš for copies of 

medical documentation (03.09.2012) 
- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Niš for not receiving medical 

documentation (23.09.2012) - on 18.11.2012 the prisoner gave to the attorney 
his medical file but it only contained reports from doctors specialists 

- Urging the Head of Penitentiary Niš for immediate action for not submitting 
the decision on the complaint on (01.11.2012) 

- Complaint to the Director of the Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal 
Sanctions to the acting of the Head of Penitentiary Niš (18.11.2012) - reply 
from the Director of Directorate was received on 24.01.2013 

- Urging the Head of Penitentiary Niš for immediate acting (14.01.2013) - on 
05.02.2013 Penitentiary Niš sent information about the whole case 

- Letter to Medical inspection (15.04.2013) 
- Letter to Ethical board of Medical Chamber (15.04.2013) – reply received on 

15.05.2013 
- Letter to the Minister of health (15.04.2013) – reply received 15.05.2013 
- Letter to the Work group for patients' rights in the Ministry of Health 

(15.04.2013) 
- Letter to the Commission for the control of the enforcement of criminal 

sanctions (15.04.2013) 
 
Right of the patient: 
- Articles 27, 28 and 36 of the Law on health care - a patient is entitled to insight 

in his medical documentation 
- Right to the inviolability of data (without his consent the data must not be used 

in any manner) 
- Obligation of doctor to introduce the patient with his illness in a manner 

acceptable to him 
 
Delay: 
Impossibility to get a copy of medical file by prison medical service 
 
Other: - 
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4. I.S. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 8314 
 
Health problem: Frequent allergic reactions/ 
Given the nature of the disease (allergy) and its correlation with the seasons, we 
can assume that it, together with giving antihistamines by the medical service, led 
to the fact that health has improved to the point that there is no need for 
complaints. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
16.10.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Niš for the provision of 

copies of medical files (01.11.2012) 
- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Niš for not receiving medical 

documentation (13.11.2012) - complaint adopted on 19.11.2012, medical file 
provided 

- Urging the Head of Penitentiary Niš for immediate acting for not providing 
medical documentation on (11.12.2012) - 19.11.2012 copy of medical 
documentation received 

 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: 
Copy of medical file was received from Prison Medical service only after the 
deadline for its delivery expired 
 
Other: 
During the visit on 22.02.2013, the prisoner said that the relation of the doctor 
towards him was significantly improved after the submitted complaint and that 
after he had received the medicines he did not have any diseases he had been 
complaining to. 
 
 
5. R.G. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 9410 
 
Health problem: Hernia/ 
It is necessary to perform hernia surgery, which has been delayed and, for a year he 
was not scheduled a surgery. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
12.02.2013 
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Submitted: 
-  Request to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Niš for the provision of 

copies of medical files (07.03.2013) 
 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: - 
 
 
6. R.R. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 34/12 
 
Health problem: Multiple suicide attempts/ 
Suicide attempts, self-injury, orthopedic problems… 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
21.01.2013 
 
Submitted: 
-  Request to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Niš for the provision of 

copies of medical files 07.03.2013 
 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: 
Verdict of Basic Court in Vranje from 13.12.2011, court expert D.S: “Based on of 
expertise of D.S, proposes a mandatory measure of medical treatment in a 
psychiatric institution - open type, dealing with the treatment of addiction diseases 
aimed at the treatment and prevention of similar crimes.” 
 
 
7. M.I. Penitentiary Niš, Special prison hospital, internal medicine ward 
 
Health problem: Frequent allergic reactions. Lungs tuberculosis 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
13.04.2013 
 
Submitted: 
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-  Request to the Head of Medical service for the provision of copies of medical 
files (22.05.2013) 

 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: - 
 
 
8. I.L. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 6028 
 
Health problem: Varicose veins on legs/ 
After addressing the prisoners to CHR-Nis, he answered a set of questions asked by 
the team physicians, based on which it was concluded that the patient required an 
examination by a vascular surgeon, so as to prevent possible consequences of this 
disease on time. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
12.11.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Niš for the provision of 

copies of medical files, to enable him to have appropriate medical treatment 
and specialistic examination (29.03.2013) 

 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: - 
 
 
9. M.V. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 209/12 
 
Health problem: Skin tumor/ 
The prisoner had skin tumor on the back operated on January 2013.  
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
27.11.2012 
 
Submitted: 
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- Request to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Niš to enable him to 
have appropriate medical treatment (16.04.2013) 

 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: - 
 
 
10. M.S. Penitentiary Niš, ID number 7677 
 
Health problem: Problems with inadequate dentures/ 
1 - Problems with dentures that bothers him, and because of it he is suffering pain; 
2 - Hearing problems (damage of the ear shell, hearing only 30% on one ear) 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
13.08.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of medical service in Penitentiary Niš (reply and copy of 

the medical file received on 03.09.2012). He reached an agreement with the 
medical service. 

 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: 
The prisoner was provided with care only after the attorney sent the complaint and 
that was legal obligation even before that (the prisoner complained alone in the 
previous period for several times and did not manage to realize his right to medical 
treatment) 
 
 
11. D.B. Penitentiary Zabela, ID number 32571 
 
Health problem:  Infected wound on the leg/ 
According to D.B, he was injured in 2007th when performing gardening works, his 
leg slipped off and cut himself on a spade. The wound was not deep, but there was 
infection, so that the wound spread, moisturized and smelled bad. A smear analysis 
was done on 04.05.2010. and results obtained: PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA 
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- huge number, ESCHERICHIA  COLI – small number. Isolated bacteria sensitive 
to: Clarhytromicin. We believe that in the 21st century such a way to treat injuries 
is unacceptable, and that it is necessary to provide surgery to D.B. aimed at 
definitive wound care. 
 

Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
24.10.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Zabela for the provision 

of medical files (21.11.2012) - received reply that documentation is provided 
only upon the request of the prisoner (28.11.2012) 

- Submission to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Zabela related to 
application of appropriate medical treatment (21.11.2012) 

- Letter to the Head of Penitentiary Zabela (11.12.2012) for violation of 
prisoners rights, regarding received reply that documentation is provided only 
upon the request of the prisoner 

- Letter to the Ministry of Health (13.12.2012) - received replies from: 1- 
Medical inspection (25.12.2012) on ordered inspection supervision; 2- Medical 
inspection on ordered consiliar examination (11.01.2013); 3- Medical report 
and opinion of the consilium (28.01.2013) 

- Request for the submission of medical documentation via Commissioner 
(08.02.2013) 

- Letter of the Chief of the department of Medical Inspection unit (20.02.2013) 
- Letter to the Ministry of Health (20.02.2013) 
- Request to the Head of Penitentiary Zabela to provide an elastic sock 

(21.02.2013) 
- Letter to the Medical chamber of Serbia (01.03.2013) 
- Complaint to the Commissioner for information of public importance and 

protection of personal data for not receiving the copy of medical file 
(11.04.2013) 

 
Right of the patient: - 
 

Delay: - 
 

Other: - 
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12. I.N. Penitentiary Zabela, ID number 3824 
 
Health problem: Paralysis of the lower limbs as a result of injuries from firearms/ 
Prisoner was injured with firearms on 03.11.2008. Operated and medically treated 
at Emergency Center Belgrade from 03-28.11.2008. Underwent re-fracture of the 
right femur 24.04.2009, falling from a wheelchair. Surgery in Emergency Center 
on 12.05.2009. Prisoner was taken to rehabilitation clinics M. Zotović in 
Sokobanjska in Belgrade, where he was in June 2012. for 45 days. Then his health 
improved much. Control was scheduled for February 2013th when he should be in 
the clinic in Sokobanjska for rehabilitation again, when he was taken to a clinic in 
Sokobanjska to the doctor who runs his case. On this occasion it was proposed that 
before re-rehabilitation in Sokobanjska, extraction of fixation of the femur should 
be done, which prisoner accepted. In early March 2013, the prisoner was 
transferred to a semi-opened part, and given that the hopes for a prompt exit from 
prison, he suspended the proposed treatment measures. 
 

Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
16.11.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Zabela for the provision 

of copies of medical files (21.11.2012) 
 
Right of the patient: - 
 

Delay: - 
 

Other: - 
 
 

13. N.M. Penitentiary Zabela, ID number 2448 
 
Health problem: Both sided hearing damage/ 
The prisoner turned in for a hearing problem. In January 2009 he underwent 
audiometry and hearing loss of 64% was stated. In the meantime, there has been a 
subjective deterioration in health status (pronounced loss of hearing) and it is 
needed to repeat audiometry. After a CHR-Nis urgency, prisoner was examined by 
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ENT specialists on 08.01.2013, audiometry was done, and we do not have a 
medical report that is required to plan further action. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
26.10.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Zabela for the provision 

of medical documentation (22.11.2012) - received reply that documentation is 
provided only upon the request of the prisoner (28.11.2012) 

- Submission of the authorized attorney to the Head of Medical service in 
Penitentiary Zabela with a request for ENT examination (22.11.2012) 

- Letter to the Head of Penitentiary Zabela for the breach of the right of the 
prisoner related to the reply of the medical service on the submission of the 
medical file exclusively based on the request of the prisoner (11.12.2012) 

- Submission to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Zabela related to the 
problem with hearing with a request to provide him with appropriate medical 
care. 21.11.2012 (reply received on 05.12.2012 that the prisoner is provided 
full medical protection) 

- Letter to the Ombudsman for the provision of information on what had been 
done in this case (11.12.2012) 

- Request for the provision of medical documentation via Commissioner for 
information of public importance and protection of personal data (11.02.2013) 

- Complaint to the Commissioner for information of public importance and 
protection of personal data for not receiving the copy of medical file 
(02.04.2013) 

 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: - 
 
 
14. G.U. Penitentiary Zabela, ID number 5082-BK 
 
Health problem: Shortening of the right leg, difficulty moving, constant pain as a 
result of fracture of the femur/ 
The prisoner injury in 1990. DG: Fracture intertrochantericam fem. dex. and 
operated on for three times (1990. 1992. 1998.). In addition, he injured 25.02.2012. 
when accidentally fell down the stairs during the sentence serving. At that point he 
did not have a raise and was not able to use crutches, which was essential in this 
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accident. As a consequence of this prisoner has a shorter right leg and decreased 
range of motion in the right hip. Examined at the Institute for Orthopedic Surgery 
"Banjica" twice: the first time in late February 2012. Then they stated 
consequences of previous injuries and proposed a raise under the right foot, as well 
as supply of crutches. Health Service of Penitentiary failed to comply with an order 
orthopedist from Banjica. At the second examination (17.07.2012.) stated 
worsening, stronger pain, clinical progression, reduced range of motion compared 
to the first examination. Again, the recommended use of raise for the right leg and 
use of crutches when walking. Health Service of Penitentiary again ignored the 
request and the opinion of a specialist. 
 

Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
24.10.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Zabela for the provision 

of medical file and appropriate medical treatment (21.11.2012) 
- Request to the Director of Directorate for the Enforcement of Criminal 

Sanctions for the cease of the enforcement of prison sentence (21.01.2013) - 
the request was rejected on 25.03.2013 

- Letter to Ethical board of Medical Chamber (15.04.2013) – reply received on 
15.05.2013 

- Letter to the Minister of health (15.04.2013) – reply received 15.05.2013 
- Letter to the Work group for patients rights in the Ministry of Health 

(15.04.2013) 
- Letter to the Commission for the control of the enforcement of criminal 

sanctions (15.04.2013) 
 

Right of the patient: 
- Violation of the Law on ban of discrimination of disabled persons 
 

Delay: - 
 
Other: 
Only when the CHR-Nis Lawyer intervened, the patient was provided with a raise 
(prosthesis) under right leg and the provision of crutches was enabled 
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15. N.N. Penitentiary Zabela, ID number 4724 
 

Health problem: Insulin dependant diabetes. Increased number of platelets/ 
The prisoner is a longtime patient of insulin-dependent diabetes. The general 
impression: bad-regulated diabetes mellitus; regarding the health service, no 
serious objections, the patient was repeatedly taken to a specialist in 
endocrinology, made the daily profile of blood glucose levels for several times 
before and after each meal. Almost all the measurements, values were 
unsatisfactory (above 10mmol). Endocrinologists who examined him changed the 
therapy, the types and combinations of insulin and other drugs, and the Medical 
Service in Penitentiary respected specialists' opinion and implemented in practice. 
Unfortunately all this did not lead to good glycemic control. In addition to this 
problem, there has been a problem of the increased number of platelets 
(thrombocytosis),which further endangered his health by increasing the possibility 
of thrombosis. After examination by an internist, hematologist, the patient was 
proposed to be hospitalized in the Special prison hospital for examination and 
treatment of thrombocytosis on 20.01.2012, but he refused and confirmed this by 
his signature. All the other symptoms that the patient describes are complication of 
diabetes and can be reduced or avoided by good glycemic control. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
26.11.2012 
 
Submitted: 
- Request for the provision of medical documentation via Commissioner for 

information of public importance and protection of personal data (31.01.2013) 
- prisoner submitted documentation on 08.02.2013. 

- Request to the Head of Medical Service in Penitentiary Zabela to be provided 
with appropriate medical treatment (24.05.2013) – the request was rejected as 
unfounded on 06.06.2013. 

 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: - 
 
 
16. M.T. Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, ID number 11946 
 
Health problem: Angina pectoris/ 
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During sentence serving the prisoner was diagnosed with angina pectoris, he was 
medically treated in a Special prison hospital - internal ward from 12 till 
17.10.2011. On this occasion, he was diagnosed with angina pectoris denovo. He 
had coronography done and two coronary stents were placed on 16.08.2011. In 
addition, he was diagnosed with hypertensia arterialis, steatosis hepatitis, gastritis 
ctr. Control check-up was scheduled at the cardiologist's in charge after six months 
and prescribed appropriate contemporary therapy. According to the inmates, 
medication prescribed to him was being abridged by health care and thus health 
and life are directly affected. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
01.04.2013 
 
Submitted: - 
 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: - 
 
 
17. R.T. Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, ID number 9163 
 
Health problem: Lungs tuberculosis/ 
We obtain all the information from the testimony of the prisoner because we did 
not get any medical documentation. Based on his testimony, the prisoner had 
pulmonary tuberculosis and was treated in S.Kamenica. Complaining of inadequate 
accommodation (wet room, inadequate conditions). He repeatedly asked the Head 
of Penitentiary to be transferred due to moisture in the premises, but his requests 
were denied. Instead, he was transferred to the old quarantine where hygiene was 
even worse and where he was in the room together with smokers. According to 
him, since he started serving a sentence he was not taken to pulmonologist, and he 
had X-ray of his lungs a year before. (01.2012). The prisoner often has increased 
temperature, night sweats, cough and dark red sputum coughed up. He lost weight 
8 kgs in past months. Does not take any drugs for TB. He noticed changes in the 
skin in the form of mild redness. Gets tired at minimal exercise. Has diarrhea that 
occurs occasionally. Short breath. He has never been tested for HIV. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
25.11.2012 
 
Submitted: 
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- Request to the Head of Medical Service in Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica for 
the provision of copies of medical files (February/March 2013) 

- Complaint to the Commissioner for information of public importance for not 
receiving complete documentation (22.03.2013) 

- Request to the Head of Medical Service in Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica to 
enable medical treatment (02.04.2013) 

- Complaint to the Head of Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica for non-replying by 
the Head of medical service to the request (03.06.2013) 

- Letter to the Head of Medical service in Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica - a 
reminder that they have a prisoner who had already suffered from TB 
(15.04.2013) 

- Letter to the Health inspection (15.04.2013) 
- Letter to Ethical board of Medical Chamber (15.04.2013) – reply received on 

15.05.2013 
- Letter to the Minister of health (15.04.2013) – reply received on 15.05.2013 
- Letter to the Work group for patients rights in the Ministry of Health 

(15.04.2013) 
- Letter to the Commission for the control of the enforcement of criminal 

sanctions (15.04.2013) 
 
Right of the patient: 
- Articles 27, 28 and 36 of the Law on health care - a patient is entitled to insight 

in his medical documentation 
 
Delay: 
Impossibility to get a copy of medical file by prison medical service 
 
Other: 
Bearing in mind received data: nature of disease, accommodation conditions, 
inadequate food, overpopulation conditions, inappropriate physical activity, old 
facilities that are not adapted, we remind Health care service to real danger of 
spread of this infectious disease. 
 
 
18. S.C. Penitentiary Sremska Mitrovica, ID number 12161 
 
Health problem: Dog tapeworm/ 
All the conclusions we draw from the statements of prisoner. The prisoner has been 
suffering from echinococcus from 1996 / '97 year. He was treated at the hospital 
because of it, was operated on in 1997 at the Military Medical Academy, 
echinococcus was located in the liver. Recently he has lost weight up to 35 kg. 
Abdominal ultrasound and X-ray of the lungs were done in March 2010. He 
complained to the doctors in the prison of his discomforts but he was not taken to 
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gastroenterologist nor laboratory analyzes were done for the presence of 
Echinococcus. In relation with this disease he has no medical records with him. He 
has occasional attacks of irritating cough. The situation is further aggravated by the 
fact that he is a person with disability, he had both legs amputated (caused by the 
fall under the wheels of a train). He claims that the prostheses were old, cracked 
and that they should be replaced. Currently he does not drink any medication. 
 
Date of adressing CHR-Niš: 
04.02.2013 
 
Submitted: 
- Request to the Head of Medical service related to the provision of medical 

examination and application of appropriate medical treatment (03.06.2013) 
 
Right of the patient: - 
 
Delay: - 
 
Other: 
We remind that the prisoner operated from echinoccocus on liver. At the moment 
he has symptoms that direct to exacerbation of the disease and his medical 
condition should be checked. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Centre for Human Rights - Niš conducted a new round of research of prisoners' 
views on the corruption and anti-corruption, on the level of the System for the 
Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions. As in the case of the first research that was in 
function if monitoring and evaluation of the condition of corruption and anti-
corruption activities, a methodological framework was created and it took into 
account topics of the research (corruption and anti-corruption activities), target 
group and its characteristics (sentenced persons do not serve sentences) and the fact 
that gathering data needed for the research is conducted by a non-governmental 
organization. 
 
In line with the previously given framework, a written questionnaire was created 
combining closed, open and closed-open questions divided into batteries/sub-
topics:  
 
- socio-demographic data on the interviewee including the length of imposed 

sentences; 
- corruption (definition, knowledge on corruption, evaluation of the corruption 

on the level of prison, motivation for participation in the corruption on the 
level of prison, actors of corruption on the level of prison, motivations for 
participation in corruption on the level of prison, personal experience with the 
corruption and motivation to participate in the corruption); 

- anti-corruption (volume, actors and evaluation of anti-corruption actions on the 
level of prison, personal anti-corruption engagement); and  

- realization of prisoners rights and efficiency of appeal procedure. 
 
The research was conducted on the specimen of 19 interviews. Differences that 
occur in the statistics, i.e. where the number of replies is less than 19 is a result of 
refusing to answer or not filling in the replies by prisoners.  
 
 
Findings of the Research 
 
Since it is a research on appropriate sample, the first thing we will do is to present 
the identity of the participants in the research. In respect of marital status, among 
the interviewees there is the highest number of those divorced (7)1 or married (6) 
and those who have never been married (6). One interviewee is a widower. Among 

                                                 
1
 Frequencies of replies are given in brackets 
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those who have children, the highest number is of those with one child (7), two 
children (3), three (2). Six interviewees replied that they were not parents. 
 
Regarding the level of education, the highest number of interviewees said they 
finished high school (8), although there were interviewees without school (3), with 
primary school (7), but there are also those with higher school. 
 
When asked about the vocation, the highest number of interviewees said they were 
blue collars (6), unemployed (4) and pensioner (3). Two interviewees said they 
were entrepreneurs, two self-employed and one interviewee was expert. 
 
And in the end of presentation of sample framework we will deal with the remand 
issue of the prisoners. Namely, two thirds of interviewed prisoners may be put in 
the category of remand prisoners because only five interviewees said they were in 
the prison for the first time. The highest number of interviewees served the 
sentence for the third time (Table 1). 
 
Table 1. Remand prisoners 
Number of sentence servings Frequency 
First 5 
Second 2 
Third 6 
Fourth 3 
Fifth 1 
Sixth 1 
 
 
State of corruption and anti-corruption 
 
Definition of corruption is not only an indicator of recognizing (knowing) 
corruption but it can be the consequence of self-perception, i.e. self-defining. The 
findings of this research speak about two things. First, the highest number of 
interviewees identifies corruption with giving and taking bribe, and other that 
corruption also stands for what it is basically not - violation and denial of rights 
and doing injustice (Table 2). That is how we come to a conclusion about the 
existence of "theoretical" and "situational" understanding of corruption among the 
prisoners. Different from the first approach which is in line with the existing 
understanding of corruption, situational definition of corruption is the consequence 
of the condition (lack) of integrity on the level of prison system in Serbia. 
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Table 2. What is corruption 
Form in which it occurs Frequency2 
Giving and taking bribe 16 
Bias and preferential treatment 4 
Conflict of interest of state and local officials 5 
Abuse of position in public sector 6 
Abuse of position in private sector 2 
Violation of law 8 
Extortion of money by someone working in the public 
sector  7 

Trade with influence/power that one individual has 6 
Doing injustice 7 
Denial of rights 6 
 
Wishing to measure the ability of prisoners to recognize the corruption, we also 
asked a question by which we measured recognizing/knowing corruption on the 
level of forms in which it occurs (Table 3). 
 
Table 3. Recognizing corruption as occurrence 
 Yes No 
Giving presents to a doctor who paid special attention to you  8 5 
Intervention with the professor so as to get free from school obligations   8 4 
Intervention with a higher official in order to assist in employment of your 
relative  10 2 
Personal request to Municipal MP to provide a construction permit for 
you.  11 1 
Giving money to a police officer not to take your driving licence  16 2 
When a prisoner deals with a company owed by his best man  11 3 
Discovering information to acquaintances based on which they would 
gain some benefit.  12 3 
Accepting to pay the officer to cover or reduce tax obligations.  14 1 
Pre-election donations to political parties by entrepreneurs  7 2 
Additional payments to the lawyer for a successful exemption of criminal 
liability.  4 9 
When commission, selecting from three candidates, chooses to employ 
one due to his/her nationality.  10 3 

                                                 
2
There were multiple replies. The interviewees could choose three answers and that is why 
the total number is higher than 19.  
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Based on the research results two tendencies are visible. First, among interviewees 
a high level of recognition of what is and what is not corruption is recorded. 
Second, a significant number of interviewees tolerate corruption in the area of 
public services (education, health).  
One of the aims of the research was focused on the issues that need to lay out the 
corrupt environment in Serbian prisons. That is why we asked the participants in 
the research who, on the level of the prison in which they serve sentences, practices 
corruption and who fights against this deviation. 
 
Table 4. Who practices the corruption and who fights against this deviation? 

 Practices 
corruption 

Fights against 
the corruption 

From case to 
case 

Head 9 1 7 
Members of treatment service 14 0 4 
Treatment officer 13 0 5 
Shift commander 7 2 6 
Guard 7 1 6 
Influential prisoners 7 1 5 
Prisoners 0 2 6 
Judges 11 0 6 
 
From the Table 4 two facts can be observed. First one- everyone participates in the 
corruption, and the other one that the fight against corruption happens from "case 
to case"- i.e. that the fight against corruption in the observed prisons depends on 
situational and personal factors, i.e. there is no system fight against corruption on 
the level of these institutions. 
 
Data in Table 5 speak about the relevance of this evaluation and it deals with the 
source of information based on which the attitude about the participants in the 
corruption was formed.  
 
Table 5. Sources for evaluation who deals with the corruption in prisons 
Sources Frequencies3 
I had personal experience 11 
A prisoner who had experience told me 16 
A guard told me 2 
A member of my family or relative told me 2 
It is generally known thing.  18 
                                                 
3
The reply was multiple, the interviewees could chose up to three answers and that is why 
the total number is 19.  
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Namely, half of the interviewees based their opinion on corrupt activities and 
actors on their personal experience, the experience of his family/relatives or the 
experience that prisoner's family members or relatives had. In favour of the 
relevance of this evaluation speaks the data that score highest number of 
interviewees said that "corruption is a generally known thing". 
 
For the image of (anti)corruptive ambiance what is of importance is a perception 
who and with what motivation deals with the corruption and anti-corruption. 
 
Although it is about the result that was created as a perception of interviewees, the 
results presented in Table 6 say that instrumental dimension of motivation 
dominates also when speaking about participation in corruptive actions and in rare 
cases fight against the corruption. It leads to a conclusion that the corruption from 
the aspect of realization of labour rights is a form of informal and illegal charge for 
work by the prison structures that did not or don't want to realize their rights 
through union activism, but they realize the increase of their salary by the abuse of 
their own rights, often violation the rights of prisoners. 
 
Table 6. Perception of motivation for participating in the corruption may be a 
reliable indicator of state of corruption. 

 Practice(s) corruption Fights against 
the corruption 

Head Benefit, the function carries it, it happens 
everyday, bad material situation, power, due to 
the membership in some party 

 

Members of 
treatment 
service 

They are protected by the Law, they have a 
protection of high state officials/ministers, 
money, benefit, bad material situation 

So as to 
advance 

Treatment 
officer 

Money, benefit, bad material situation 
 

So as to 
advance 

Shift 
commander 

He became such, money, benefit bad material 
situation 

So as to 
advance 

Guard Better life, bad material situation For honour 
Influential 
prisoners 

To preserve their status. They are given that 
possibility  

Prisoners To realize their rights over influential and 
powerful prisoners 

Honour, wish 
for equality 

Judges Benefit, the function carries that, it happens 
everyday, bad material situation, better position.   

Prisoners' 
relatives 

To make the sentence easier for their ones, better 
treatment 

They fight for 
their ones, for 
honour.  
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Associated with the state of corruption in prisons is the issue of overpopulation, 
which was identified as (one of) the capital problem(s) in the system for the 
enforcement of criminal sanctions in Serbia. That's why we asked our interviewees 
about the extent to which, in their opinion, there is an impact of overpopulation on 
the corruptive behaviour of the prison apparatus. 
 
Table 7. Impact of overpopulation on the corruption 
 Increases Reduces 
Head 11 4 
Members of treatment service 11 4 
Treatment officer 11 4 
Shift commander 6 9 
Guard 5 9 
Influential prisoners 5 10 
Prisoners 4 9 
Judges 4 9 
Prisoners' relatives 5 8 
 
According to the opinion of the participants in the research the overpopulation in 
prisons influences the increase of the corruption with the head, head of the 
treatment service and treatment officers, because the increase in number of 
prisoners brings the increase in "offer" i.e. number of potential (corruptive) clients.  
 
(Anti)corruption perspective depicted in the vision of actual state of corruption and 
fight against the corruption, as well as evaluation of their future and it represents a 
clear indicator of expected (anti) corruptive behaviour of interviewees. Data from 
Tables 8 and 9 show that corruption is a matter of past, present but also future of 
prisons in Serbia. 
 
Table 8. Evaluation of the increase of corruption and anti-corruption in 
prisons in the past. 
 Corruption Anti-corruption 
Increased very much 13 0 
Slightly increased 2 2 
Remained the same 2 2 
Slightly reduced 1 2 
Reduced very much 0 4 
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Table 9. Perception of the increase of corruption and anti-corruption in 
prisons in the future 
 Corruption Anti-corruption 
Increased very much 8 1 
Slightly increased 4 1 
Remained the same 6 3 
Slightly reduced 1 3 
Reduced very much 1 5 
 
Besides (anti)corruption perspective an important indicator of corruptive behaviour 
is attitude towards corruption as an (effective) mechanism for the realization of 
(il)legal rights and interests, then attitude who participates in it and from which 
positions, as well as what could be gained with the corruption and what could be 
lost with anti-corruption fight. 
 
According to the findings of our research, everyone that can participates in 
corruptive exchanges, especially those who have power and those who have means 
to pay for the right that does (not) belong to them. In support of this argument 
speaks the fact that the respondents answered to the question "How great is the 
power of those involved in corruption?", responded very powerful (2) and powerful 
(12). 
 
As far as corruptive mediums are concerned, the interviewees said that the 
corrupter – and these are prisoners or their families/relatives give money or/and 
obedience. For that one gets from those corrupted ones more freedom, amnesty, 
narcotics, better accommodation, work position, better treatment and other 
commodities and (il)legal rights. 
 
As far as corruptive experience is concerned it is very small among our 
interviewees, because majority of them (14) never participated in the corruption. 
That is an attitude of the minority in the research. 
 
On the other hand, when asked about the readiness to participate in the corruption, 
majority of interviewees said that they would have done that if they had had 
enough means if that was the way to ensure better treatment or shortening of the 
sentence. 
 
By analyzing anti-corruptive ambience that would have simulative influence that 
the interviewees report the corruption, the results of the research say that it is 
necessary to fulfil two preconditions. The first one is related to appropriate level of 
institutional integrity of the prison as an institution (respect of the Law on the 
Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, respect of right of prisoners and non-existence 
of discrimination). The other one is related to the protection of those that reported 
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corruption with possibility of award/incentive for prison whistle blowers, and that 
would relate to shortening of the sentence or realization of concrete commodities 
(change of the treatment). 
 
When speaking about obstacles in fight against the corruption, from the perspective 
of our interviewees, they could be divided into system ones and anti-corruptive 
ones. System obstacles relate to the integrity of a prison as an institution. In this 
group fall: nature of hierarchy ruling in prison, behaviour of managing cadres from 
ruling political parties and non-enforcement of the law. In group of anti-corruption 
obstacles the following may fall: influential prisoners whining those who fought 
the corruption fear from revanchism, inefficient sanctioning of illegal actions, 
impossibility of a prisoner, whishing to report the corruption, to address the 
relevant institution and existence of fear. 
 
 
Respect of prisoners' rights 
 
Rights of prisoners', i.e. their realization is a corruptive medium around which the 
issue of corruption in prisons when speaking about prisoners spins. 
 
Table 10. Denial of rights 
Accommodation conditions 16 
Preservation of  health condition 16 
Medical treatment in time 15 
Nutrition 15 
Medical treatment  14 
Decision where you serve the sentence 11 
Informing 10 
Possibility to go to work out of the prison 9 
Provision of legal aid 9 
Right to work during sentence serving 9 
Choosing the work one does.  8 
Conditions of social life 8 
Sending complaints 8 
Received replies to complaints 8 
Religious rights 8 
Education 7 
Selection of education program 7 
Visits in prison 6 
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Possibilities of delay of sentence serving 6 
Right to be visited by persons who are not family 
members 6 
Awards given by the Head 6 
Sending letters 5 
Receiving letters 5 
Telephone calls 5 
Receiving parcels 4 
Access to water 2 
Right to a lawyer 2 
 
Based on the given data in Table 10 it could be clearly seen that most of prisoners' 
rights are violated in part of existential rights: nutrition, accommodation and 
preservation of health condition with not in time medical care and informing. 
 
Issue of realization of complaint is an important instrument of the protection of 
prisoners' rights. Received results show that complaints, as instruments, are 
adequately treated in institutions that are out of the prison system, i.e. by the 
Ombudsman and Centre for Human Rights - Niš as an NGO. Unlike them, 
competent state organs, starting from the Ministry of Justice, over organs in charge, 
Head of the prison, Head and Treatment officer, show no interest for the 
complaints of prisoners. 
 
Table 11. Efficiency of communication 

  

Number 
of sent 
requests  

Number 
of 
received 
answers 

Number 
of those 
satisfied 
with the 
reply  

Percentage 
of 
replying 

Percentage 
of 
satisfaction 
with the 
reply 

Head 5 4 0 0.8 0 
Ombudsman 3 2 1 0.67 0.5 
Head of the unit 3 1 0 0.33 0 
Center for Human 
Rights Niš 3 3 2 1 0.67 
Ministry of Justice 1 0 0 0 0 
Supervision organ 1 0 0 0 0 
Treatment officer 1 0 0 0 0 
 
These data should worry one not only from the aspect of realization of rights but 
also from the aspect of communication with prisoners, because the complaints are, 
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in its last instance the way to establish communication on the relation - from one 
side the prisoner and from the other side prison management and Ministry in 
charge. 
 
Anticorruption analysis of normative framework showed that discrete powers are 
core of corruption on the level of prisoners. In Table 12 we presented replies of 
prisoners to the question by which we wanted to measure whether there were clear 
criteria when realizing given rights and whether they were respected. 
 
The conclusion is that in the most of the rights the criteria either exist but they are 
not applied or the criteria do not exist, which opens a way to discrete acting which 
can easily turn into abuse of public powers to which clear criteria themselves 
represent the first dam. On the other hand, the interviewees showed a significant 
level of ignorance or "silence" selecting the option No reply, which is an additional 
anti-corruption risk from potential abuse of discrete powers because there is 
significant possibility of prisoners being manipulated by those with discrete 
powers. 
 
Table 12. Existence and application of criteria when realizing rights 
 Criteria 

exist and 
they are 

respected 

Criteria exist 
and they are 
not respected 

There 
are no 
criteria 

No 
reply 

Awards given by the Head 1 9 2 4 
What does good behaviour 
mean” 1 5 4 5 

What does "Committed to the 
implementation of programs" 
mean 

2 5 4 5 

Extended right to receiving 
parcels  7 5 1 3 

Extended right to number of 
visits 6 6 1 3 

Extended right to a circle of 
people that may visit the prisoner  7 6 1 3 

Right to visits without 
supervision in rooms for visits 5 6 1 3 

Right to visits in special rooms, 
without presence of other 
prisoners.   

6 5 1 4 

Rights to visits out of prison  1 5 3 7 
Right to more agreeable 
accommodation  0 6 0 3 
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Right to free exit to the city 0 2 0 4 
Right to visit the family and 
relatives on weekends and 
holidays  

0 2 0 3 

Right to award leave from the 
Penitentiary for up to 7 days in a 
year.  

3 2 2 8 

Right to extra leave from the 
prison for up to 7 days 2 2 3 8 

Right to use the annual vacation 
out of Penitentiary 2 4 4 8 

Move of the prisoner 0 8 2 4 
Conditions for coercive measures 2 4 3 4 
Forced medical examination 2 4 4 6 
Confiscation and temporary 
holding things that are otherwise 
permitted 

2 5 5 3 

Accommodation under enhanced 
supervision 6 2 5 3 

Isolation 6 2 3 3 
reprimand 6 2 3 4 
Limitation or ban on receiving 
parcels for up to three months  5 4 2 4 

Limitation or ban on holding and 
using money in penitentiary for 
up to three months. 

5 3 5 2 

Sending a prisoner to isolation in 
free time or during the whole 
night and day. 

5 1 3 5 

Condition for the delay of 
disciplinary measure  2 3 3 6 

Amnesty  1 3 6 5 
 
Hypothesis about the relationship of abuse of discretion powers and failure of re-
socialization, which results in remand and prison overcrowding has received its 
confirmation in Table 13. In fact, exactly those rights related to successful re-
socialization are those rights for which the criteria either exist but are not applied 
or the criteria does not exist which opens a space for voluntarism of the Head, 
Heads of services that are in direct contacts with prisoners and Treatment officers. 
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Table 13. Five rights of prisoners for which, according to the opinion of 
interviewees the criteria exist but are not applied or the criteria does not exist. 
 Frequency 
Awards given by the Head 11 
What does good behaviour mean” 11 
Move of the prisoner 10 
Forced medical examination 9 
Confiscation and temporary holding things that are otherwise 
permitted 9 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
Bearing in mind all the limits necessary in case of interpretation of the research 
result carried out on adequate sample of 19 interviewees, we can conclude that the 
trend stated in the first research remains still present. It means that we stated in this 
research the following: 
 
- Existence of "situational" definition of corruption as a consequence of state 

corruption and low integrity on the level of prison; 
- Tolerance towards corruption in spheres such as health care system and school 

system, as a consequence of the corruption in prisons and failure of anti-
corruption re-socialization with prisoners;  

- Corruptive behaviour, in its basis, has instrumental nature, i.e. through it the 
prison staff makes up for, according to their opinion, low salary; 

- Overpopulation increases corruption among the Head of penitentiary, heads of 
services, treatment officers; 

- Existence of corruptive inclusion and it means that it is an effective way for the 
realization of rights while the anti-corruption may be the cause of denial of 
rights; 

- Unlike the corruption which has system character, anti-corruption happens 
from case to case and depends on personal integrity and those who belong to 
prison apparatus; 

- All those who have, above all, enough public powers and money participate in 
corruptive activities; 

- Existence of corruptive perspective reflected in attitude that the corruption will 
increase and anti-corruption decrease on the level of prison;  

- Besides the lack of anti-corruption mechanisms, available and effective on the 
level of prisons, obstacle in anti-corruption is also the delay in reforms in this 
area and it is reflected in low integrity of prison institutions; 

- Integrity building of prison institutions, with availability of prison institutions 
and existence of incentive/reward for the prisoners would increase the 
readiness of prisoners for whistle blowing; 

- Level of respect of prisoner rights is, at least, interrogative, with the remark 
that more than the others the rights related to existential needs - 
accommodation, nutrition, health and informing, are not respected; 

- System of appeals on the level of prison system is on the low level of 
functionality, whether it is about the realization of prisoners' rights or 
communication on the level of this system. 

 

Non-application of criteria or their non-existence when realizing prisoners rights 
enable that discrete powers are turned into non-punishable abuses by public 
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officials and those with powers in the system for the enforcement of criminal 
sanctions. This is especially related to the area of rights important for re-
socialization of prisoners in part of awards and sanctions. 
 
Scheme 1.Closed circle of corruptive determinism on the level of prison. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Such determinism of corruptive behaviour creates corruptive functionality in which 
everyone "gets" something. Prison structures get loyalty and possibility to manage 
unsustainable. Prison staff in this way charge for their work and have more relaxed 
relations with prisoners who, with participation in the corruption, gain possibility 
of certainty that that with paying they can get (il)legal rights. It results in the fact 
that prisons become institutions where prisoners are denied their right of 
movement- not re-socialization institutions. The prison becomes trapped institution 
that does not realize its social functionality. 
 
 
Recommendations 
 
Results of this research show the actuality of the application of the solution from 
the "Anti-corruption analysis of the Law on the enforcement of criminal sanctions 
and supporting rulebooks"4, cause they guarantee reduction and control of discrete 
                                                 
4
http://www.chr-nis.org.rs/antikorupcijska-analiza-zakona-o-izvrsenju-
krivicnih-sankcija-i-odgovarajucih-pravilnika/anti-corruption-analyses-of-
the-law-text-english/, page 26. 
 

http://www.chr-nis.org.rs/antikorupcijska-analiza-zakona-o-izvrsenju-krivicnih-sankcija-i-odgovarajucih-pravilnika/antikorupcijska-analiza-zakona-8/
http://www.chr-nis.org.rs/antikorupcijska-analiza-zakona-o-izvrsenju-krivicnih-sankcija-i-odgovarajucih-pravilnika/antikorupcijska-analiza-zakona-8/
http://www.chr-nis.org.rs/antikorupcijska-analiza-zakona-o-izvrsenju-krivicnih-sankcija-i-odgovarajucih-pravilnika/antikorupcijska-analiza-zakona-8/
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powers, increase of transparency of the reward system and sanctioning in the part 
of realisation of treatment program, increase of punishments mechanism efficiency, 
development of mechanisms of external control of inclusion of explicit anti-
corruptive provisions in the Law and rulebooks and development of ethical 
standards. In that way functional re-vitalization of prisons would be done in a 
manner that they would become prisoners' re-socialization institutions with the 
developed personal integrity and working and professional motivation. 
 
Besides the actuality of application of recommendations from the Analysis, this 
research, as well showed the actuality of the development of integrity plans and 
establishment of monitoring over this mechanism by civil-society organizations, 
where prisoners would be involved as a target group.  
 
With the realization of these changes conditions for the improvement of anti-
corruption would be created in a manner that would improve the integrity of 
institutions as a precondition for a successful anti-corruption and readiness of 
prisoners to be a part of anti-corruption coalition. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This research was done with an aim to detect the influence of implementation of 
individual re-socialization programs or their lack, to the personality of prisoner. It 
was conducted in the period from September 2012. till April 2013. in Penitentiary 
in Niš, Belgrade, Sremska Mitrovica and Požarevac which covered 24 
interviewees. The interviewees were given, for this occasion, a specially designed 
questionnaire which consisted of 51 questions. During the analysis of the replies of 
interviewees qualitative and correlative analysis was used. Although the sample of 
the research is relatively small for the generalization of the results for the 
population of all interviewees, tendencies that may be confirmed or refute by the 
research on a greater number of interviewees, can certainly be observed. 
 
Findings of the Research 
 
In the presentation of the results we will start from the basic characteristics of the 
sample. 
 
All interviewees were male. The age of respondents ranged from 24 to 67 years, 
and the interviewees were divided into five age groups with intervals of ten years. 
Most of them were in the age group of 35-44 years - 41.7%, followed by the age 
group of 25-34 years - 25%, which means that nearly 67% of the interviewees 
belong to the two youngest age groups (if the interviewees were selected by age 
according to the age structure of the population of the prison, this could be 
interpreted as an indicator that the majority of prisoners are people in the years 
when they could be most productive; if the interviews were selected randomly 
without knowledge of the age structure of the population, such a conclusion could 
not be deduced.) 
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As for the time length of the sentence to which they were sentenced, the majority 
of them belong to the group of convicted to sentences from 5 to 10 years (25%), 
i.e. the sentence of 15 to 20 years (also 25%). Only one respondent was sentenced 
to less than 5 years and three (12.5%) the sentence longer than 20 years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For a greater number of interviewees, for nearly 42%, this is the first sentence, 
while other are remand prisoners. Among interviewees who were not sentenced for 
the first time, the most of them serve the sentence for the third time - 20.8%, 
followed by those who are in prison for the fourth time - 16.7%, followed by those 
for whom this is the second sentence - 12.5 %, and the least number is of those, 
sentenced to prison for the fifth time - 8.3%. 
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The fact that the majority of interviewees (58%) belongs to the remand prisoners 
shows that first sentence serving did not result in correction of behavior, i.e. that 
they and after serving the sentence continued to commit crimes, which is illustrated 
in the fact that more than a third of them – 37.5% for the third or fourth time served 
a prison sentence. The fact that 50% of those who were remand prisoners were 
sentenced for the same crime speak in favor of this. 
 
As for the length of stay in prison, proportionally the greatest number is of those 
who are serving sentences of between 3 and 6 years - 41.7%, followed by those 
who belong to a group of prisoners who are in prison from 9 to 12 years - 25%, 
then those who are in prison for up to three years - 16.7%, and then the group of 
respondents who are in prison from 6 to 9 years - 12.5%, and only one interviewee 
stays in prison for more than 12 years. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Such a large number of remands and multiple remands, half of which are sentenced 
for crimes of the same kind, speaks not only about the fact that there was no 
correction of behavior after serving the first and even the second sentence, but that 
among the prisoners criminogenic behavior style was developed. Indirectly, it can 
be concluded that behind such a lifestyle there are formed attitudes, i.e. false value 
system again, which always leads to the commission of offenses on and on. 
 
Since, apparently, there is no positive force (adequate Treatment program, 
implementation and review of the same - more will be given later in the second 
part) that would act motional and constructively to the convicts in the direction of 
correction of the existing attitudes and behavior and adoption of new ones, but the 
convicted was left on his own, without the necessary knowledge and power to 
(even if he wants to) make a positive change – than it is completely logical that 
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such a large number of remand prisoners, even multiple remands, where with the 
crimes of the same kind. 
 
Symptomatic are also data suggesting the length of stay of prisoners in the 
Admission ward. 8.3% of interviewees said they did not stay in this ward at all, and 
the same percentage of interviewees said that they spent in that department 8 to 15 
days, i.e. more than 32 days. Most of the interviewees spent in the Admission ward 
between 16 and 23 days - 33.3% of them and percentage of those who spent up to 
seven days, i.e. between 23 and 31 days is 20.8%. 
 
The length of stay in the Admission ward, itself, is not that so much important as 
the information on which officers they had opportunity to talk to at that time, 
especially data that shows how long these conversations lasted. 
 
Two interviewees, i.e. 8.3% of them stated that during the stay in the Admission 
ward did not talk to anyone from officers. 25% of interviewees said they only 
talked with treatment officers. 45% of respondents said that they talked with the 
treatment officers and some of the other officers, and the remaining 21% said that 
they did not talk to treatment officers but with some of the other officers 
(pedagogue, psychologist, sociologist, commander). 
 
The most symptomatic data is the one telling about the time that the interviewees 
spent in interviews with officers in the admission department - those interviewees 
lasted up to 25 minutes. The most common answers of interviewees were that the 
interviewees with officers in the admission department lasted from 5-10 minutes 
(25% of interviewees). 
 
During the stay in the admission department only one half of interviewees replied 
to questions from some questionnaire (this question was confusing or was 
imprecisely asked - not precise of what questionnaire is thought, so that the 
interviewees mentioned in their replies also a psycho test, and that for that reason 
they gave inconsistent replies). In any case, out of those who replied to some kind 
of questionnaire (or test), most of them did not know what that questionnaire 
served for, i.e. what was the purpose of those questions. Out of 18 interviewees 
who answered the question what was the purpose of that questionnaire, 10 said that 
they did not know what it served for, while eight said that they were familiar with 
the purpose of the questionnaire (although one can doubt in it bearing in mind 
inconsistency of replies as well as byway comments of interviewees from which it 
could be seen that; as a matter of fact they were not introduced with the real 
purpose of the questionnaire that was given to them). 
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The important information that we received during the research is that more than 
58% of respondents could not speak to some of the officers, at their own request, or 
that they did not know this option was available. 
 
Most of the respondents talked to officers for one time only, mostly with treatment 
officers (70%), followed by a psychologist (58.4%), sociologist (54.2%), and 
pedagogue (43.3%), and finally with another officer (25%). 
 
In terms of the structure of leisure time spent in the admission ward, 33.3% of 
respondents said that during leisure time they did not exercise any content. The 
same percentage of respondents spent that time watching television programs, 
reading books or playing chess, while 25% of respondents spent their leisure time 
in the walk. 
 
It can be concluded that the time spent in the admission ward, that according to the 
Rules on treatment, treatment program, classification and additional classification 
(published in the Off. Gazette no. 72/2010) was non-constructively used among 
interviewed prisoners. For the period of twenty-five to thirty days (maximum), 
time the prisoners spent in the admission ward, there was only one conversation 
(interview) of the prisoner with the officer, lasting maximum twenty-five minutes. 
They spent remaining time in a non systematized way, where half of the 
respondents did not know they could ask to speak with some of the officers. None 
of the remaining half of prisoners did not use such possibility and at their own 
initiative requested an interview. One gains the impression that in this manner the 
function of the Admission ward was not fulfilled completely, preparation of 
prisoners for sentence serving, beginning of re-socialization with active 
participation of prisoners in the creation of personal treatment program. 
 
Not even the Rulebook on treatment program does decisively say, nor we manage 
to find that out from the replies of interviewed prisoners, what experts come in the 
Expert team that forms the proposal of treatment program. 
 
For sure, one of most symptomatic data that we received through this research is 
that a great majority of interviewees - 67% of them, does not know what the 
"Treatment program" is. Majority of interviewees - 79,2% said that nobody 
introduced them with their treatment program, and those introduced with this 
program – 16,7% of them said that they were introduced with the treatment 
program at the admission (additional introducing, i.e. change of the treatment 
program did not exist). 
 
Contradictory to these indicators, 66,7% of interviewees replied that they received 
the decision on treatment program in which their treatment group was defined. 
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With these decisions, majority of interviewees, 75%, were classified in group V2 
while others were classified in V1 group. 
 
During the stay in Penitentiary, exactly one half of the prisoners was re-classified 
into better group. 66,8% of these interviewees know why they were re-classified in 
more advanced group, while the remaining ones do not know. 50% of those 
interviewees who were not re-classified, do not know why they were not re-
classified into a better group while the others consider that they know that although 
their conclusions are based on personal presumptions, not official statements (it 
means that there is no official feed-back on their behavior and advancement). 
 
Nearly a third of respondents (29.2%) during their stay in prison were re-classified 
into a worse group. The remaining 70% were not moved in the worse group, but it 
is important to note that most of them were not moved to worse group because they 
had already been in the "worst" group, so that they could not be moved. Out of 
those respondents who were moved to a worse group, 62% stated that they knew 
why they were moved to worse group, while the remaining ones did not know that. 
 
When asked about whether during their time in Penitentiary there was a change of 
their treatment program, 42% of respondents said that there was not, while 21% of 
respondents said yes. Even 37% of respondents gave an answer that could not be 
taken into account (they were disjointed), which probably indicated that they did 
not know what they were asked. Only 16.7% of respondents were delivered a new 
treatment program. The same percentage of respondents stated that during their 
sentence serving there was review of their treatment program while 70.8% stated 
that this review was not performed (or they did not know). Only one respondent 
answered that during the review of his treatment program he participated in filling 
in the questionnaire together with the treatment officer. It is very important to note 
that none of the respondents (of those sentenced to prison for longer than three 
years) did not fill out the questionnaire for self-assessment. 
 
It is evident that the answers to questions related to Treatment program are 
generally negative – interviewed prisoners convicts mostly did not know what the 
Treatment program was and they were not clearly introduced with the contents of 
their own Treatment program. Positive responses are rare and refer to a "decision 
on treatment programs" delivered to them - where the treatment group was 
determined, as well as the "Decision on the change of treatment group" – where 
their treatment group was changed. Because of negative answers related to 
treatment program, it can be assumed that the respondents, in these answers, 
thought of the Decision presented to them, the decision on the change of the group, 
not the full content of changed treatment program. Thus, as noted above, the 
reasons for the change of the group are not completely clear to them. 
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If we go back to the fact that Additional classification with higher degree of special 
rights, i.e. re-classification of prisoners into a better treatment group, occur when 
the prisoner realizes the treatment program, i.e. individual goals and when the 
reduced risk degree was additionally determined for him a question arises - how a 
prisoner can purposefully change his behavior in order to make advancement if he 
was not introduced with aims and requests of his treatment program. 
 
Received data on frequency of contacts (conversations) with treatment officers are 
also important. Replies of prisoners on how often they talk to the treatment officer 
go in the interval from one in three months to once in six months, although there 
are those (8,3%) who have never had such a discussion. 
 
What even better describes such situation is the data in length of these discussions. 
The highest percent of interviewees – 33.3% replied that in the discussion with the 
treatment officer they spent up to 5 minutes, 8.3% of interviewees said that such a 
conversation lasted up to 10 minutes and 16.7% of interviewees said that the 
discussion with the treatment officer lasted 20, i.e. 30 minutes. The same 
percentage of interviewees, 16.7% replied that the contact with the treatment 
officer was a short meeting that could not be considered a conversation. It is 
needless to emphasize what the quality of these discussions could be, i.e. what 
amount of information the prisoner and the treatment officer may exchange. 
 
These results are in sharp contrast with the data obtained from answers to questions 
about the needs of prisoners with these contacts. The vast majority of respondents, 
83.3% answered that it is important for them to talk with their treatment officer. 
From the replies of the remaining 16.7% of the respondents it can be seen that they 
consider these conversations irrelevant because they do not see the purpose, they 
find that they are only formal and they lost the confidence that anything could be 
achieved with them, i.e. that it is not the way to realize some right. 
 
Answers of those respondents who wish to contact with their treatment officer 
(8.3% do not want to have contact with the treatment officer), range in the interval 
from once a month to twice a week, and among them the most numerous are those 
who want to talk with the treatment officer twice a month (25%). It is obvious that 
there is a great disproportion between the needs of prisoners to communicate with 
their treatment officers and what they are offered. 
 
It is evident that the contacts of the interviewees with treatment officer are always 
rare, conversations are short and after conversations prisoners always feel different: 
listless, angry, but also better and more peaceful. Interviewees would like, in most 
cases, their treatment officer to be sincere, consistent and dedicated. 
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If we take into account the received data that conversation with treatment officer 
was important for prisoners and they would like to talk more often with him, it is 
clear that the problem of overpopulation of prisons and a very small number of 
treatment officers compared to the large number of prisoners, further hinders the 
process of re-education and re-socialization in sense of de-motivation of 
interviewees for quality, for them useful and needed contacts with expert persons. 
 
In favor of this claim speaks the data received by correlation analysis, that with 
99% of certainty we can claim that the fact how often the prisoners want to talk to 
their treatment officer is not independent from how often they really see him. This 
result emphasizes the need of the prisoner to contact with the person that they 
believe could make their stay in prison easier and help them in the adjustment 
within this specific environment. From the qualitative analysis of interviewees' 
answers it could be seen that they see in treatment officers the only link with the 
system that, from their point of view, put them in a position in which they are. The 
fact that they do not have, or have in the symbolic amount, contacts with treatment 
officers, just tells them that from the aforementioned system the defendants could 
not wait for support, both while they are in Penitentiary, and when they come out 
of it. Exactly about this speak the answers of the interviewees related to fears they 
have related to life in freedom after sentence serving. 
 
Data gathered about hetero and auto-aggressive pulses among prisoners are also 
informative. 
 
The results show that the hetero-aggression among prisoners, according to their 
statements, is mainly focused (moved) to objects: 41.7% of interviewees said that 
sometimes they wanted to break something, 45.8% responded that they had no such 
desire, and 12.5 % of responses were invalid. Out of those who have need for 
physical relief of strain, 40% responded that lately that desire was more frequent. 
Among the remaining interviewees that desire was not more common, or, it was 
the same as it was at the beginning of the sentence or was decreased (but not 
precisely determined with issues). 
 
Also with correlation analysis (hi-cube) we received statistical importance on the 
level of 0,01 so that with certainty of 99% we can claim that among those who 
sometimes want to break something there is a difference in the frequency of that 
wish. With qualitative analysis of the replies we came to a conclusion that 
prisoners want that less frequently than at the beginning of sentence serving. Such 
results lead us to two assumptions - whether that the prisoners adapted to 
circumstances in which they are and in that manner overcame the phase of negation 
and aggressive resistance or that in our questionnaire they gave socially acceptable 
replies. Replies to other relevant issues in the questionnaire do not allow the 
conclusion that it came to the decrease in tension among interviewees, with the 
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help of some action of expert service in Penitentiary or by the stay of the prisoner 
in isolation. 
 
As well, results of the research showed that aggressiveness was generalized feeling 
among the prisoners, i.e. three types of aggressiveness that we considered (exposed 
to objects, other people, oneself) were not independent one from each other. The 
received significance is as follows: 
 
- level of significance 0,05 – with 95% certainty we can claim that wish of those 

who sometimes want to break some thing is not independent from the wish to 
sometimes punish other person; 

- level of significance 0,05 – with 95% certainty we can claim that wish of those 
who sometimes want to break some thing is not independent from performed 
self-injuring; 

- level 0,01 – with 99% certainty we can claim that wish of those who 
sometimes want to break some thing is not independent from wish for self-
injuring; 

 
These statistical results point to us to the existence of increased general 
aggressiveness among prisoners that is still present, but the prisoners mainly 
suppress it or deny it, so that it is most commonly expressed, as we will see in the 
following data, through self-injuring, during the period of 3 - 6 years of stay in 
Penitentiary. 
 
When asked about hetero-aggressiveness towards other persons, 100% of 
interviewees replied that they had no such wishes, out of which 33.3% explicitly 
replied that they had no need to punish other person while the remaining 67% of 
interviewees replied that it was not up to them to punish anyone (the reason for 
such replies probably lies in the form of the question which was unclear or 
imprecisely asked). However, 12.5% of interviewees replied that wish for 
punishing others was stronger earlier (which means that it existed). 
 
When asked about auto-aggressive pulses, somewhat contradictory data were 
received: 16.7% of interviewees explicitly replied that they sometimes wanted to 
self-injure, 70.8% replied that they did not want that and 12.5% of them gave 
invalid answers. Unlike that, almost 33.3% of interviewees, during the stay in 
penitentiary self-injured, while remaining 66.7% of interviewees never did it. 
 
With correlation analysis of the results, significance in relations of performed self-
injuring and years, i.e, length of stay in Penitentiary, was received: 
 
- Level 0,05 – with 95% certainty we can claim that there was inter-relation 

between number of years and performed self-injuring (frequencies of the reply 
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point to the fact that older prisoners injured themselves less frequently than 
younger ones); 

- Level 0,05 – with 95% certainty we can claim that there was inter-relation 
between length of stay and performed self-injuring (with analysis of 
distribution of replies we determined that there was a proportionally higher 
number of self injuring among those who stayed in prison from 3-6 years). 

 
Above mentioned significance allow the conclusion that there would be a 
proportionally higher number of self injuries among younger prisoners, and more 
frequently among those staying in prison from 3 and 6 years. 
 
All the results concerning aggressiveness of prisoners point to the fact that, as the 
time passes, the aggressiveness increases and is being discharged mainly through 
self-injuring. After the period of six years stay in Penitentiary, aggressiveness starts 
to decrease - reason for this was not determined by the questionnaire, but it could 
be assumed that after that deadline, the prisoners are either released from prison 
after having served the sentence or, those sentenced to prison for more than a 
decade, become resigned to institutional conditions. When this is amended by the 
results obtained on the questions on the perspective that the prisoners see after the 
served sentence and fears they have related to that, which all points to their 
disorientation, helplessness and need for support, it is clear why a significant part 
of them makes the same mistake again. It is known from the psychology that the 
fear causes two reactions at people - either running away from the terrifying 
situation or aggressiveness towards the source of fear. Since the prisoners cannot 
(mainly) run away from the situation which is disagreeable and frustrating, like 
isolation in institution, it is clear why the aggressiveness increases among them. 
However, what is problematic is that the majority of them is released in such 
condition (unprepared for the release), because their fears related to economic 
uncertainty and uncertain support of the family are not solved so that they can very 
easily commit the same or other crime. 
 
Data that is very important is received for the questions related to eventual 
prisoners' asking for help from others in situations when they feel extremely 
difficult or they feel listless or furious. Even 58.3% of interviewees replied that in 
such situations they did not address anyone for help. Out of remaining 41.7% that 
address someone for help, 70% of them replied that they addressed officers in 
Penitentiary for help, and the remaining 30% to their family members. These data 
depict distrust of prisoners in officers and thus in the system, which we may see as 
one more consequence of lack of Treatment program realization. 
 
Qualitative analysis of questions from the questionnaire related to self-estimation 
showed that 25% of prisoners denied that they committed crime or that they were 
inclined to committing crimes; 37.5% of interviewees think that it is necessary for 
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the society (state) to provide job for them, constant incomes and housing so as not 
to commit crimes in the future; 16.7% of interviewees think that it is necessary that 
there is some change in themselves or that they should change behavior in some 
part (not to contact with criminals, to calm down and realize why they committed 
criminal acts). 
 
As well, 29.2% of interviewees consider that the support of the family is the most 
important so that after leaving Penitentiary they could fit in the family and social 
environment, while 41.7% of interviewees think they need the support from the 
society in sense of provision of permanent job. Separate are the cases of those who 
are aware that long absence from the society (long term isolation) changed them in 
negative way in sense of becoming passive, losing social contacts etc. (For 
example: "I don't know, I've been absent for a long time, I need some peace. ", or: 
"I need a real re-socialization system - I cannot go among the people from the 
hole"). 
 
It is evident that the majority of interviewees did not acquire needed insight in their 
personal responsibility for the committed crimes, and thus externalize the solution 
for not repeating the offence, expecting the help from the social community. 
 
As well, for better integration after served sentence, as necessary things they see 
better material status and help of the society in that. There is not developed 
consciousness that internal change is necessary, as well as new, positive and 
constructive attitudes, skills, knowledges and forms of behavior. These data speak 
that little was done on the issue of re-socialization program, while the issue of 
preparation for the release of prisoners has not been worked on at all. 
 
In favor of this speak, unsolved fears that the prisoner have related to freedom after 
served sentence. A number of interviewees (22%) have no fear, they are not afraid 
of anything. Approximately same percent of interviewed prisoners (23%) have fear 
related to poor material status (lack of money, job and place to live). 12% of 
interviewees are afraid of the System, Republic of Serbia and the Police. Only a 
small number (8%) have no fear from going out in freedom because they have 
support of their family. Remaining interviewees (34%) have fears from solitude, 
tight space, that they will not leave the Penitentiary alive, from freedom and 
everything that goes with it. 
 
With correlation analysis we determined that with 95% of certainty we can claim 
that the prisoners felt different at the beginning of sentence serving compared to 
the way how they feel now. Qualitative analysis shows in which direction the 
changes moved. At a smaller number of interviewees (17%) the change happened 
in positive direction, while at the majority of interviewees (54%) there has been a 
change of feelings but in negative direction. At the beginning of sentence serving 
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they felt bad in the same way as they feel now, though the kind of emotion is 
different. Compared to the beginning of sentence serving there has been no change 
in feelings compared to the beginning at those prisoners who felt positive both now 
and then (12 % ), as well among those who felt negative same as at the beginning 
of sentence serving. 
 
It is indicative that only among a smaller number of interviewees there has been a 
positive move in feelings, while the majority is dominated by negative emotional 
conditions, continually. 
 
Taking into account that the interviewees, whose right to freedom of movement is 
suspended, do not have in the existing prison conditions, organized and constant 
support system that could assist toward creation of positive moves, it could have 
been assumed that also in this sphere of basic feelings there could mostly be a 
retrogression. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Based on the previously given data and their analysis, the following conclusion 
may be drawn: 
 
Treatment program is not applied towards prisoners - they are, in most of the cases, 
not introduced with it (they do not know what it is). If the individual treatment 
program was sometime developed, it was not delivered to prisoners (although it is 
an obligation towards them consisted in the Rulebook on treatment, treatment 
program, classification and additional classification of prisoners from 2010, nor the 
check up in the anticipated deadline from 3 to 6 months was done. Treatment 
program was brought only in the part of group determining, which was, most 
usually done by a decision only. 
 
From the above results, it can be seen that prisoners, while in prison, were not, at 
any time,  introduced with what was going on with them - they do not know what is 
the purpose of their stay in the Admission ward (recommending adequate 
individual treatment program), then they did not know why they were within a 
given group (application of the treatment program) and, finally, they were not 
familiar with the fact why their group was changed, if it happened (check of the 
treatment program). They only have personal assumptions about this. 
 
When taken into account that very shortly and very rarely they speak with 
treatment officers and other officers, that in the high percentage re-considerations 
of treatment program are not done, that they do not fill in the questionnaires for 
self-evaluation, one can come to a conclusion that the prisoners are not worked 
with and that there is no a single expert procedure aimed at giving feed-back on 
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their behavior, which is of crucial importance for personal insight in the process of 
change of behavior and adoption of new system of values. Non-transparency of the 
process of awarding and punishing leads to the fact that it loses its sense because it 
does not point to positive direction in change of behavior and it does not validate 
positive changes if they happen so that they could be founded firm in the behavior 
of prisoners. 
 
Bearing in mind that, based on the results, it can also be concluded that no 
preparation of the prisoners for the release is done, it is clear why they, after long-
term social isolation feel insecure in themselves and expect, that in repeated fitting 
in the social environment, it, concretely, offer the biggest support. Their social 
skills, if they ever existed, are for sure changed in sense of development of those 
skills necessary for survival in unnatural conditions of social isolation where 
different rules from those out of institution rule. 
 
It is evident that the lack of constant positive force in form of treatment program, 
among interviewed prisoners, does not lead to successful re-socialization. 
Suspension of freedom of movement, itself, cannot lead to forming new positive 
attitudes, skills and knowledge among persons who have already committed a 
crime (or crimes), which would enable new, qualitative life style after served 
prison sentence. On the contrary, influence of missing treatment program results in 
the following: 
 
- Already existing, incorrect, value systems and destructive behaviors are largely 

founded; 
- It comes to impossibility of repeated adequate adaptation to outer environment; 
- There is an increased general aggressiveness among prisoners. It is either 

suppressed or denied, so that it is mostly expressed through self injuring during 
the period of three to six years of stay in prison, within younger prisoners. 

 
The way how aggressiveness of other prisoners who did not commit self injuring or 
who are older is canalled or transformed, was not decidedly determined by this 
research. This creates possibility for new research that would have as a topic 
aggressiveness and its possible solutions for as successful as possible re-
socialization of prisoners. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
 

This research will focus on the practice of the European Court for Human 
Rights in the area of prisoners' rights related to imprisonment aspects. 
Imprisonment aspects present areas stipulated by national regulations related to life 
of prisoners during sentence serving as well as all the other persons deprived of 
liberty based on the law. Imprisonment aspects are most frequently grouped into 
following: 

 
- Treatment (torture and ill treatment, solitary confinement and coercive 

means) 
- Material conditions (accommodation, food, stay, hygiene, capacities) 
- Protection measures (informing, inspection, disciplinary procedures, 

complaints, evidence, separation of categories) 
- Regime and activities (contact with outer world, education, leisure 

activities, religion and work) 
- Health protection 
- Prison services 

 
 
II.  IMPRISONMENT ASPECTS IN SENSE OF ARTICLE 2 OF EUROPEAN 
CONVENTION 

 
European Convention for the protection of fundamental human rights and 

freedoms obliges all the countries, signatories of the Convention and 
simultaneously members of the Council of Europe, to respect the Convention. 

 
Article 2 of the Convention guarantees right to life and says: 
 

1. Everyone’s right to life shall be protected by law. No one shall be deprived 
of his life intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a court 
following his conviction of a crime for which this penalty is provided by 
law. 

2. Deprivation of life shall not be regarded as inflicted in contravention of 
this Article when it results from the use of force which is no more than 
absolutely necessary: 

(a) In defence of any person from unlawful violence; 
(b) In order to effect a lawful arrest or to prevent the escape of a person 

lawfully detained; 
(c) in action lawfully taken for the purpose of quelling a riot or 

insurrection. 
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With the analysis of judgments of the European Court one can see that the 
majority of cases of violation of the right to life are related to detention, not the 
execution of the prison sentence. However, the conclusions and recommendations 
of the Court can generally be applied equally to detention and sentence serving. 

The Court frequently points out that according to Art. 2 the states are required 
to take appropriate measures to save the lives of those within their jurisdiction (in 
LCB. v. the United Kingdom, 9 June 1998, § 36, Reports of Judgments and 
Decisions 1998-III). This includes the primary obligation of the State to ensure the 
right to life in a manner that it will prescribe effective criminal law provisions for 
crime, that will be supported by the prevention apparatus, coercion and punishment 
of those who violate these rules (Nachova and Others v. Bulgaria [GC], nos. 
43577/98 and 43579/98, § 160, ECHR 2005-VII). 

In the section related to prisoners, the Court points out that the persons 
deprived of liberty are particularly vulnerable and it is therefore the duty of 
authorities to protect them (in Salman v. Turkey [GC], no. 21986/93, § 99, ECHR 
2000-VII). Persons deprived of their liberty must be protected and safe from 
attacks by other prisoners or officials, but also from themselves. In case of injury or 
death, an independent and impartial authority is obliged to carry out an effective 
investigation. 

 
a) Health protection 
 
Violations of the right to life most often occur as a result of poor medical care 

that is provided to persons deprived of their liberty, and because the state has not 
taken all measures to protect one's life, and much less for other reasons.  

In the case of Salakhov Islyamova against Ukraine, first applicant was 
arrested in 2007. At that time he had AIDS. However, while he was in detention 
and in the police station they did not treat him appropriately. They did not take into 
account that he was seriously ill. All this resulted in his death in 2008. Shortly 
before his death, he was released from detention, but was not able to recover. 
When he was in detention he was taken to the hospital, and although the handcuffs 
bothered him, he was still tied up. 

Treatment of persons deprived of their liberty is of extreme importance. If in 
custody adequate medical care cannot be provided, a person must be released. 
Health status of the detainee must be seriously reviewed and he must be given the 
appropriate treatment. In this case, the Court found that there was a violation of 
Art. 3 of the Convention because he was not provided with appropriate medical 
care in detention and in Central Hospital. Related to all this is a violation of Art. 2, 
as the authorities have failed to protect the life of the applicant, and in addition did 
not provide a proper investigation into the death of the applicant. The Court found 
that there had been a violation of Art. 3 of the Convention for another applicant 
relating to distress over the death of his son. 
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In this case the Court determined that to handcuff a person in the hospital 
represents the violation of Art. 3 of the Convention. 

 
b) Prison Services 
 
In case Eremiášová and Pechová v. Czech Republic, the State has neither 

taken adequate steps to protect the life and health of V.P. nor did enough to clarify 
his death. Police arrested the V.P. who was Roma nationality. After the 
questioning, the suspect had to go to the toilet, but since the toilet was not on the 
same floor, there were two police officers that went to the second floor with him. 
While they were going back V.P., who was not handcuffed, pushed off from one of 
the officers and jumped out through the window (head first), and fell on the 
ground. The next morning, he died at the hospital. The statements of police officers 
did not fully match. 

The Court noted that in the case when a healthy person enters the police 
station, and he dies in the station, after such death an investigation that must 
remove any reasonable doubt as to how the death occurred must be carried out. The 
Court further notes that states are obliged to take active measures to protect an 
individual whose life may be at risk from the actions of other people or when there 
is a danger to harm himself. The Court found that there was a violation of Art. 2 of 
the Convention by the State because it did not preserve V.P.'s right to life and 
besides that stated that the investigation was not effective in relation to the facts 
surrounding the death of VP. 

In case Chesnulevichius v Lithuania applicant's son died while he was serving 
a prison sentence. She claims that the State failed to provide him with safety during 
the sentence serving as well as adequate medical care after the attack which took 
place in the prison. She also noted that efficient investigation was not conducted 
and that the facts regarding her son's death have not been determined. The prisoner 
was repeatedly attacked by unknown persons during sentence serving. He did not 
want to report who was the one who attacked him. The last time when he was 
badly beaten, he was brought to the doctor by two other prisoners. After medical 
intervention he was conducted to a prison hospital where he died of injuries 
consequences. Forensics found a number of injuries of head, neck, legs, arms and 
stomach. 

The Court noted that persons serving sentence are in a very vulnerable and 
difficult position, and that therefore it is the obligation of the State to provide them 
with safety. It is a special obligation of the security service to provide protection to 
all prisoners and prevent such attacks to occur. The Court found that there was a 
failure of the Health care service in Penitentiary, which treated the injuries as of 
minor importance and accepted explanation when a one injury happened that it is 
an injury that happened during playing football. It was even determined that certain 
injuries were not recorded in the medical file of the prisoner. The Court determined 
that the investigation into the death of the prisoner was not effective and that the 
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person who committed it was not found. It was also found that against the officers 
there was no punishment imposed, and that their responsibility was not determined.  

In case Mižigárová v. Slovakia, twenty-year old Roma guy shot himself with 
a gun from the police officer in a police station. This person was been arrested for 
stealing, and when he arrived to the police station was completely healthy. He was 
interviewed by the police, except that one of them was not on duty. During the 
questioning he took a gun from the police officer and shot himself in the stomach. 
Four days later he died in hospital. The applicant is the wife of this person. 

The Court's opinion is that there were certain mistakes in the work of the 
police, even if it was believed in the official version of events. First, the police are 
obliged to protect the life of every suspect from others and from himself. 
Therefore, the officer who conducts interview must not be armed, and his weapons 
are to be "braked" which would prevent any misuse by third parties. 

In procedural terms, the question arises why the investigation after the death 
of the person was conducted by other police officers working in the same police 
station. The Ministry of the Interior on the scene did not arrive until the next day. 
Investigation in such cases should be done only by the people from the Ministry, 
not the local police station where the death occurred. The Court did not find that 
there was evidence of racially motivated conduct. 

 
 

III.  IMPRISONMENT ASPECTS IN SENSE OF ARTICLE 3 OF EUROPEAN 
CONVENTION 

 
The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Freedoms 

in Art. 3 obliges all signatory countries and also members of the Council of Europe 
to respect the prohibition of torture. Article 3 European Convention reads:  

 
“No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment 

or punishment.” 
 
European Court often recalls that Article 3 of Convention preserves one of 

the most fundamental values of democratic society. This article absolutely 
prohibits torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, irrespective of 
the circumstances and the victim's behavior. In order to be able to characterize a 
certain treatment as inhuman, it must contain a minimum of cruelty. This minimum 
is quite relative, and often depends on the circumstances of the case such as: its 
duration, its physical and mental effects and, in some cases, depends on sex, age 
and state of health of the victim (in Ireland. v. the United Kingdom, 18 January 
1978, § 162, Series A no. 25). 

Ill treatment which includes a minimum level of severity usually involves 
bodily injury or intense physical or mental suffering. However, even in the absence 
of that, when there is humiliation and disrespect for the individual and his dignity, 
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or even causes a sense of fear and inferiority, which can break the moral and 
physical resistance of an individual, the treatment may be characterized as 
degrading and fall within the prohibition of Art. 3 of the Convention. (Pretty v. the 
United Kingdom, no. 2346/02, § 52, ECHR 2002-III, with further references). 

In the context of deprivation of liberty, the European Court often confirms 
that the suffering and humiliation involved must in any case be higher than that 
which is inevitable element of any deprivation of liberty. States must ensure that 
conditions of deprivation of liberty are compatible with respect for human dignity, 
that the manner and method of measures do not exceed a certain level of suffering 
which is inevitable and inherent in the deprivation of liberty (see Kudła, cited 
above, § § 92-94, and Popov v. Russia, no. 26853/04, § 208, 13 July 2006). 

In addition to the obligations of each State signatory of the Convention to 
refrain from acts of torture and degrading treatment, the European Court of Human 
Rights in its practice repeatedly affirmed that each State Party has also "positive 
obligations" arising from Art. 3 of the Convention. 

 

a) Treatment 
 

In case Asenov v Bulgaria the Court confirmed the obligation of states to 
conduct an effective investigation into the allegations of torture and abuse, which 
must be effective, i.e. conducted in a manner that can lead to discovering and 
punishment of those responsible.  

In general, actions contrary to Article 3 of Convention question the 
responsibility of the State only if they are taken by a person who is on official 
position. However, the Court, in the case of Pretty v. the United Kingdom 
obligations of High Contracting Parties resulting from Art. 1 of the Convention 
which obliges States to protect human rights and freedoms of everyone who is 
under the jurisdiction, taken in relation to Art. 3, requires States to take measures to 
ensure that individuals are not subject to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment, including the treatment that comes from private individuals. The 
Court has in several cases confirmed positive duty of states to protect from 
inhuman and degrading treatment (A. v United Kingdom; Z and Others v. the 
United Kingdom; MC v. Bulgaria). 

In the case of Osman v. the United Kingdom, the Court concludes that the 
unpredictability of human conduct and the operational choice which must be made 
about priorities and resources, the scope of the positive obligations must be 
interpreted in a way that does not impose an impossible or disproportionate burden 
on the authorities. It can not be considered that every report of endangering life 
means that government has the obligation under the Convention to take operational 
measures to prevent the realization of such endangering. For the existence of 
positive obligations, it must be determined whether the authorities knew or ought 
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to have known that at the time of the existence of a real and immediate risk to the 
life of an identified individual from the criminal acts by third parties, and that they 
failed to take measures within their competence and by which, based on reasonable 
estimates, it could be expected to avoid that risk. In the context of prisoners, the 
Court has on several occasions emphasized that persons deprived of their liberty 
are in a vulnerable position and the authorities have a duty to protect them. 

Regarding the use of "measures of restraint" and so-called "handcuffs", the 
Court has held in several cases that such measures do not normally present an issue 
that falls within the application of Art. 3 of the Convention, if taken in connection 
with lawful deprivation of liberty and do not understand the use of force, public 
exposure and when they don't exceed what is considered reasonably necessary. In 
this regard, it is important to examine the risk of escape of a person or causing 
injury or damage. (Raninen v. Finland, Mathew v. the Netherlands, Kuzmenko v. 
Russia). As the European Court stated in the case of Gomi and Others v. Turkey, 
the Court is aware of the potential violence that exists in prisons and that 
disobedience of prisoners can quickly spread. The Court therefore accepts that the 
use of force may be necessary in certain situations so as to ensure the safety and to 
maintain order and prevent crime. However, this force must be used only when it is 
necessary and it must not be excessive. Recourse to physical force which is not 
strictly necessary and caused by prisoners' behavior reduces human dignity and in 
principle represents an infringement of the rights guaranteed by Art. 3 of the 
Convention. 

Regarding the above principles, the Court in the case Julin v Estonia found 
that measure of binding prisoners in bed does not automatically constitute a 
violation of Art. 3 of the Convention. In this case, the Court found that the binding 
of the applicant to the bed was prescribed by law and that the behavior was caused 
by the applicant. However, the Court further finds that the "quality" of domestic 
law by which this is regulated is not acceptable in terms of European Convention 
as it stipulates the matter in general and superficial way. Furthermore, the Court 
considers that the domestic authorities did not take into account other measures that 
could prevent the conduct of the applicant, such as accommodation in a special 
cell. Finally the Court concludes that the applicant's behavior did not justify the 
fact that he had to be tied in bed for a period of nine hours. 

As with the use of the "means of restraint", and with isolation, i.e. 
accommodation in "solitary confinement" and imprisonment in conditions with a 
high degree of security, the Court is of the opinion that it, itself, does not represent 
inhuman or degrading treatment. The Court's task is to always examine all the 
circumstances of the case, i.e. strictness, duration of action, for which purpose the 
measure is imposed and what effect such a measure would have on a person. In this 
regard, the Court has on several occasions confirmed that complete isolation of 
senses, along with social isolation can destroy the personality and constitute a form 
of inhuman treatment which can not be justified by safety-related requirements or 
other reasons. 
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In case Ramirez Sanchez v. France, known as "Carlos the Jackal", the Court 
finds that, in order to avoid all risk of arbitrariness in deciding on the isolation of 
prisoners, the decision must be accompanied by procedural guarantees which 
guarantee the well-being of prisoners and the proportionality of the measure. First, 
isolation measure must be imposed exclusively, after all the precautions identified 
in paragraph 53.1 of the European Prison Rules. Second, decisions about placement 
of prisoners in isolation must be based on proper grounds at the time of 
accommodation and during its continuance. Third, the decision of the authorities 
should enable to determine whether an assessment of the situation has taken into 
account the circumstances that exist with the prisoner, situation and behavior, and 
must contain the crucial reasons that justify such a decision. The existence of 
reasons must be explained in more details and convincing during the time. Finally, 
the system of regular monitoring of prisoner's physical and mental condition must 
be taken to ensure that isolation measures are expedient in given circumstances. 

In case of Van der Ven v. the Netherlands, the Court held that the measure of 
isolation for 15 months in a cell of 6 m2 was not opposite to Art. 3 of the 
Convention because the applicant had two half-hour periods for exercise and 
contact with prison staff, allowed visits and medical examinations. The Court took 
into account the seriousness and complexity of the investigation as well as the 
reasons for which he was set in isolation. 

In the aforementioned case, Ramirez Sanchez the applicant contracted spent 
in isolation for eight years and two months. During his stay in isolation he had no 
possibility of contact with other inmates or prison staff. He was allowed out of the 
cell two hours per day, and rights to visits were limited. However, he was allowed 
to watch television, read newspapers and attorney visited him for 57 times and he 
had regular visits by doctor. The Court concluded that the totality of the 
circumstances in which the applicant was held in prison, taking into account the 
personality of the applicant and the extremely high level of danger that he 
represented, did not reach the minimum level of severity to constitute inhuman 
treatment. 

In the second case, Tejendrasingh v. the United Kingdom, the Court held that 
the measure of isolation for a period of 23 months as a disciplinary punishment for 
refusing to wear a prisoner uniform exceeds the minimum severity that requires 
Art. 3 of the Convention. 

 
b) Material conditions 
 
According to the European Court of Human Rights practice, inadequate 

material conditions of imprisonment, in principle, can be characterized as inhuman 
and degrading treatment that represents a violation of prohibition of torture 
guaranteed by Art. 3 of European Convention. In assessing whether the conditions 
of detention in this case are appropriate, the Court has often referred to the 
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standards established by the European Prison Rules and Recommendations of the 
Committee against Torture of the Council of Europe. 

Court often takes into account the standards that are established by national 
law, but respect of national standards related to conditions of detention itself is not 
enough to satisfy the requirements prescribed by Art. 3 Of the European 
Convention. The standards established by national legislation must be in 
accordance with minimum standards. 

When examining conditions of imprisonment, the Court must take into 
account the cumulative effect of all conditions and specific allegations raised by 
the applicant. (Dougoz v. Greece, no. 40907/98, § 46, ECHR 2001-II). 

What is especially to be considered is the period during which the person was 
deprived of liberty in concrete conditions (Alver v. Estonia, no. 64812/01, 8 
November 2005). 

According to the practice of the Court, extreme lack of space in prison cells 
represents an aspect that has to be taken into account during the assessment 
whether the conditions of deprivation of liberty in concrete case were humiliating 
from the point of view of Art.3 (Karalevičius v. Lithuania, no. 53254/99, 7 April 
2005). 

In cases in which the prisoners were available less than 3 m2 of personal 
space, the Court found that overpopulation was cruel to the extent that itself 
justified conclusion that there was violation of Art. 3 of the Convention (in 
Sulejmanovic v. Italy, no. 22635/03, § 51, 16 July 2009; Linde v. Russia, no. 
25664/05, § 59, 6 December 2007; Kantyrev v. Russia, no. 37213/02, § 50-51, 21 
June 2007; Andrey Frolov v. Russia, no. 205/02, § 47-49, 29 March 2007; Labzov 
v. Russia, no. 62208/00, § 44, 16 June 2005). 

Opposite to that, in other cases, where the Court found that overpopulation 
was not so brutal that, itself could be considered in terms of Art. 3, the Court 
concluded that other aspects of the physical conditions of imprisonment are 
relevant for considerations in terms of Art. 3 of the Convention. Such aspects 
include ventilation of prison cells, the availability of air and natural light, adequate 
heating, sanitation and use of toilets with privacy. In cases where prisoners had 
more personal space available (from 3 to 4 m2) the Court found a violation of Art. 3 
as other material conditions of detention, such as daylight and ventilation, in 
relation to the total available space, were incompatible with the requirements of 
Art. 3 of the Convention. (Babushka. v Russia, and Ostrovar v Moldova). 

The attitude of the Court which refers to the availability of space of at least 3 
m2, best reflects the case Mandic and Jovic v Slovenia, where the applicants were 
placed in a detention cell for seven months and which had 16.28 m2 floor area and 
ceiling height was 2, 88 m. The cell was equipped with three bunk beds, with a 
total of 6 sleeping places, one small and one large table, six chairs, and cabinets for 
every prisoner. The cell had four windows 91 x 75 cm which prisoners could open 
as needed. The cell did not have built in artificial ventilation, and the prisoners 
were able to ventilate the room by opening windows and doors, when they were 
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outside. Prisoners were allowed to bring in ventilators but they rarely practiced 
that. 

During their imprisonment, there were mainly six prisoners accommodated in 
cell. The cell was equipped with radiators that prisoners were able to control by 
themselves. The temperature in the cell during the summer was around 28˚C, and 
for 7 days in late July and early August was 30˚C. The prisoners were allowed to 
read books and watch TV in their room. The toilet was a separate room separated 
from the cell by a door, and with surface area of 1.72 m2. Was equipped with tap 
with hot and cold water, toilet bowl, sink and mirror. The toilet had separate 
mechanical ventilation and was available to prisoners for 24 hours. Detergents and 
hygiene products were delivered to prisoners once a week. Bed linen was washed 
once a week and they were given clean blankets at the admission. In this case the 
Court concludes that although the prisoners occasionally were available more than 
3 m2 area, applicants spent a significant period of detention in a cell with about 2.7 
m2 of space, which space is further reduced because of the furniture in the room. 
The Court further finds that the applicant's situation is further aggravated by the 
fact that they were placed in a cell all day and night, except for two hours per day 
that they spent outside and additional two hours per week that they spent in 
recreation room. Since there was no roof above the prison yard, it is difficult to 
conclude how the prisoners could have used the yard during poor weather 
conditions. Such a regime could not compensate the applicants for the stay in a 
crowded cell. High temperatures during summer months additionally complicated 
the position of prisoners. In this case, the Court concluded that, although there was 
no intention to bring the applicants in a humiliating position, the conditions in 
which the applicants stayed during detention go beyond the unavoidable level of 
suffering inherent in every arrest and brutality exceeds a threshold of severity 
established by practice of the Court under Article 3 of the Convention. 

In case Titarenko v. Ukraine, representatives of government claimed that the 
cells had size of 12.9 m2 - without mentioning how many prisoners were 
accommodated in them. The applicant in this case claimed that he shared a cell 
with six other prisoners. The government of Ukraine did not have evidence to 
refute this fact. The applicant argued that the cell has less than 2 m2 space per 
prisoner which is far from the standards of practice established by the Strasbourg 
Court. In this case the Court called on a report of the CPT, which highlights the 
common problem of Ukrainian prison, overpopulation. In the above case, the Court 
concluded that the government failed to provide sufficient evidence to rebut the 
applicant's allegations regarding overpopulation, stay in the open air, ventilation 
and natural light in the cells, and that these allegations are sufficient to be 
considered as degrading treatment and a violation of Art. 3 of the Convention. 

In the case of Dimitri Rozhin v. Russia, the European Court found that the 
applicant had no more than 2.30 m2 of personal space. Some days, overpopulation 
has been so high that the space was even smaller than 1.11 m2 per prisoner. The 
Court, in this case further concludes that the applicant was not provided enough 
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space for sleeping most of the time he has spent in custody. For four and a half 
months, the applicant had to spend at least twenty-three hours a day in such 
conditions. The Court states that in previous cases against Russia, where the 
applicants had less than three square meters available space, it was considered 
sufficiently severe that itself was a violation of Art. 3 

In the same case, the Court found that the applicant was in disciplinary 
detention for 11 days, in a cell of 8 m2 in which he was accommodated with two to 
three persons for 22 hours a day. The Court found the lack of privacy when using 
the toilet, which was separated by screen 1.1 meter high as well as limited activities 
outside the cell. However, taking into account the cumulative effects of these 
conditions, in this particular case, the short duration of stay, the Court held that 
such conditions of imprisonment, although they are far from adequate, have not 
reached the threshold of severity needed to characterize it as degrading treatment in 
terms of Art. 3. 

In the case of Ilascu and Others v. Moldova and Russia, the cell in which the 
first applicant Mr. Ilascu spent about 8 years in total isolation, did not have heat 
even on the coldest winter days, nor natural light and ventilation. The applicant 
was deprived of food, in terms of punishment, and even the food he received from 
the outside, was inadequate. The applicant could take a shower very rarely and the 
interval between showers was several months sometimes. The other applicants in 
this case, same as Mr. Ilascu, spent a long time in isolation conditions in dark cells, 
without heating and ventilation. The Court, taking into account all the 
circumstances of the case, concluded that these conditions caused severe mental 
and physical suffering of the applicant and undoubtedly constitutes a violation of 
Art. 3 of the Convention. 

In the case of Kalashnikov v. Russia, the applicant was complaining of the 
material conditions in detention where he spent about four years and seven months. 
The Court found that the cell in which Mr. Kalashnikov was accommodated was 
from 17 to 20 m2 big, it was equipped with eight bunk beds and was intended for 
eight prisoners. The Court refers that the optimal standards established by the CPT, 
for one prisoner is 7 m2 and in this case, the preferred cell size would be 56 m2. 
The applicant argued that there were up to 24 prisoners accommodated in the cell 
and that the number of prisoners did not fall below 18. The Russian government 
claimed that there were about 11 prisoners in the cell, and that only in rare periods 
it reached 14 when one bed was used by 2 to 3 prisoners. The Court found that it is 
not necessary to determine the right factual situation as it is undoubted that during 
the entire stay in the cell, a prisoner was available from 0.9 to 1.9 m2 and it was 
sufficient to conclude that the cell was terribly crowded. The light in the cell was 
constantly on, TV was on for all day long, and given that the prisoners had to sleep 
in shifts of eight hours, and because of the large number of prisoners in the room, 
exposed to noise, and due to such conditions the applicant was deprived of sleep 
which represented a strong mental and physical burden for him. The Court 
concluded that the applicant, in addition to one or two hours he could spend 
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outside, had to spend most of the time in the cell, without artificial ventilation. 
Furthermore, the Court finds that the cell was inhabited by pests and that no steps 
were taken to eliminate ants and cockroaches. During his stay in prison, the 
applicant's state of health has deteriorated considerably and he got skin and fungal 
infections. Although he was given medical care, frequent repeated diseases point to 
the conclusion that the conditions of imprisonment did not change for the entire 
stay of the applicant. The Court also expressed concern for the fact that the 
applicant was accommodated with prisoners suffering from tuberculosis and 
syphilis. Sanitary conditions in the cell were exceptionally bad because the toilet 
was situated in the corner of the cell and separated by a screen 1.1 m high, so that 
the applicant had to use the toilet in the presence of others, and also to be there 
when the toilet was used by other inmates. For these reasons, the Court concluded 
that overpopulation, inadequate sanitary conditions and their harmful effects in 
detention which lasted for about 4 years and 7 months, were such as to constitute 
degrading treatment and a violation of Art. 3 of the Convention. The Court in this 
case upheld an earlier position that the lack of intent to bring a person into inhuman 
and degrading position, do not exclude the finding of the Court that there has been 
violation of Art. 3. 

In the Modarca v. Moldova case, the applicant complained of the poor 
material conditions in the detention cell where he spent about eight months. The 
Strasbourg Court found that Mr. Modarca was placed in a cell with three other 
persons, with a space of about 10 m2 which accounted for 2.5 m2 per person. The 
applicant submitted a drawing of the cell, indicating that almost half of the cell was 
occupied with furniture. Government of Moldova did not dispute the drawing 
which the applicant lodged to the Court. In this regard, the Court concludes that the 
detainees were not available more than 1.19 m2 of free space. In this case as well, 
the Court referred to the standards of the CPT according to which the appropriate 
and desirable space per prisoner would be about 4 m2 The Court also found that the 
conditions in which the applicant had to spend around 23 hours in cramped 
conditions, and there was only one hour daily walk in the open, exposed the 
applicant's risk of being infected by tuberculosis. The applicant complained that on 
the top of the windows there were three holders of metal grid that obscured the 
daylight penetration into the cell. Situations in which water and electricity in the 
cell went out were very common, especially during the evening period, and the 
applicant and the prisoners had to refrain from using the toilet as this could cause 
the spread of bad smell. No prison bed linen and prison clothes were provided to 
the applicant so that he had to invest in it, as well as in reparation of the furniture in 
the cell. The Court concluded, cumulatively taking all detention conditions and 
duration of detention for almost 9 months, that they represented a violation of 
Article 3 of the Convention. 

In the case Nazarenko v. Ukraine, the applicant complained, inter alia, that he 
was not allowed to wear other clothes, not including socks and underwear, than 
those provided by the prison. The Court in this case determines that requiring 
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prisoners to wear prison clothes, can be seen as encroachment on their personal 
integrity, but it is beyond doubt based on the legitimate aim of protecting public 
safety and the prevention of public disorder and crime. 

As stated above, the European Court always takes into account all the 
conditions as cumulative as well as the influence that alleged violation had on 
personality and physical integrity of the victim. The case of Price v. the United 
Kingdom related to accommodation of a woman with disabilities in detention with 
inadequate conditions. Namely the applicant complained that prison authorities did 
not allow the use of the charger for her wheelchair, that she could not sleep because 
she had no proper bed, she felt humiliated when the officers - men assisted her 
when using the toilet and she had trouble with maintaining hygiene. The Court 
found a violation of Art. 3 because accommodation of persons with disabilities in 
such conditions represents a degrading treatment. 

 
c) Protection measures 
 
Conditions of detention, including proceedings in which the prisoners are 

required to undergo a search, both general and individual search by taking off the 
clothes can be considered procedures opposite to Art. 3 of the Convention. The 
Court held that searches of prisoners by taking their clothes completely off might 
be necessary to ensure the safety and the prevention of disorder and crime in 
certain situations, but they must be implemented properly and must be justified. 
The Court in the cases of Lithuania v Valasinas and Iwan'czuk v. Poland, found 
that even a single search can be enough to be characterized as degrading treatment 
in the manner in which it was made, the possibility that it has been performed with 
the aim to humiliate the person, and due to lack of justification. In Valašinas case, a 
strip search was considered "inappropriate" as it was performed on a man in the 
presence of the female prison officer and without sanitary gloves. In Van der Ven v. 
the Netherlands case, the search of naked body, although carried out in a "normal" 
way, still had a degrading effect and constituted a violation of Art. 3 of the 
Convention, as they were implemented systematically, weekly, as a matter of 
regular practice that had no justification in this concrete case which related to the 
applicant. 

In the case Lorsch v. Netherlands, the applicant was placed in prison with the 
strict security measures. According to the rules of that institution, the applicant was 
subjected to frequent strip searches both before and during the "open" visits, after 
attending the clinic, dentist or hairdresser. Moreover, for more than six years, he 
was obliged to undergo a strip search, including body cavities examinations during 
the weekly inspection of the cells, even during weeks  in which he had no contact 
with the outside world, despite the fact he had already been searched after the 
"open" visits, visits to the clinic, dentist or hairdresser. Therefore, these weekly 
strip searches are a matter of routine and were not based on any safety-related 
requirements or by the behavior of the applicant. In the particular case, the Court 
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was caught by the fact that Mr. Lorse, despite all strict security measures in the 
prison, was further subjected to weekly strip searches. Regarding the fact that 
national authorities, through the reports of the Department of Psychology of the 
prison center, were well introduced with the fact that Mr. Lorse had serious 
difficulties to fit in such a regime, and bearing in mind that during the applicant's 
stay in prison, these strip searches nothing illegal was ever found, the Court held 
that systematical strip searches of Mr. Lorse required more justification than 
presented by the Government in this case. 

In the case of Yankov v. Bulgaria the Court considered whether shaving a 
prisoner's head can fall under conduct considered to be a violation of Art. 3 
Convention. In this regard, the Court concludes that shaving head consists of a 
forced change in the outer appearance of a person by removing his hair. It is very 
likely that the person, who was subjected to such treatment, reports a sense of 
inferiority because his appearance was changed against his will. Moreover, for a 
period of time a prisoner, whose hair has been removed, carries the sign of the 
treatment that he was subjected to. The sign is clearly visible to others, including 
prison staff, other inmates, visitors or even the public, especially if the prisoner was 
released soon or brought to a public place. Very likely, the person in this situation 
has the feeling of a violation of his dignity as he carries visible physical sign. For 
the above reasons, the Court finds that the forced shaving of the head of prisoners 
in principle is an act that diminishes human dignity and can cause a sufficient sense 
of inferiority, which can be characterized as degrading. Whether it is the case that 
reached the threshold "minimum severity", i.e. whether such treatment represents 
treatment contrary to Art. 3 of the Convention will depend on the specific facts of 
the case, such as personal circumstances, the context in which the act was 
committed and for what purpose. Court did not accept the government's argument 
that justified such conduct by hygiene measures, because it is unclear why the 
hygienic measures would be different for someone who is immediately afterwards 
placed in the isolation cell in comparison to others who are in the same prison 
facility. In this case, the Court concluded that, taking all the circumstances of the 
case into account, the shaving of the head of the applicant, in the context of his 
punishment by placing him in isolation cell because he wrote critically of the 
unlawful conduct of prison guards and state authorities are unjustified treatment 
harsh enough to be characterized as degrading in terms of Art. 3 of the Convention. 

Regarding classification of prisoners in terms of Article 3, the Court in the 
case of Premininy v. Russia concluded that violence in prisons requires an 
immediate response of prison staff including protection of victims from further 
abuse and provision of necessary health care. The reaction which the prison 
authorities should take involves the coordination of the security service, forensic 
and health workers as well as prison administration. In this particular case, prison 
authorities have failed to consider the specific personal circumstances of the 
applicant when accommodating other inmates in his cell. The Court further states 
that the prison administration had no clear policy of classification and placement of 
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prisoners which is crucial for the implementation of internal security in the prison 
and violence prevention. The Court reminds that the proper classification system, 
which includes the consideration of the risk of victimization and abuse, taking into 
account the threats that exist when accommodating inmates who are at risk and 
who, according to their own perception, feel threatened, it is crucial not to 
accommodate potential "predators" and potential victims together. 

In the case of Togher v. the United Kingdom, the Commission found that the 
arrest of mother and her accommodation in detention by which she was separated 
from her baby 11 days old, was a violation of Art. 3 of the Convention. 

In the case of Rodic and Others v. Bosnia and Herzegovina, the applicants 
complained of their accommodation in the Zenica prison. Namely, they considered 
that their accommodation in prison, taking into account that by nationality they 
were Serbs and Croats sentenced for war crimes, posed a threat to their lives and 
were therefore exposed to ill-treatment by fellow inmates. The Court in this case 
turned to ethnic relations that have existed since the war in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, and concluded that the placement of prisoners of war crimes with 
other inmates does not constitute per se inhuman and degrading treatment. 
However, the Court can not rule out the possibility that implementation of such 
policies may concern the matters that fall under Art. 3 of the Convention. The 
Court took into account the reports of non-governmental organizations of the 
Helsinki Committee for Human Rights in Bosnia and Amnesty International on 
human rights in prisons who reported on the inter-national conflicts in the Zenica 
prison. The Court finds that the applicant's physical well-being is not properly 
secured in appropriate manner in the period from the arrival of the applicant to the 
prison in Zenica until their accommodation in special prison hospital unit (the 
period that lasted from one to ten months, depending on the applicant). Moreover, 
the Court considers that the existence of suffering with the applicant, which in this 
concrete case consisted of constant mental anxiety caused by the threat of physical 
violence and the expecting of it, exceeding the unavoidable level that is inherent in 
detention and that it resulted in suffering that exceed the threshold of cruelty under 
Article 3 of the Convention. 

In this case, the concern was raised regarding the admissibility of the 
application in respect of the exhaustion of all available remedies. Although the 
Court concluded that submitting the complaint to prison inspector, in concrete case 
did not constitute an effective legal remedy which the applicant could use, the 
conclusion of the Court in respect of the inspection in prisons is important. The 
Court finds that prison inspectors of the Ministry of Justice in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina have the authority to supervise the treatment of prisoners and material 
conditions in the prison in Zenica. In this regard, the Court concludes that during 
carrying out their duties, prison inspectors must act in accordance with the 
European Convention on Human Rights, even if local regulations do not fully 
comply with the Convention. The Court further concludes that it is crucial that the 
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prison inspectors respond to every complaint and that their orders are legally 
binding. 

 
d) Regime and activities 
 
As noted above, when the European Court considers issues relating to the 

violation of Art. 3 regarding persons deprived of their liberty, it always takes into 
account the totality of all conditions. When it comes to imprisonment aspects 
relating to the regime and activities such as contact with the outside world, and the 
practice of religion and the work, the Court considers them more favorably in 
connection with violation of Art. 8 and 9 of the Convention. However, if 
impossibility of contact with the outside world and daily walks last for a longer 
period, they can lead to degrading treatment that constitutes a violation of Art. 3 of 
the Convention. 

In the aforementioned case Ilascu and Others v. Moldova and Russia, the first 
applicant was sentenced to death and spent about 8 years in strict isolation awaiting 
execution of the death penalty. The applicant had no contact with other prisoners, 
did not receive any information from the outside - because he was not allowed to 
receive and send mail, and did not have the right to contact a lawyer or receive 
visits by family members. Taking the material accommodation conditions (which 
we gave in section b) into account as well as a separate opinion of the Court related 
to the waiting for the execution of the death penalty, the Court found violation of 
Art. 3 of the Convention. 

In the case of Poltoratskiy v. Ukraine, the applicant was sentenced to death in 
1995. During waiting for the execution of the death penalty, it was abolished by 
law, and replaced with life imprisonment. He complained that he had no right to 
daily walks, family visits, visiting priests, and watching television. The Court 
found a violation of Article 3 of the Convention because the applicant during 30 
months was in a prison cell without the right to exercise, daily walks, and the 
windows in the cell were completely closed by the shutters. Delegation of the 
Commission of the Court which inspected the prison found that those prisoners 
sentenced to death in the prison were located in individual cells in which the light 
was on for 24 hours and the guards were able to observe them through the peephole 
on the door of cells. Prisoners were also not able to communicate with each other. 
The Court found that visits to prisoners were limited to 12 visits per year, and that 
all the requirements of the applicant's parents were granted. Time of filing the 
request to the authorization visit lasted about two to three months. The Court also 
found that the applicant was not allowed to send more than 12 letters a year. The 
Court could not determine with certainty whether the statements of the applicant 
that he did not have possibility to be visited by a priest were correct. His request 
for the visit of the priest was approved in December in 1998, given that domestic 
regulations did not anticipate visit of the priest, the Court concluded that before 
that date the priest did not visit the applicant. For all these reasons, the Court 
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concluded that the unacceptability of all conditions in which Mr. Poltoratskiy's was 
deprived of liberty were considered degrading treatment in terms of Art. 3 of the 
Convention. 

In the already mentioned case Valasinas v. Lithuania, where the Court found 
a violation of Art. 3 with regarding strip search of prisoners, the applicant 
complained that in the prison there was not organized labor or education 
opportunities. The Court found that lack of education and work in the prison 
caused an atmosphere of boredom. However, prisoners in this case had the 
possibility of contact with the outside world through visits, watching television and 
listening to music was enabled, concerts and theatrical performances were 
organized for several times. Taking all these circumstances into account, the Court 
found that they could not be characterized as degrading treatment contrary to Art. 3 
of the Convention. 

 
e) Medical protection 
 
In several cases, the Court notes that the Commission in its report in the case 

of Chartier v. Italy concluded that the Convention does not contain any provision 
dealing specifically with the situation of persons deprived of their liberty and 
especially no provisions for ill persons deprived of liberty. Yet, the Court can not 
rule out that possibility that deprivation of ill person can be considered in terms of 
Art. 3 of the Convention. Health, age, and serious mental illness are among the 
factors that must be taken into consideration in terms of Art. 3 Convention, when 
considering whether a person can be ordered custody. 

The Court, in the case of Hurtado v. Switzerland, stated that Art. 3 can not be 
interpreted as establishes a general obligation to release prisoners based on their 
health status, but that it actually imposes an obligation to States to protect 
psychological well-being of persons deprived of their liberty, in a way which 
would provide them with necessary healthcare. 

The Court took position in several cases that states, signatories of the 
Convention, are obliged to ensure health and well-being of the prisoner in a manner 
that will provide them necessary medical assistance. 

In the case of Aerts v. Belgium, the Court again referred to the CPT report, 
which stated that the standard of care that was provided to prisoners in the 
psychiatric wing in the Lantin prison was below minimum acceptable from an 
ethical and humanitarian point of view and the placement of individuals in this 
wing for a longer period carries an inevitable risk of mental deterioration. In this 
particular case there was no evidence that there has been deterioration in the mental 
health of the applicant. It seems that living conditions in the psychiatric wing in the 
Lantin prison did not have a serious impact on his mental health in terms of Article 
3. The Court accepted that the applicant had certain health problems, such as 
anxiety, which could be caused by staying in such conditions. However, the 
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suffering that the applicant had could not be qualified as inhuman and degrading 
treatment. 

In the case of Mouisel v. France, the applicant was ill with cancer and during 
his medical treatment with chemotherapy he was handcuffed. The Court concluded 
that the bond measure was disproportionate in terms of security requirements. The 
Court referred to the CPT's recommendations relating to conditions of transfer of 
prisoners for treatment to a health institution which are, in the opinion of the 
Commission, still brought into question from the perspective of medical ethics and 
human dignity. In this case, the Court concludes that the state authorities have not 
paid much attention to the health of the applicant and that the prolongation of 
detention undermined his dignity and led to the suffering that goes beyond what is 
inevitable for persons sentenced to prison and suffering from cancer. Therefore, the 
Court found that there was an inhuman and degrading treatment. 

The applicant, in case Herczegfalvy v. Austria complained to medical 
treatment, i.e. that he was isolated, hand-cuffed for bed for weeks and that he was 
forced fed and given neuroleptics. In this case, the Commission, which considered 
that there was a violation of Art. 3 and the Court made significantly different 
conclusions. The Court concluded that the length of bonding to bed was worrying, 
but that the evidence presented in Court was not enough to overrule the State's 
argument that according to the psychiatric principles that were valid at the time, 
such a treatment was acceptable. The Court further found that the state of 
inferiority and powerlessness which is typical of patients confined in psychiatric 
hospitals requires increased attention in accordance with the Convention. 
Established principles of medicine are crucial in such cases, and as a general rule, a 
measure which represents a therapeutic necessity can not be regarded as inhuman 
or degrading. The Court concluded that in this particular case the medical necessity 
has been convincingly proved. From the above reasons, the Court found no 
violation of Art. 3. 

The case of Borodin v. Russia, the Court, among other things, found that the 
authorities had failed to regularly monitor the mental health during his stay in 
isolation. The fact that the applicant was allowed to consult with a psychiatrist only 
once during the two years of stay in prison, reflects a lack of proper supervision. 

 
 

IV.  IMPRISONMENT ASPECTS IN SENSE OF ARTICLE 6 OF EUROPEAN 
CONVENTION 

 
The right to a fair trial guaranteed by Article 6 of the European Convention, 

which reads: 
 

- In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge 
against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a 
reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law. 
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Judgment shall be pronounced publicly but the press and public may be 
excluded from all or part of the trial in the interest of morals, public order or 
national security in a democratic society, where the interests of juveniles or the 
protection of the private life of the parties so require, or the extent strictly 
necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity 
would prejudice the interests of justice. 

- Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed innocent until 
proved guilty according to law. 

- Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following minimum rights: 
a. to be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in 

detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation against him; 
b. to have adequate time and the facilities for the preparation of his 

defence; 
c. to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own 

choosing or, if he has not sufficient means to pay for legal assistance, 
to be given it free when the interests of justice so require; 

d. to examine or have examined witnesses against him and to obtain the 
attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same 
conditions as witnesses against him; 

e. to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or 
speak the language used in court. 

 

a) Disciplinary procedures 
 
Article 6 of the Convention is applicable, inter alia, to disciplinary 

proceedings conducted by the prison authorities. But here it should be noted that 
European Court of Human Rights, in interpreting the provisions of the Convention, 
does not start from the meaning that terms used in Convention have towards the 
meaning in domestic law, but Court has developed autonomous terms 
("autonomous concepts"). In this way, European Court interprets the provisions of 
Art. 6 Paragraph 1 relating to the "civil rights and obligations" and "criminal 
charge". Thus, the European Court with the application of rights developed in its 
practice will consider disciplinary procedures, sometimes in terms of "civil rights 
and obligations", and sometimes in sense of a "criminal charge", depending on the 
facts and the essence of rights protected in the process. 

Given that "disciplinary proceedings" represent one of the elements of 
"safeguards" that represent an important aspect of imprisonment this part of the 
research will be related to the practice of the Court relating to disciplinary 
proceedings in prisons.  

In the case of Gülmez v. Turkey, the applicant complained that the prison 
authorities had imposed disciplinary measures against him, that were reflected in 
restriction of visits of his family members for a period of almost a year. In 
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considering the admissibility of the complaint the Court concluded that in this case 
it was not a "criminal charge" against the applicant but that the right to visits 
represents "civil rights and obligations" and has found that Article 6 in this case 
was acceptable. The applicant in this case complained that disciplinary bodies 
failed to conduct "a hearing" but that the decision was made only on the basis of 
files in the case. In deciding in merituum, the Court confirms that verbal and public 
hearing is a fundamental principle protected by Art. 6 Paragraph. 1. The Court also 
referred to the Art. 59 (c) of the European Prison Rules, which provides that person 
against whom the disciplinary proceedings was conducted should be allowed to 
defend himself alone or with the assistance of the lawyer when the interests of 
justice require so. In this particular case, the Court concluded that, even though the 
national laws prescribed that disciplinary measures could not be imposed before 
the prisoner is allowed to present his defense, this was not enabled for him. 

Appeals by the applicant to disciplinary measure were discussed first by the 
executive judge, and later by Great Chamber. In both cases, the Court considered 
the appeal based of documents which were in the file. Submissions of the applicant 
were discussed only before the disciplinary body. The applicant was also not given 
any opportunity to defend himself with an attorney before national courts which 
have considered his appeals. In this regard, the Court concluded that it was a 
violation of Art. 6 Paragraph. 1 of the Convention. 

In the case of Štitić v. Croatia, the applicant was imposed a disciplinary 
measure because he held door of the cell closed and thus prevented the prison 
guard to perform his duty. According to the regulations laid down by Croatia this 
act constituted a serious disciplinary violation. For this act he was imposed a 
sanction of solitary confinement for seven days, with the fact that the enforcement 
of sanction was postponed for three months. The Court, when considering whether 
it came under the criteria of "criminal charge" - Art. 6 Paragraph. 1, concluded that 
the applicant had been restricted movement in the prison and contact with the 
outside world for about three months, that with the imposing of this sentence his 
stay in the prison was neither prolonged or worsened and that the measure imposed 
for a severe disciplinary offense was not so austere and of nature that can be 
characterized as a "criminal charge" and that it does not fall under the protection of 
Art. 6 Paragraph. 1 of the Convention. 

In the case of Boulois v. Luxembourg, the applicant alleged a violation of his 
right to a fair trial because he had no right of access to court since his request to 
leave the prison was denied. In this case, considered by Grand Chamber, the Court 
held that it is not a "criminal charge", but the essence of his claim was civil in 
nature and it should be considered in this regard. The Chamber considered the 
application in terms of rights of prisoners that the Council of Europe recognizes 
through European Prison Rules adopted through three Recommendations of the 
Committee of Ministers. The Court concluded that the applicant had requested a 
leave from prison aimed at reorganization of his professional and personal life, i.e. 
for training courses for accountants and the use of computers, as well as additional 
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formalities such as renewal of driving license. In considering the applicants' 
submissions, the Grand Chamber of the Court held that neither the Convention nor 
the Protocols explicitly provide for the right to leave the prison as a special right. 
Also, absence from prison, being such, is not recognized by any principle of 
international law, to which the applicant turns to. Finally, the Court notes that even 
among the member states of the Council of Europe, there is no consensus regarding 
the absence from prison. In some member states, the State recognizes the right as 
soon as the legal conditions are fulfilled while in others there is a complete 
discretion in deciding. Also, not all States provide for remedies against the 
decisions to refuse a request to leave the prison. In any case, the Court notes that 
the Luxembourg authorities, far from it that they were indifferent about the 
reintegration of prisoners, provide other means by which achievement of this goal 
is realized. In that sense, the Chamber found that to be absent from prison is not 
recognized as a right in Luxembourg legislative, nor it is recognized as such by the 
Convention, and in this sense it is concluded that Article 6 Paragraph. 1 was not 
applicable in this case. 

In the case of Enea v. Italy, the applicant claimed that his right of access to 
court was violated because his stay in the special prison regime was extended, as 
well as that his right to access to court during the stay in a special prison unit. In 
the first case, the national court rejected two appeals of nineteen in total, as 
submitted by the applicant, because at the moment when national court made a 
decision there was no more interest of the applicant for decision making upon his 
request. The period of validity of the decree of the Minister of Justice to which the 
applicant actually referred really passed at the time when a court brought a 
decision. The Court, as far as this aspect of the claim is concerned, concluded that 
the applicant was referring to the rights recognized by the European Prison Rules 
and the Court concluded that, although the European Prison Rules are not binding 
in legal sense, it can be concluded that it is a "civil right "and that it came under by 
Art. 6 Paragraph. 1. As for the second aspect of the application, the applicant held 
that his right to family visits was violated since his stay in prison unit under a 
special regime was extended. The Court concluded in this respect that it is a "civil 
right" of the applicant that may be considered in terms of Art. 6 Paragraph 1. 
Deciding in merituum, the Court referred to the earlier practice from Ezeh and 
Connors v. the United Kingdom, where the Court said that "justice must not be 
stopped before the gate of the prison" and that "...there is no excuse to deprive the 
prisoners of rights guaranteed by Art. 6 ". In the end the Court noted that, in respect 
of first aspect, the applicant, although he had no right under domestic law, to 
require the court to reconsider in the merituum the decision about his secondment 
in a special prison unit, however, he was not entirely deprived of the right to access 
to court and therefore there was no violation of Art. 6 Paragraph. 1. Regarding the 
second point, the Court concluded that, given that the national court has not 
considered in merituum on the right of the applicant and considering the very short 
time limits in which the court ruled, the applicant was deprived of right to judicial 
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review of a decision of the Minister of Justice. From the above reasons, the Court 
ruled that it was a violation of Article 6. of Paragraph 1. of the Convention. 

In the Ezeh and Connors v. the United Kingdom, the first applicant was a 
prisoner who, during the hearing before the officer for the parole release, 
threatened to kill her if she did not propose the parole. The officer reported the case 
to the prison administration and the disciplinary procedure was initiated against the 
applicant in front of the Head of the Prison. In that procedure, the applicant 
requested legal assistance. Although the Head of the prison considered that the 
applicant did not give sufficient reasons to be allowed legal assistance, the first 
hearing was adjourned so as to allow him to obtain legal advice. The applicant in 
that disciplinary procedure was sentenced to 40 days in prison, 14 days of solitary 
confinement, 14 days of the ban on work and 14 days of deprivation of privileges. 

The second applicant while running within the prison hit the security guard. 
Security officer considered that the applicant did it on purpose and submitted a 
disciplinary report for the attack, which, according to prison rules represented a 
disciplinary offense. In disciplinary proceedings, the second applicant requested a 
legal representative as well, which was not allowed by disciplinary bodies, but the 
hearing was postponed so that he could obtain legal advice. For this disciplinary 
offense, the applicant was sentenced to seven additional days in prison, three days 
of solitary confinement and eight pounds fine. The Court and later the Grand 
Chamber, noted that in the case disciplinary sanctions comes to a mixture of "civil 
rights" and "criminal charge", but taking into account the penalties imposed and the 
gravity of, especially for the first applicant, offenses are however considered as 
"criminal" and therefore Art. 6 is applicable. In this regard, the sued State has 
violated Article. 6 of Paragraph.3 (c) because it did not enable applicants to have 
legal representation in disciplinary proceedings before the prison administration. 

Publicity of trial, as an important aspect of a fair trial guaranteed by Art. 6, 
also appears in relating to prisoners. Namely, in the case Riepan v. Austria, the 
applicant during the enforcement of the sanction threatened prison officers which 
meant the new offense. The trial was held by a regular court but in the prison 
premises. Public was not formally excluded from the trial. The Court held that the 
publicity of trial is particularly important in cases where the defendant is a 
prisoner, and where the charge is based on the threat to prison officer and in which 
case prison officers will be heard as witnesses. The Court refers to the previous 
position that the mere fact that the trial was held in prison and the fact that potential 
viewers were subjected to security check does not mean that the trial was held 
without publicity. The Court also confirms that the publicity of trial is satisfied 
only if the public was able to obtain information about the time and place of the 
trial and if the place is easily accessible to the public. In this particular case, the 
Court concluded that the trial, which was held in prison, did not meet mentioned 
standards, that there was no justification for such a trial, and that the applicant was 
not able to emphasize before a higher court, and thus there was a violation of Art. 6 
Paragraph 1 of the Convention. 
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When it comes to publicity of disciplinary proceedings, in case Campbell and 
Fell v. the United Kingdom, the Court takes a different view and finds that a 
publicity of disciplinary proceedings in prisons represents a disproportionate 
burden for the state. In respect of the absence of the public from the disciplinary 
proceedings conducted against the applicant, the Court found no violation of Art. 6 
Paragraph 1 of the Convention. However, in the same case, the applicant complains 
that there has been a violation of Article 6, because the decision of the disciplinary 
body has not been published. The Court concludes that reasons presented by the 
Government of the respondent State in relation to the publicity of trial, are not a 
sufficient justification for the fact that the Government has not done anything to 
somehow make a decision of the disciplinary body available to the public, so that 
in this regard there was a violation of Article 6 Paragraph 1 of the Convention. The 
applicants in this case emphasized that disciplinary body was formed by the 
Minister, and therefore do not meet the criteria of "independence" prescribed by the 
Convention in Art. 6 However, the Court concluded that the appointment of the 
members of the disciplinary bodies by the ministry, unless there is no interference 
of the Ministry in terms of their decision-making, does not mean that the body is 
not independent. 

In case Golder v. the United Kingdom, the applicant was a prisoner and 
during his stay in prison riots took place. He was accused of taking part in these 
riots and attack on a prison guard who was injured in these events. To defend 
himself against charges Golder requested from the Secretary of the Interior to allow 
him to contact a lawyer so as to discuss the possibility of launching defamation 
lawsuits against the prison guard. Secretary of the Interior refused his request for 
contacting an attorney. The Court started from the fact that the "right" to which 
Golder wanted to refer in relation to the prison guard, regardless of whether he was 
right or not, was a "civil right" in sense of Article 6 Paragraph 1. In this case, the 
Court held that, although not explicitly defined in Art. 6 right of access to court 
represents a right that is included in the content of Art. 6 Paragraph 1. Although he 
was not formally denied the right to institute proceedings before the court, the 
Secretary of the Interior virtually disabled him to take the necessary actions at the 
time. However, practical inability could be contrary to the Convention just like a 
legal impediment and for these reasons, the Court found that there had been a 
violation of Article. 6 Paragraph 1 of the Convention. 
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V.  IMPRISONMENT ASPECTS IN SENSE OF ARTICLE 8 OF EUROPEAN 
CONVENTION 

 
Article 8. of the European Convention guarantees right to the respect of 

private and family life and it reads: 
 
1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his 

home and his correspondence. 
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise 

of this right except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a 
democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the 
economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the 
protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of 
others. 

 
Before presenting the practice of the European Court in respect of 

imprisonment aspects in sense of Article 8 of the Convention, it should be 
mentioned that the Court, in its practice determined a principle when taking a 
measure is not enough to be subsumed under the acting contrary to Article 3, it can, 
however, violate Article 8 of the Convention which, among other things provides 
the protection of physical and moral integrity for the respect of private life. 

 
a) Visits to prisoners 
 
In the case of Messina v. Italy (no. 2), the Court reiterated its previous 

opinions that any deprivation of liberty which is lawful in sense of Article 5 of the 
Convention contains in itself the restriction of private and family life. Yet, it is 
crucial for the right to family life of a prisoner that prison authorities assist him in 
maintaining contacts with his close family. In this particular case, the applicant was 
in a special prison regime and visits of his family members were limited to twice a 
month, in conditions where visitors are separated by glass from the prisoners. The 
Court concluded that such measures constitute an interference with the applicant's 
private life, but that interference itself was not a violation if it is prescribed by law, 
endeavors to secure legitimate aim as defined in Paragraph. 2, and if necessary in a 
democratic society. Discussing on these grounds, the Court concluded that the 
measures were stipulated by law of Italy and that they aimed to the legitimate aim 
from Paragraph. 2 i.e. protection of public safety and the prevention of disorder and 
crime. In considering whether the measures were "necessary in a democratic 
society," the Court concluded that the applicant had been charged with serious 
offenses that were associated with the Mafia, that this regime lasted about 4.5 
years, that the authorities allowed extra visits by his wife and daughter for several 
times. Taking all the circumstances of the case into account, the Court concluded 
that the measures were necessary in a democratic society in order to protect safety 
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and crime prevention, and therefore there was no violation of Article 8 of the 
Convention. 

In case of Troisin v. Ukraine, the applicant was not allowed visits during 
custody. After the court decision, visits were allowed to him every six months and 
later once every three months. Visits were limited to three adults, and the applicant 
was visited by mother, wife, his brother and son, so that one person had to be 
excluded from the visit. During the visit, the prisoner communicated with visitors 
through the glass and the visits were supervised by prison officers. The Court 
concluded that, in this specific case there were no reasonable grounds that already 
rare visits are limited to such a short time and on the number of visitors, as well as 
that visits are done in the way that prison guards hear the content of the 
conversation. The Court also noted that there was no proportionate balance 
between the public interest and the restriction of the right to family life, and was 
therefore determined that there was a violation of the right to private and family 
life. 

Applicants in the case Vainright v United kingdom were mother and brother 
of one detainee who was suspected of murder. The brother has suffered from 
cerebral paralysis for a long time. Prison authorities considered that the detainee 
was involved in cases of passing the narcotics in the prison and the Head ordered to 
skin search in detail all the visitors for this prisoner. During the first visit to 
detainees, the applicants were not informed that the Head of the prison had brought 
such a decision. Applicants were searched with a metal detector at the first gate and 
they were ordered to take off their coats. Afterwards, accompanied by five or six 
guards they were taken to a separate room. Brother of the detainee was searched in 
a way that he was stripped to the bone where they inspected his body cavities and 
genitals. Mother of detainee was also strip searched and they visually inspected her 
cavities and genitals but without physical contact, and at no point she was 
completely naked. After the search detainee's brother was handed the paper that he 
had to sign. He argued that he was illiterate and asked his mother to read the 
document. Prison staff warned him that he would not be able to visit his brother if 
he does not sign the document. 

Detainee's mother also signed, after the search, a document which meant a 
consent to a thorough search. Both applicants were shaking during the search and 
crying and when they were allowed visit detainee's mother went to the toilet for 
four times and threw up and they did not stay the entire visit time. According to the 
applicants and the medical findings of both applicants, they suffered post traumatic 
stress syndrome and suffered for that for a longer period of time. In this case, the 
Court found that the applicants had sought to exercise their right to visit a family 
member in prison guaranteed by Art. 8 of the Convention. Although the Court did 
not bring into question the claims of the State that there was an endemic problem 
with drug trafficking, the Court concludes that there was no direct evidence to refer 
to the fact that the applicants were in any way connected with drug trafficking. 
Further, the Court states that search measure in such circumstances can be 
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considered legitimate, but when it comes to people who are not prisoners the 
procedures must be strictly followed as well as the dignity of persons being 
searched. In the end, the Court concluded that search measure was "prescribed by 
law" and that was striving to the realization of "legitimate aim" but that such search 
measure was not conducted in full compliance with internal rules and that for that 
reason was not proportionate to the legitimate aim and from those reasons 
represents violation of Article. 8. 

In case of Klamecki v. Poland, the applicant was charged with fraud and was 
imposed detention in order to prevent obstruction of investigation. While in 
custody, domestic courts did not allow his wife to visit the applicant for a period of 
one year. They were also not allowed any conversations by telephone and 
correspondence was monitored and censored. The Court in its assessment of all the 
circumstances of the case found that there was interference in private life of the 
applicant and that such interference itself, as it was done on the basis of a court 
decision was "in accordance with law." However, in terms of whether the 
interference with "private life" of the applicant was "necessary in a democratic 
society", the Court held that the national court in its numerous decisions except in 
the first and the last one, did not give any reasons for such restrictions, nor 
considered the possibility of imposing alternative and less restrictive measures that 
can prevent eventual agreements and hinder the collection of evidence, such as for 
example the presence of prison staff during their contact. Moreover, the domestic 
court questioned the applicant's wife, but continued with the restrictions of visits 
even three months late after that, with no other evidence that has been collected for 
that time, and trials were often delayed. Bearing in mind that during all these 
restrictions, the applicant's correspondence was also censured the Court concludes 
that local authorities have gone beyond the boundaries of what is considered 
"necessary in a democratic society" and aimed at "prevention of disorder or crime." 
The measures infringing in private lives of detainees were restrictive to the extent 
that it can not be considered either a native element of deprivation of freedom or to 
be justified by "legitimate aims" to which the State referred, and for these reasons 
there was a violation of the Convention. 

 
b) Correspondence 
 
In cases Stojanović v. Serbia and Jovančić v. Serbia the applicants 

complained that the prison authorities in Niš prison violated their right to privacy 
of correspondence in a way that all the letters they sent had to be handed over to 
the prison administration opened, and prison authorities could read them. The 
Court found that it was standard practice in prisons in Serbia to open and stamp 
correspondence of prisoners when being sent. The Government of Serbia denied 
the claims of the applicant stating that the applicant himself handed opened letters 
to prison administration and did not require having it confidential. The Court in this 
case concluded that the Constitutional Charter and the Constitution of Serbia which 
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were in force at the time prohibited violation of the correspondence without the 
proper Court order. The Court reminded of the already established practice where 
Art. 8 of the Convention prohibits local authorities to interfere in correspondence 
unless such interference was "in accordance with the law", if it strives for a 
realization of "legitimate aim" specified in Paragraph 2 of Article 8 of the 
Convention and if such interference is "necessary in a democratic society." Further, 
the Court confirms that the term "in accordance with law" means not only that the 
actions of the authorities must be determined by national law, but also that the law 
must have a certain quality. In this particular case, the Court found that the 
legislation and prison rules are unclear regarding this issue, and for these reasons 
ruled that the interference of the prison authorities in the applicant's 
correspondence was not "in accordance with the law" and represented violation of 
Article 8 of the Convention. 

In the mentioned case, Messina v. Italy applicant also complained because the 
prison authorities had exercised supervision over his correspondence. The Court 
concluded that the monitoring of prisoners' correspondence represented 
interference in private life. With further assessment, the Court concluded that such 
surveillance measures were also not "prescribed by law" because the presidents of 
the courts who decided on approvals for supervision of letters of the applicant, 
brought such decision based on the law which in insufficiently clear manner 
prescribed the extent and manner of supervision over the prisoner's 
correspondence, and thus does not fulfill the quality that prescribes standard 
"prescribed by law" defined in Art. 8 of the Convention. 

In case Labita v. Italy applicant alleged that the respondent State, in addition 
to other violations of the Convention, violated the provisions of Article 8 for 
supervision and censorship of correspondence which he exercised with his family 
and the lawyer. In this particular case, supervision and censorship were for a period 
of time been determined by the court, in another period, the censorship was ordered 
by the Minister of Justice while in third period, there was no legal basis for 
censorship of correspondence. Mentioned violations were considered by the 
Commission which led that current provisions of the respondent State law do not 
contain any rules on the length of the duration of the applicant's correspondence 
censorship or basis on which the order for censorship could be issued and does not 
indicate clearly enough to the scope of discretion right of relevant authorities in 
that sphere nor does it provide instructions how it is to be implemented. The Court 
accepted the Commission's assessment found a violation of the Convention. 

In the case of Szuluk v. United Kingdom the applicant was sentenced to 14 
years in prison for drug trafficking. Before he was sentenced the applicant suffered 
a hemorrhagic brain stroke. He underwent surgery two times before being detent to 
serve prison sentence and had to go to hospital every six months to be examined by 
a specialist. He discovered that his correspondence with the neuro-radiologists, 
who was following up his medical treatment, was supervised by the prison doctor. 
The appeal he filed to the domestic court was rejected. The Court of Appeal 
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concluded that it is a risk that he, by "intimidation or trickery" makes a specialist, 
whose bona fides action was never disputed, convey banned messages was 
sufficient to have interference with the applicant's rights justified. Regarding the 
necessity of the interference, the Court noted that it was understandable, given the 
seriousness of the applicant's medical condition, that he was afraid that the 
monitoring of his correspondence with a specialist would disable their 
communication and obtain the assurances that he would receive adequate medical 
treatment. 

There was nothing to indicate that the applicant abused or misused that trust 
in his medical correspondence; after all, he was not a high-risk prisoner. The Court 
noted that the government did not explain in an adequate manner why the risk of 
misuse of correspondence with designated doctors, whose exact address, 
qualifications and bona fides are not disputed, should be considered a higher risk 
than the risk in terms of correspondence with lawyers. Therefore, by monitoring of 
medical correspondence of the applicant no fair balance with the right to respect of 
his correspondence was established. 

 
c) Medical protection 
 
In the verdict Bensaid v. United Kingdom the Court noted that "private life" 

was a broad term, that could not be thoroughly defined. Mental health should be 
considered a crucial part of private life connected to moral integrity. In that sense, 
preservation of mental health represents a precondition for the enjoyment of right 
to the respect of private life. 

In the verdict Dolnec v. Croatia the applicant was a prisoner who was serving 
a sentence of six years and six months. He complained, inter alia, that his right to 
private life was violated because prison authorities did not provide adequate 
medical care to him. The Court in this decision confirmed its earlier view that, 
although the essential aim of Article 8 is to protect the individual against arbitrary 
interference by public authorities, it does not mean the mere obligation of the State 
to abstain from such interference: with this negative obligation, there may be 
positive obligations indistinguishable from effective respect of private life. The 
Court further notes that "the fact that the applicant was a prisoner has a crucial 
importance because, as such, he is under the control of state bodies and he can not 
ensure psychiatric supervision for himself, but in this regard depends on the actions 
of competent prison services. There is no doubt that prisoners suffering from 
mental disorders are more susceptible to feel inferiority and helplessness. 

Therefore, it is necessary to examine with increased attention whether it was 
acted in accordance with the Convention. Although the competent authorities are 
obliged, on the basis of the recognized rules of medical science, to make a decision 
on therapeutic procedures to be applied in order to maintain physical and mental 
health of the prisoners who can not make decisions on their own and for whom, 
therefore, those bodies are responsible, such patients nevertheless remain under the 
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protection of Article 8. In this particular case, the Court found that the applicant 
received prescribed pharmacotherapy and regularly went to the psychiatrist. On 
three occasions he was hospitalized due to worsening of his mental condition, and 
the Court concluded that the applicant had been under regular and adequate 
psychiatric supervision, and did not find the violation of Art. 8 of the Convention. 

The case of Dickson v. the United Kingdom, although not falling into health 
care, however, due to the specificity deserves to be analyzed in this part of the 
paper. In this case, an applicant was serving a life in prison sentence, and the other 
applicant was his wife, who was also in prison when they met. They wanted to 
have children, and requested to be allowed to undergo artificial insemination. The 
Minister in charge, relying on domestic regulations that are restrictive in terms of 
artificial insemination of prisoners, refused their request on the grounds that the 
marriage was contracted in prison and their community has yet to be tested in 
normal course of daily life. In response from the Minister it is also noted that, 
bearing in mind the prison sentence, the child that is to be born could spend a 
significant part of its childhood without a father, and that there is a legitimate 
public concern that allowing artificial insemination bypasses punitive and deterrent 
element for conviction for a violent crime. In this case, the Chamber of the 
Strasbourg Court found that their request was considered with care by local 
authorities and that, bearing in mind the interests of the community there was no 
violation of the Convention. However, the Grand Chamber of the Court considered 
the communication in the sense if a balance between the public interest and the 
interests of the applicants was established. In this regard, the Court concludes that 
artificial insemination represents the only hope for the applicants to have a child, 
and for that reason this is a question of vital importance for them. The government 
has identified three reasons that justify their policy in this case. First, the inability 
of prisoners to have children is innate and inevitable element of the sentence. The 
Court considers that the impossibility to give birth is associated consequence of 
prison sentence, but that it is not an inevitable element. Second, the Government 
stated that allowing artificial insemination bypasses punitive and deterrent 
elements of prison sentence and undermines public confidence in the penal system 
of the state. Court rejected this argument on the grounds that tolerance and 
broadmindedness are trademarks of democracy, and that the Convention system 
does not recognize the automatic restriction of rights for something that may hurt 
public opinion. 

Confirming the importance of public confidence in the penal system, the 
Court nevertheless emphasizes the evolutionary nature of European penal policy 
that pays special importance on the rehabilitation of prisoners serving longer prison 
sanction. Finally, the government stated that the absence of parent for a longer 
period of time has a negative impact on the life of the child and society as a whole. 
The Court overruled this argument, noting that each government has an obligation 
to look after the best interests of the child, and in this case the other parent would 
be free and could take care of the child while the other parent would be serving his 
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sentence. In this regard, the Court concluded that there was a violation of the right 
to private and family life under Art. 8 of the Convention. 

 
 

VI.  IMPRISONMENT ASPECTS IN SENSE OF ARTICLE 9 OF EUROPEAN 
CONVENTION 

 
Article 9. of the European Convention guarantees to every person a right to 

freedom of thought, conscience and religion. 
 
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; 

this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either 
alone or in community with others and in public or private, and to manifest his 
religion or belief, in worship, teaching, practice and observance. 

2. Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs shall be subject only to 
such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic 
society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or 
morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others. 

 
Bearing in mind that Article 9 of the Convention guarantees freedom of 

thought, conscience and religion, this right, as for its nature, falls under the 
imprisonment aspect relating to regime and leisure activities of the prisoners. It 
should be mentioned that Court practice related to the religious rights of prisoners 
is not extensive as it is the case in respect of other prison aspects.  

In the case of Jakobski v. Poland the applicant was a prisoner who claimed 
that he was of the Buddhist religion and requested a vegetarian diet. Due to his 
health condition his doctor also prescribed to adhere to vegetarian diet for six 
weeks. Prison authorities allowed him to diet without meat for a period of six 
weeks, after which it was terminated because the doctor stated that it was not 
necessary any more. However, the applicant argued that the Buddhists are 
forbidden to eat meat and that the refusal of prison authorities to enable him a diet 
without meat is a violation of the right to practice faith. The Government argued 
that vegetarianism is not the essence of Buddhism and that Mahayana school, to 
which the applicant claimed to belong, only encourages vegetarianism, but it does 
not prescribe it as compulsory. The Court referred to the fundamental principles 
according to which Art. 9 covers various forms of manifestation of religion such as 
worship, teaching, practice and religious ceremonies. It does not protect every act 
motivated or inspired by a religion or belief. According to the developed 
jurisprudence of the Court it is incompatible with any jurisdiction of a State, to 
perform the review of the legitimacy of religious beliefs. The Court in this 
particular case did not deal with whether vegetarianism is a commitment to the 
Buddhist religion, because such a decision can be motivated by other non-religious 
reasons, so it accepted that in the case of the applicant, it represents religious 
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reasons, and that such requests are not unreasonable. The Government in this case 
argued that the preparation of special food requires higher costs of food preparation 
and hygiene, and thus represents a disproportionate burden on prison authorities. 
The Court concluded that there was a violation of Art. 9 because the applicant 
requested preparation of simple food without meat, while not demanding any 
special ingredients or a special way food preparation, and in this case there was no 
fair balance between the interests of the prison authorities and the applicant's 
interest in the exercise of religious duties of the Buddhist religion. 

In the aforementioned case Poltrovskiy v. Ukraine the applicant requested a 
visit from the priest while he waited "in a row" for the execution of death sentence. 
The Government denied that he had ever asked for a visit, but according to the 
letters of prisoner's parents and verbal statements determined by the Commission, 
the Court did not accept the claims of the Government. Given that the domestic 
legislation gave prisoners the right to receive a visit from a priest, the Court 
concluded that, by failing to allow a visit by the priest to the applicant it constituted 
an interference with the right to practice faith, which is not "in accordance with the 
law" and therefore represented a violation of Article 9 of the Convention. The 
Court also found a violation of the right to be visited by a priest in the Kuznetsov v. 
Ukraine case. 

In an earlier case McFeeley and Others v. the United Kingdom, the applicants 
complained that forcing the prisoners to work and to wear a prison uniform is a 
violation of freedom of conscience and belief. The Commission in this case 
concluded that the applicants had requested to receive a special status of prisoners 
in which they could wear their own clothes and were exempted from labor in 
prison. The Commission concluded that the right to "special preferential treatment" 
in prison does not fall within rights protected by Art. 9. Also, the Commission 
considers that the right to manifest beliefs and religion "in practice" does not 
include the applicant's right to wear their own clothes in prison. 

 
 

VII.  IMPRISONMENT ASPECTS IN SENSE OF ARTICLE 10 OF EUROPEAN 
CONVENTION 

 
Article 10. of European Convention guarantees freedom of expression to 

every person and says: 
 
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall 

include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas 
without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This article 
shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or 
cinema enterprises. 

2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and 
responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or 
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penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in 
the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the 
prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the 
protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of 
information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and 
impartiality of the judiciary. 

 
In an earlier case Mcfeeley v. the United Kingdom, the applicant inter alia, 

complained that during the sentence serving, freedom to receive information and 
ideas was limited for him because they did not have reading material, radio, 
television and newspapers available, as well as that religious literature was 
confiscated. The Government had argued that receiving of limited information is an 
integral element of the sentence. Also, the government argued that the reading 
materials were confiscated because of their abuse. The Commission found that the 
library, despite the loss of privileges, was still available to the applicants. 

The Commission also determined that religious literature was abused by 
unidentified prisoners. In terms of television, radio and periodicals, the 
Commission concludes that it represents interference with the right of prisoners to 
freedom of expression, but bearing in mind that the loss of the privileges 
represented a kind of the sentence for the protest and that the measures lasted for a 
limited time, such measures were "Necessary in democratic society " in order to 
prevent riots. For these reasons, the Commission rejected the application as 
obviously unfounded. 

In the case of Lowles v. the United Kingdom, the prison authorities 
confiscated a copy of the magazine "Gothic Ripples" with the explanation that the 
magazine was anti-Semitic, that leads to the use of weapons and encourages racial 
prejudice and for those reasons represents a treat to the safety and causing riots. 
The Commission found that the applicant received other publications, among 
others, different issues of the same magazine. For these reasons, the Commission 
concluded that the measures of the Government are the interference with the 
applicant's freedom of expression, but taking into account that the measures were 
not automatic but were related to only one particular copy, interference was 
"necessary in a democratic society." 

In the above mentioned case Yankov v. Bulgaria, the prison authorities 
confiscated the manuscript of the applicant in which he was critical of the prison 
conditions and practice in the prison. The applicant was imposed disciplinary 
measure of solitary confinement for seven days. In his writings the applicant was 
using offensive names such as "well-fed leaders", "simple peasants" (for prison 
guards), "provincial upstarts" (giving the name of police officer) and "powerful 
unscrupulous people (probably referring to the prosecutors and investigators in 
general). The writing was in the form of memoirs where the applicant described the 
days spent in detention awaiting trial, citing alleged illegal actions of state officers. 
The Court did not find that the applicant had intention to distribute the manuscript, 
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but that he was just writing down his thoughts. Moreover, there is no evidence that 
he distributed the contents of the manuscript among the other prisoners. Prison 
authorities confiscated a manuscript at the time when he wanted to hand it over to 
his attorney. Taking into account all the circumstances of the case, the Court did 
not accept that with such a measure the fair balance between the two opposed 
rights and interests of freedom of expression of the applicant, on the one hand and 
the need to maintain the authority of the judiciary and to protect the reputation of 
officers, was achieved. By punishing the applicant with seven days of solitary 
confinement in disciplinary cell, for writing offensive messages in private 
manuscript that was not distributed to other prisoners, state officers have exceeded 
their "free field of assessment" and that there was a violation of Art. 10 of the 
Convention. 

In the case of Nielsen v. the United Kingdom, the applicant was sentenced to 
life imprisonment for the murder of six people and the attempted murder of two 
others. The bodies of the dead were torn apart, boiled, burned, or otherwise laid 
aside. High Court found crimes as "barely conceivable heavy and distorted." 
During 1992, the author began to write his biography, which at the end consisted of 
400 densely typed text. The manuscript contains a description of early life that 
includes sexual experience with another man, detailed descriptions of the crime and 
the manner in which the bodies were laid aside as well as his life in prison. He 
handed his manuscript to his attorney during a visit in prison and a lawyer took the 
manuscript out from prison without the knowledge of the prison authorities. Later, 
another lawyer sent the manuscript back to the applicant, in a sealed package, 
stating that it represented private correspondence, and should be submitted in 
person to the prisoner. The manuscript was returned so that the applicant  could 
finish it for publication. Prison authorities did not submit the manuscript to the 
applicant with the explanation that it is not about the correspondence of legal 
nature and returned it to the lawyer. The Court concluded that the interference into 
the right to expression was "prescribed by law", as it is the regulation to which the 
government referred, was not sufficiently clear and predictable. In considering 
whether the measure was "necessary in a democratic society", the Court concludes 
that the manuscript was not confiscated and that it was returned to the lawyer. 
Furthermore, the Court concluded that publishing the text would be distressing for 
survivors and the families of the victims and for those reasons the application was 
obviously without reasonable foundation. 

In the case of Bamber v. the United Kingdom, the applicant was sentenced to 
life imprisonment for the murder of his family members. The applicant claimed all 
along that he was innocent. In May 1995, Mr. Bamber in a telephone call from 
prison turned in the radio program and challenged the claims of the presenter that 
prisoners should serve sentences with no right to parole. The applicant argued that 
it is not fair that life imprisonment sentence was mandatory for murders, no matter 
the circumstances of the case, as well as that any generalization is inacceptable 
because each case should be judged according to the given facts. Thereafter, the 
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Minister issued an act by which contacting the media by prisoners is allowed only 
in exceptional cases. After that, the applicant contacted the news agency to present 
his case. For violation of regulation issued by the Ministry, the applicant was 
disciplinary punished and it was forbidden for him to use the phone. The 
Commission, which considered the application, considers that the Convention does 
not impose an obligation of states to provide each individual with the unimpeded 
use of media and means of communication. However, in this case, the government 
prohibited the use of means of communication that would otherwise be available to 
the applicant, and that this represents an interference with freedom of expression. 
Analyzing whether the interference was "in accordance with the law" the 
Commission concluded that the act of the Minister was sufficiently predictable and 
clear and that it is considered that the interference was in accordance with the law. 
In this respect whether the interference with the rights of prisoners was "necessary 
in a democratic society", the Commission concludes that the applicant was not 
deprived of his right to contact the media through correspondence and that in this 
case the State enjoys a certain "margin of appreciation". For these reasons, the 
Commission declared the application as inadmissible. 

 
 

VIII. IMPRISONMENT ASPECTS IN SENSE OF ARTICLE 13 OF EUROPEAN 
CONVENTION  

 
Right to effective remedy is guaranteed by Article 13 of the Convention 

which says:  
 

Everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in this Convention are 
violated shall have an effective remedy before a national authority notwithstanding 
that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity. 

 
The Court expressed its understanding that the right to an effective remedy 

under Art. 13 of the Convention means guarantee of availability at the national 
level of a remedy that will ensure the implementation of the fundamental rights and 
freedoms guaranteed by the Convention no matter the form in which it is 
manifested. Remedy under Art. 13 must be effective in practice and in law. 
Effectiveness of the remedies under Art. 13 does not depend on certainty of a 
favorable outcome for the applicant. The body that decides on the legal remedy 
does not have to be a judicial body, but if it is not the court, powers and guarantees 
which this body has are essential in determining whether a remedy is effective or 
not. 

In the verdicts of the European Court the violation of the right from Art. 13 is 
usually associated with other rights as the right to an effective remedy means that a 
citizen has a right to address the state organ in relation to violation of the rights and 
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the organ is obliged to effectively and fundamentally examine the violation and if it 
was determined that a violation existed to order the avert of violation. 

 
a) Treatment 
 
The European Court in its verdict Benediktov v. Russia, concluded among 

other things that an effective remedy means that the use of this remedy must result 
in the cease of violation and that they do not continue and to provide appropriate 
satisfaction to the one suffered a violation. 

Specifically in the case Kozhokar v. Russia the Court found a violation from 
Art. 3 of the Convention relating to the prohibition of torture and violation of Art. 
13 related to an effective remedy because the signatory State held the applicant in 
inhumane conditions that led to the endangerment of human health and the legal 
remedy which was available to the applicant was not effective in sense of 
improving the conditions in which the applicant served his sentence. A similar 
situation exists in the case of Barilo v. Ukraine in which applicant was detained in 
a short period of time and suffered from diabetes. Apart from the violation of Art. 3 
of the Convention, the Court found that she had no right to an effective remedy, 
and thus committed a violation of Art. 13 of the Convention for the reason because 
the remedies used did not lead to the prevention of violation of rights or prevention 
of the violation of rights in the future or did not allow adequate satisfaction. 

 
b) Material conditions 
 
The European Court in its judgment Shahanov v. Bulgaria which was passed 

in 2012 gives another aspect of the right to an effective remedy. In this case, the 
applicant was in prison, his rights were violated, for which he claimed the 
compensation for the damage. Violation of the right referred to the inhumane 
conditions in which he was held, he did not have free access to the toilet, did not 
have access to running water, there were rats in a canteen etc.. The State adjudged 
to the applicant the compensation of damage, but he still remained in the same 
prison and under the same conditions as in the period in which the violation of 
rights was stated. Therefore, the right to an effective remedy, which includes the 
right to compensation of damages for violation of the right that occurred is 
complete only when the violation of the rights is remedied and not only when 
compensation for damage is paid. The applicant also submitted an application for 
the reasons of violation of Art. 6 relating to the rights of the accused to decide on 
his guilt within a reasonable time in the Criminal Procedure Bulgaria led against 
him. Namely, the Court found that the criminal proceedings lasted too long and 
that it had nothing to do with the prisoner, but that the presenting evidence was 
being delayed, the judges and jurors were absent which caused that criminal 
process took too long. Bulgaria this case did not have effective remedy that would 
prevent these violations. The Court found that there were no legal means to 
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accelerate the criminal proceedings or remedies that would allow the compensation 
for damage to be paid because the criminal procedure took an unreasonably long 
time. 

 
c) The unlawful detention 
 
In case of Ivanţoc and Others v. Moldova and Russia, the Court found that 

none of the applicants had been convicted by the "court" and that the sentence was 
imposed by the Supreme Court of Moldovan Republic of Transdniestria, in the 
facts of this case could not be considered legitimate decision by which a person 
may be deprived of liberty in accordance with the procedures prescribed by law, 
and therefore deprivation of liberty of the applicants until the court's decision did 
not meet the requirements set out in Paragraph 1 (a) of Art. 5 of the Convention. In 
this case especially severe violation of the applicants' right to freedom and security 
was found especially bearing in mind that after the decision of the European Court, 
the responsible states are obliged to take all measures to terminate arbitrary 
detention of the applicants and to ensure that they are immediately released. 
Applicants did not have an effective remedy by which unlawful detention would 
end. 

 
d) Regime and activities 
 
What is interesting is the verdict Petrov v Bulgaria in which applicant 

complained to Public Prosecutor for the fact that his extra-marital wife could not 
have spoken with him over the phone for more than 3 months and to visit him 
while he was deprived of liberty. The Court found that the prosecutor did not 
reconsider the appeal of the applicant. The conclusion is that each appeal has to be 
reconsidered, otherwise we do not have an effective legal remedy. The Court 
concluded that there was a violation of Art. 13 of the Convention because the State 
was not allowed to actively or silently, without justification prevent active 
submission of  remedy by the applicant.  

 
 

IX.  IMPRISONMENT ASPECTS IN SENSE OF ARTICLE 14 OF EUROPEAN 
CONVENTION 

 
Article 14. of the European Convention prescribes prohibition of 

discrimination and says:  
 
The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be 

secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, color, language, 
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a 
national minority, property, birth or other status. 
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Court practice in terms of Art. 14 establishes that discrimination means 

different treatment without an objective and reasonable justification towards 
persons in relatively similar situations. Racial violence is a special insult to human 
dignity and in respect of its dangerous consequences requires from the authorities a 
special vigilance and a vigorous reaction. For these reasons, the authorities must 
use all available means to combat racism and racial violence, and therefore to 
enhance the vision of a democratic society in which diversity is not perceived as a 
threat but as a source of wealth. 

The Court further stresses out that, when investigating violent incidents, the 
States have a special obligation to take up all reasonable steps to discover every 
racist motive and to determine whether ethnic hate or prejudice had any role in 
these incidents.   

Dealing with cases of racially induced violence and brutality in the same 
manner as with cases that have no racist overtones would be turning a blind eye to 
specific nature of acts that are particularly destructive in terms of fundamental 
human rights. Failure to make a difference in the manner in which situations that 
are essentially different are treated in the same manner is directly contrary to Art. 
14 of the Convention. 

Proving racial motivation will often be extremely difficult in practice. States 
have the obligation to investigate possible racist overtones to the act of violence 
and their duty is to as strong as they can aim to carry out the investigation, and 
authorities are obliged to do what is reasonable in the circumstances of the case. 

 
a) Treatment 
 
In case of Cobzaru v. Romania the applicant stated that he was inhumanely 

treated in police detention by which Art. 3 of the Convention was violated. The 
authorities failed to implement prompt and effective investigation into the violation 
of the right and at the same he pointed to the violation of Art. 14 (prohibition of 
discrimination). 

The Court found that there was a violation Art. 3 of the Convention, and that 
the state did not carry out the effective investigation of these violations. After the 
fall of the communist regime there was a lot of anti-Roma incidents in which 
representatives of the State participated. Therefore, there was a special obligation 
of the State that if there was any suspicion of racially motivated incidents to 
investigate and establish the facts. In this case there was no attempt on the side of 
the prosecution to investigate the conduct of police officers who were involved in 
the violence, which would determine whether they were previously involved in a 
similar incidents and whether they were accused of expressing anti-Roma 
sentiment, but the prosecutors made tendentious remarks concerning the applicant's 
Roma origin during the investigation. 
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b) Regime and activities 
 
In case Petrov v. Bulgaria, among other violations of the Convention, the 

applicant complained to the fact that he didn't have the same treatment as those 
prisoners who were married. He had a many years extra-marital relationship with a 
woman with whom he had a child. The applicant stated that he was forbidden to 
contact his partner over the phone which also reflected on his relation with the 
child. There was no legitimate reason for this restriction which put him in less 
favorable position compared to the prisoners who could communicate with their 
wives. 

The Court found that there was a violation of Art. 14 in connection with 
violation of Art. 8, which is related to family life. The Court also found that 
situations in which couples are married or are in extramarital status are not 
completely analogue per status in legal effect. 

In terms of Art. 14 differences in the treatment of people in a relatively 
similar situation is discriminatory if it has no reasonable justification, i.e. if does 
not strive to a legitimate aim or if it does not have a reasonable measures in 
proportionality in the applied means and required aim wishing to be achieved. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
 

This report is the result of the research conducted by team of the Coalition for 
the Reform of prison system and it is a part of the project "Towards Full 
Implementation of European Standards in Prison System" implemented by the 
Center for Human Rights - Niš. The aim of this study is to collect data on the 
phenomenon of self-injuring in prisons from legal and psychological aspect, by the 
members of the research team in order to start the initiative for the change in the 
current practice and the legal framework that stipulates this area, aimed at 
harmonization with the standards established by the Council of Europe. As well, 
the goal of this research is to increase the capacities of the Coalition for the Reform 
of Prison system from the area of international standards related to the position of 
prisoners. 

Data presented in this report were collected by the method of multi-
disciplinary approach in the research of self-injuring in prisons performed based on 
the data consisted in the literature, reports of international organizations, verdicts 
of European Court for Human Rights, reports of the European Committee for the 
Prevention of Torture and inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, 
recommendations of the Committee of the Council of Europe Ministers, national 
laws and sub-legal acts and reports. 
 
 
II.  TERM AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SELF INJURING 
 

Self-harming behaviour.... needs to be seen as an indication of the morale of 
the institution, rather than an indication of individual and personal troubles5 
 

a) Self-injuring term 
 

Self-harm refers to any act that involves the infliction of pain or injury to 
oneself. It is primarily about the behaviour or emotional disturbance manifestation. 
"Trigger" for the occurrence of this behaviour is different and depends on the 
person. For someone, it may be personal reasons, such as past trauma, or social or 
economic reasons. In any case, it is about the behaviour that is difficult to control 
and that is hard to work with, and that requires patience by medical and other staff 
that comes into contact with a person who performs self-injuring. Persons prone to 
self-injuring are of all ages and different social and cultural environments, 
however, some groups are particularly vulnerable due to life experience, 

                                                 
5 Dooley, E. 1990, “Unnatural deaths in prison”, British Journal of Criminology, vol. 30, no. 2, pp. 
229–34 
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psychological factors, or the combination of these elements. There are primarily 
prisoners, war veterans, members of sexual minorities and certain cultures6. 

 
b) Difference between self-injuring and suicide 

 

In practice, it often happens that the phenomenon of self-injuring and suicide 
are identified as similar which must not be the case at all. The main difference 
between self-injuring and suicide relates to the intent with which a person decides 
to commit the act. When someone attempts suicide, his intention is to end his life. 
When someone intentionally hurts himself (without suicidal intent) this behaviour 
does not have an aim to end of life. Self-injuring in this case acts as stress 
management, reduction of tension, frustrations and anxiety. However intentions of 
a person can change over time, i.e. there is a sense of ambivalence that at some 
point can go to the other side, into a suicide attempt. 

Sometimes the amount of stress and tension is so great that the mechanisms 
of self-injuring may not be enough and that is the reason why there is statistics that 
demonstrates a high correlation of self-injuring and suicide (in the research of 
Fazel and collaborators the data that the suicide rate among prisoners was five 
times higher than the rate in non-prison conditions, was obtained7). 

 
c) Self-injuring in prison conditions 
 

The degree of self-harm, according to researches conducted in several 
European countries, is significantly higher in prison than in the general population. 
In one survey8 about 10% of cases of self-injuring happen the day after arriving to 
prison, and up to 45% during the first month of the sentence serving. This fact is 
explained by the impact of the stress which the convict is facing. Simply put, this 
act is aimed at reducing the tension that accumulates and represents a valve for the 
prisoner who does not have another, socially acceptable way to deal with 
frustrations. Also, younger prisoners are exposed to higher risk, especially those 
sentenced to long prison sentences. 

Self-injuring behaviour represents a great challenge for the work of prison 
staff because it comes to potential jeopardizing of prisoners' lives. As well, this 

                                                 
6 Group of authors (2010). Self-harm, suicide and risk: helping people who self-harm, Royal College 
of Psychiatrists, London 
7 Fazel S, Benning R, Danesh J (2005) Suicides in male prisoners in England and Wales, 1978–2003. 
Lancet 
8 Crighton, D.A. & Towl, G.J. (1997). Selfinflicted deaths in prisons in England and Wales:An 

analysis of the data for 1988–90 and 1994–5. In G.J.Towl (Ed.) Suicide and self-Injury in prisons 
(Issues in Criminological and Legal Psychology, No. 28) (pp.12–20 
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behaviour is often misinterpreted which may cause more severe consequences. 
Examples of such a bad practice of prison staff are: 
- “Interpretation of self-injuring as seeking attention and thus is to be ignored”. 

This is a very frequent opinion which is wrong and which simplifies self-
injuring problem. Namely, for some prisoners this is the only way to draw the 
attention to the fact that something wrong is going on, while others even hide 
the injuries - for them this is the way to overcome the stress, not to draw the 
attention. 

- “Self-injuring is an attempt of manipulation made by prisoners”. Among the 
prison staff this might be the most common explanation of self-injuring - it is 
an act by which others and system, in general, are manipulated. Of course that 
this is sometimes true, but, however, the most common reason is that it occurs 
as an attempt to solve the tension and emotional dissatisfaction. People that 
perform it, do that because of the effect on them, alone, not other people. 

- “Prisoners who self-injure either enjoy that or they do not feel pain”. Such 
attitude may sometimes lead to severe treatment by medical staff that is 
reflected in situations when they sew the wound without anaesthesia. Exactly 
the opposite strategy of care for inmates who self-injure and that involves 
sensitive access of staff and readiness of the prison management to respond to 
the needs of convicts could lead to a reduction of the risk for such behaviour to 
re-occur. 

 
d) Treatment 

 
Timely and appropriate treatment of prisoners who self-injured is essential 

for any serious program of intervention. The efficiency of intervention depends, as 
well, on the way in which the each individual case is approached - and by that is 
meant that every act of self-injuring should be taken seriously and not considered 
as manipulative behaviour9. The progress that a prisoner achieves after the act of 
self-injuring depends primarily on the level of expertise and experience that 
specialists who work on the solution of the problem with him have. 

Regular therapeutic work with the prisoner affects his recovery in many 
ways. The team that should be working with these prisoners is made by a 
psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker, as well as any other employee who is 
trained to work with this group of prisoners. 

Accommodation conditions are also an important component in preventing 
recur of self-injuring behaviour of the person. In such situations the seclusion of 
prisoner and his complete isolation, solitary confinement, without clothes and any 
items that may be used again in some self-destructive behaviour is not 
recommended at all. These prisoners should be accommodated in a cell with one or 

                                                 
9 Liebling, A. 1995, “Vulnerability and prison suicide”, British Journal of Criminology, vol. 35, no. 2, 

pp. 173–87  
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two other prisoners of his age, and with whom the staff will also work (in terms of 
training on how to treat that prisoner). 

The greatest emphasis, however, is certainly on a well-developed prevention 
programs. Detailed assessment of each individual case needs, teams training and 
establishing a set of formal procedures to deal with cases of self-injuring in prisons 
can greatly help to ensure that this kind of behaviour is reduced or predicted. 

 
 

III.  NATIONAL LAW AND PRACTICE 
 

In the effective Law on the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions10 term self-
injuring is mentioned in the article 128, which stipulates the cases in which 
coercive measures will be applied. These measures can be applied for six 
mentioned reasons, one of which is self-injuring. In application of coercive 
measures the aim is to prevent the emergence of self-injuring and will be used only 
when necessary. Types of coercive measures are: the use of physical force, 
restraint, seclusion, use of batons, the use of water hoses, use of chemicals and the 
use of firearms. The officers will always apply the measure that least endangers the 
life and health of the person to whom it applies, and which successfully puts down 
resistance and is proportional to the danger that threatens. 

The Law on the enforcement of criminal sanctions provides special measures 
as well. As one of the reasons for application of these measures it gives the danger 
of self-injuring. Special measures will be applied when the danger of self-injuring 
could not be removed in other way, with the remark of legislator that these 
measures will be applied exclusively. Special measures are: confiscation and 
temporary retention of the things that otherwise could be hold, placement in a 
special room without dangerous things, accommodation under increased 
surveillance, isolation and testing for infectious diseases and psycho-active 
substances. More specific measures can be applied to a prisoner at the same time, 
but the enforcement of the measure must be stopped as soon as the reasons for it 
stop. 

Self-injuring is disciplinary sanctioned, although the term self-injuring is not 
mentioned among the severe or less severe disciplinary offenses. In Art. 145 par. 1 
point 15 of the LECS self-disciplinary infraction is defined as “deliberate 
endangering of ones own health aimed at disabling for the performance of duties”. 
The report on the work of the Directorate for Execution of Criminal Sanctions for 
2012, in which on page 114 there is a specified statistics on disciplinary offenses 
including self-injuring that was done in total for 126 times, says that it is really 
about self-injuring. The existence of these disciplinary measures implies the 
existence of two elements - endangering person's own life and other element that it 
is done in order to disable for the execution of duties. So, for the punishment for 

                                                 
10 Off. Gazette of Republic of Serbia, no 85/05, 72/09 and 31/11 
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this disciplinary offense it is not enough that someone has endangered his health, 
but also that he did it in order to get disabled for the execution of duties. In doing 
so, the authority conducting the disciplinary proceedings in order to sentence 
someone must establish the existence of both of these elements and specify the 
kind of the infringement and in particular the obligation that the prisoner does not 
want to perform. 

Ministry of Justice and Public Administration of the Republic of Serbia and 
the Administration for the Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions prepared a draft of a 
new Law on Enforcement of Criminal Sanctions, which was presented to Public in 
April 2013. By this draft of the law self-injury still represents a reason for the use 
of coercive measures in order to prevent it, but it is also the requirement for the 
application of special measures if there is a risk of self-injuring. The draft of the 
new LECS, among serious disciplinary offenses, does not provide for self-harm, 
i.e. deliberate endangering of ones health in order to get disabled for the execution 
of duties. We believe that this is a good solution because Committee for the 
Prevention of Torture (CPT) in its report on the visit to Latvia in 2007 
recommended that self-injury is no longer sanctioned as a disciplinary offense. The 
same recommendation applies to Serbia because it is in our legislation, self-
injuring was overlooked as a disciplinary offense. This trend of impunity of self-
injuring should be continued, also when bringing the bylaws that will for sure 
happen after the adoption of the new Law on the Enforcement of Criminal 
Sanctions. 

With these acts, primarily with the Rulebook on House Rules, light 
disciplinary offenses are prescribed and there is assumption that light disciplinary 
offenses will be prescribed by new Rulebook. Self-injuring cannot be considered 
either severe or light disciplinary offense, but the measures aimed at their 
prevention and reduction of danger for their occurrence should be taken up. 

This is the only way in which, by the removal of causes that led to a situation 
that one person commits self-injuring, the number of self-injuries will reduce. 
 
 
IV.  STANDARDS AND PRACTICES ESTABLISHED BY THE COUNCIL OF 
EUROPE 
 

a) European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms 

 
European Convention in its text does not contain provisions relating 

specifically to self-harm and suicide of detainees. However, the European Court of 
Human Rights in its practice established a number of principles concerning the 
protection of persons deprived of liberty from self-harm and the positive 
obligations of Member State imposed by the Convention in Art. 3. 
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In Keenan v. the United Kingdom11, Court upheld the original positions12 that 
authorities are obliged to protect the health of persons deprived of liberty. As well, 
the Court holds that the lack of proper medical care can lead to treatment contrary 
to Article 3 of the Convention.13  

When considering whether treatment of punishing is contrary to standards of 
Article 3 of the Convention, in case of mentally disabled persona, one should take 
into account their special vulnerability and impossibility to give a statement how a 
certain treatment influences them.14 

In this particular case Mark Keenan was deprived of liberty and there were 
indications that he was suffering from some mental disorder and that he was at risk 
of suicide. The Court found a lack of medical information about a person who is at 
high risk of suicide and stress that could be concluded during his separation and 
disciplinary sanctions. In this sense, the lack of monitoring conditions of Mark 
Keenan and lack of involvement of the psychiatric examination and treatment is a 
significant omission in the medical treatment that is provided to mentally disabled 
person who is known to be at risk of suicide. The Court concludes that there are 
precautionary measures that reduce the risk of self-harm of a person without 
prejudice of the autonomy of individuals. Disciplinary sanctioning of Mark 
Keenan, which consisted of seven days in the punishment block and an additional 
twenty-eight days added to his sentence imposed nine days before his release - 
which sentence could affect his physical and moral resistance, are not in 
accordance with the standards for the treatment mentally ill persons. From the 
mentioned reasons, the Court concluded that there was a violation of Art. 3 of the 
Convention. 

In the case of Mitić against Serbia, the applicant claimed that Serbia violated 
the right to life of J.M. because it did not prevent suicide during sentence serving. 
J.M. was disciplinary punished for trying to escape from prison with other inmates. 
During the disciplinary sentence of solitary confinement, J.M. committed suicide 
using prison bedding. In this particular case, the Court analyzed whether the 
national authorities knew or ought to have known that there was an imminent risk 
of suicide of J.M., and in this case, whether they had taken all that could 
reasonably be expected to prevent the risk. The Court found that J.M. had no 
medical history that would indicate any kind of mental disorder. As well, J.M. 
during the stay in the prison behaved completely normal, without expressing any 
suicidal aspirations or mental disorder. He had a constant access to medical 
protection and was always examined by the same doctor. He was in contact with 
the prison staff and other prisoners who never pointed to anything strange in his 
behaviour. Neither J.M.'s relatives never warned the court that there was a risk of 
                                                 
11 Keenan v. United Kingdom, no. no. 27229/95 judgement of 3 april 2001) 
12 Hurtado v. Switzerland, judgment of 28 January 1994, Series A no. 280-A, opinion of the 

Commission, pp. 15-16, § 79; 
13 İlhan v. Turkey [GC], no. 22277/93, § 87, ECHR 2000-VII 
14 Aerts v. Belgium, judgment of 30 July 1998, Reports 1998-V, p. 1966, § 66; 
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suicide. From the above reasons the Court determined that prison authorities could 
not predict that J.M. would commit suicide and that for those reasons there was not 
a breach of Art.2 of the Convention. 

 
b) European Prison Rules Recommendation Rec. (2006)2 
 

European prison rules (rule No 42.3.) prescribe obligations of medical staff 
that at every examination of prisoner: diagnose all physical and mental diseases 
and takeover all the measures for the treatment, make evidence and report to the 
authorities about any sign that the prisoner is violently treated, as well as to 
identify the existence of any psychological stress caused by deprivation of liberty. 

In rule 52.1 it is determined that assessment of prisoners is done in sense 
whether they represent a security risk for other prisoners, prison staff or other 
visitors, as well whether there is probability that they would try to self-injure As 
well, Rule 52.2 determines obligation to introduce actions aimed at providing 
security and reduction of violence in institution. 

Rule 68.2. prescribes that hand cuffs, straitjackets and other means of 
restraint will not be used, except for, among others, protection of prisoners from 
self-injuring, about what, the Head is obliged to immediately inform the doctor and 
a higher organ in charge. As well, obligation is determined to prescribe the manner 
of use of means of restraint by national law. 

 
c) European Committee for the prevention of torture and inhuman or 

degrading treatment or punishment (CPT) 
 

European Committee developed rich practice and standards relating to 
treatment of persons deprived of liberty and material conditions in institutions in 
which those persons are accommodated. During the visits to member states 
European Committee publishes Visit reports and there they publish facts that 
Committee members determined during the visit as well as recommendations. 

The European Committee has developed in its practice specific standards 
relating to the prevention of self-injuring of a person and suicide. As is the case 
with the European Prison Rules, the European Committee in their reports 
recommends to the Member States to adopt a clear policy or strategy for the 
prevention of self-injuring and suicide.15 The strategies themselves that are being 
adopted by member states of the convention is, as well, a subject of the revision by 
the Committee.16 As well, the Committee questions the application of policies and 
strategies adopted by the member states. In that sense, the Committee recommends 
                                                 
15 Visit Report, Netherlands: Visit 2007,  Section : 68/101; Visit Report, Bosnia and Herzegovina: 
Visit 2003, Section: 13/38, Visit Report, Germany: Visit 2000, Section : 33/55; 
16 Visit Report, Sweden: Visit 1998, Section : 24/33; 
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to “take steps so as to ensure that they are introduced with instructions for the 
prevention of suicide, as well as to apply them, staff members from all 
categories”.17 In respect of prisoners that are specially exposed to risk of self-
injuring or suicide, the Committee requires from the governments of member 
countries to adopt clear instructions so as to ensure to be subjected to questioning 
of their mental health and care.18 

Material housing conditions are also important for the prevention self-
injuring in prisons. In this regard, the Committee recommends that the prisoners 
exposed to risk from self-injuring and suicide are placed in rooms where there are 
no objects that can be easily used for self-injuring. In his practice, the Committee 
has determined that this can certainly be items such as window bars, glassware, 
belts, ties…19. The Committee considers that sanitary made of fragile ceramics,20 
taps with sharp edges21 and glass screen that separates doctor and patient during the 
examination,22 as well objects that can be used for self-injuring. The Committee 
found that it is practice in some Member States to accommodate prisoners who are 
at risk of self-injuring and suicide in a special “observation cells”23 in which there 
are no objects with which they can be easily hurt and they are subjected to more 
frequent or even constant surveillance by prison staff. The Committee does not 
consider that specific cells are unacceptable, but in several cases it found that in 
these cells, prisoners were only in their underwear or completely naked,24 and, in 
some cases that heat is not enough given that the prisoners were in their underwear. 

The Committee found that the accommodation of prisoners, completely 
naked in such cells, represents inhuman and degrading treatment. In that sense, the 
Committee recommends to, in cases where it is necessary, provide the clothes that 
cannot be used for suicide and self-injuring.25 In general, the Committee holds an 
opinion that prisoners exposed to higher risk of suicide and self-injuring should be 
relocated to the unit for accommodation of mentally disabled persons.26 

The Committee believes that medical personnel must be specially trained to 
recognize symptoms that indicate the existence of the risk of suicide and self-
injuring of prisoners. This is especially important during periods at the admission 
to Penitentiary as well as before and after trial, or prior to release.27 
                                                 
17 Visit Report, Iceland: Visit 2004, Section : 19/35 
18 Visit Report, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia: Visit 2008, Section : 6/13 
19 CPT standards, document no. CPT/Inf/E (2002) 1 - Rev. 2011, p. 35; Visit Report, 
United Kingdom: Visit 1990, Section : 41/57 
20 Visit Report, Iceland: Visit 1998, Section : 37/49 
21 Visit Report, Czech Republic: Visit 2002 , Section : 40/56 
22 Visit Report, Iceland: Visit 2004, Section : 19/35 
23 Visit Report, Malta: Visit 2008, Section : 33/48; Visit Report, Ireland: Visit 2006, 
Section : 21/34; Visit Report, Turkey: Visit 2001, Section : 37/56 
24 Visit Report, Malta: Visit 2008, Section : 33/48 
25 Visit Report, Austria: 2004, Section: 32/48 
26 ibid 
27 Visit Report, Germany: Visit 2000, Section : 33/55 
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In some Member States, the Committee found that self-injuring and 
attempted suicide are punishable conduct and that they constitute disciplinary 
offenses.28 In some countries it is punishable only that self-injuring which is a 
“tool” i.e. that is directed against the administration of the institution.29 Committee 
in such cases, expressed concern and requested from the country more detailed 
explanations of how to determine whether an act of self-injuring occurred as a 
mental disorder or as an act directed against government institutions. The 
Committee in such cases always emphasizes that self-injuring is often a reflection 
of psychological or mental problems and that there should in such cases be 
therapeutic rather than punishable access.30 

 
 

VI.  INSTEAD OF CONCLUSION 
 

In the previous part of this paper we discussed the definition, methods and 
treatment of self-injuring. When it comes to the manifestation of this phenomenon 
in prison population, we came across foreign sources exclusively. Besides simple 
statistic data on the number of such cases for some years in different prisons, we 
could not find information related to a deeper engagement with the problem in 
Serbia. And these statistics may need to be taken with caution, because of the lack 
of clearly defined criteria on which the act belong to the self-injuring behaviour. 

Researches conducted in prisons in several European countries show that 
there are several reasons why the prisoners decide to do this. These include: the 
nature of prison conditions that increases the likelihood of the occurrence / 
worsening of various mental disorders; length of stay in prison - prisoners who 
have recently arrived to prison are particularly subjected to self-injury, the person's 
age - younger prisoners are more likely to self-injure; previous history of substance 
abuse... When speaking about the influence of the environment, what is particularly 
stressed are condemnation of the family and the wider environment, separation 
from family, and the accumulation of problems (often financial) out of the prison, 
and of which the prisoner has no longer control. Overcrowding in prison stands out 
from situational factors in prison environment that is of influence on increased 
sensitiveness. 

These data should be compared with the conditions and treatment of 
prisoners in Serbian prisons. In a collective act of self-injuring in District Prison in 
Belgrade in July 2006th, 65 convicts sewed their mouth. The protest was caused by 
dissatisfaction of prisoners, due to: poor housing conditions, excessive 
overcrowding, poor medical care they receive, torture, short walks... The 
                                                 
28 Visit Report, Lithuania: Visit 2008, Section : 24/40; Visit Report, Austria: Visit 2004, 
Section : 32/48; 
29 Visit Report, Poland: Visit 2000, Section : 32/5; 
30 Visit Report, Lithuania: Visit 2008, Section : 24/40;  Visit Report, Austria: Visit 2004, 
Section : 32/48; 
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conclusion is that in Serbian prisons prisoners decide to take this step not so much 
because of the life and circumstances that are out of prison, but because of what 
they are facing in the prison. Observation that was stated at the beginning of the 
text, that self-injuring behaviour should be seen as an indication of moral of 
institution, not a problem of an individual, perhaps describes the situation best. 

Legal acts in force treat self-injuring of prisoners as a serious disciplinary 
offense. However, in Serbia there is no clearly defined policy that stipulates the 
acting of various services that exist in prisons aimed at prevention and treatment of 
persons who have committed an act of self-injuring, or are prone to it. We consider 
that it is necessary to adopt by-laws that in detail stipulate the acting of prison 
services in cases where there is a risk of self-injury and the treatment of persons 
who commit an act of self-injuring. It is also necessary to establish a special 
training of prison staff, particularly medical staff and staff working within the 
treatment of prisoners under such risk. 
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